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ABSTRACT 
A novel method is developed for the description and calculation of 
Ham reduction factors in 'Jahn-Teller active' systems which are weakly 
coupled to many lattice modes. Diagrammatic many-body perturbation theory 
for finite temperatures is combined with diagrammatic group theory into a 
coherent formalism, whose essential features are readily visualized. The 
method lends itself to economical calculation of reduction factors (given 
the recent availability of 6j symbols for crystal point group) and also to 
generalization of the traditional single multiplet 'Jahn-Teller problem' • 
Multirnode effects may be distinguished experimentally by searching for 
particular combinations of reduction factors, associated with particular 
Feynman diagrams, that vanish to all orders in systems with a continuous 
symmetry group and to fourth order in all , within a single-mode 
coupling model. 
octahedral 
General expressions for reduction factors are derived for 
up to at least fourth order, and including lattice anhar-
monicity and non-linear electron-phonon coupling. The effects of symmetric 
vibrations and intermultiplet coupling on reduction factors, and 
ation to second order reduction factors, are investigated. 
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1. 
INTRODUCTION 
When the coupling of an impurity ion to a host crystal lattice is 
not so strong, that the Jahn-Teller instability of degenerate electronic 
states lowers the site symmetry of the ion, the system is said to exhibit 
the dynamic Jahn-Teller effect (DJTE), (Ham (1972), Englman (1972». 
The coupling between the lattice vibrations and the electronic states now 
modifies the energy levels of the combined (vibronic) system in a non-trivial 
manner, even for weak coupling. Ham first recognized the import of the 
DJTE for the interpretation of EPR and optical spectra of impurities: when 
a symmetry lowering perturbation is applied to the ionic levels, it is the 
vibronic, and not the electronic states, which determine the response. 
He introduced the concept of reduction factors (RFs) to describe the (observed) 
reduction of electronic matrix elements of the perturbation, as a result of 
the vibronic coupling. Since the magnitudes of the RFs contain details of 
the ion-lattice interaction, their measurement, and the theoretical models 
advanced for their ion, have played important roles in the under-
standing of impurity-host It is these models that are our concern. 
Ham's (1965, 1968) initial model for RFs, was based on the coupling 
of the ion to the linear ( ) displacements of the nearest neighbours, 
assuming a single frequency for this vibration. For example, for the case 
of an electronic doublet in cubic , r 3 , coupled to a r 3-typ e vibration, 
r3 x E, the vibronic ground states related the two RFs, p,q for this system, 
as q = ~ (l+p) . This simple model was used with reasonable success, and 
held sway until 1973, when Englman and Halperin and, simultaneously, Gauthier 
and Walker, showed the above relation to be incorrect when the coupling was 
to more than one mode fre~uency. imental confirmation of their pre-
diction followed (Abou-Ghantous et al. (1974». Bates and co-workers 
(Bates (1978) - this article reviews theoretical treatments) have also 
developed a multimode coupling model for some Jahn-Teller (JT) systems. 
The methods of calculating RFs, used by the above authors and others, can be 
divided into three categories: 
(i) Construction of the eigenstates of the vibronic Hamiltonian (e.g. 
Ham, Halperin and Englman) - the standard method. It lends itself 
to a determination of the relations between RFs that can follow from 
symmetry arguments (e.g. Leung and Kleiner (1974». 
2. 
(ii) Transformation of the vibronic Hamiltonian and external perturbation 
(Bates) - applicable for linear ion-lattice coupling of JT ions in 
certain symmetries (it is only exact for one system). 
(iii) Green function methods (Gauthier and Walker) - valid for weak coupling. 
Though each of the three methods has its limitations, the first is inferior 
to the other two, because the dependence of the RFs on temperature, and on 
the coupling of the ion to the continuum of lattice modes, cannot be easily 
calculated. However, despite the work of the above authors and others, 
several important problems remain outstanding: a unified approach to RF cal-
culations for JT systems of any symmetry, has yet to be given; the coupling 
of the ion to the lattice has usually been considered in some restricted form; 
temperature effects, in combination with the continuum coupling, have not 
been examined carefully; nor has there been a general formulation to allow 
the treatment of other considerations, such as coupling between separated 
electronic states and higher order RFs. With the restriction to a weak 
coupling solution, we redress this situation. We follow Gauthier and Walker's 
initiative, and use the thermal Green function method. This borrows the 
techniques of quantum field theory: perturbative expansions in any interaction 
are conveniently represented as Feynman graphs. Relevant physical quantities 
can then be calculated to desired orders, by summing the appropriate graphs. 
In our case though, these graphs are not merely useful visual aids. Unlike 
Gauthier and Walker, we represent all algebraic aspects of the formalism by 
diagrams, as the details of the symmetry constraints on the ion-lattice and 
the perturbing interactions are latent in these diagrams, and can be extracted 
with the aid of Stedman's (1975, 1976) diagram technique for groups. We 
use this technique to maximum advantage to reduce computations. The result 
is a systematic, and novel, method for the calculation of RFs for any JT 
system. 
In Chapter I, we give the most general formulation of RFs that follows 
from a knowledge of the symmetry of the system eigenstates alone. Previous 
treatments are insufficient for our purposes. Relations between RFs for 
multiplets in octahedral symmetry, the systems of later interest, are calcul-
ated. The Green function formalism is presented in Chapter II, our diagram 
method developed, and RFs defined in an analogous manner to that in Chapter I. 
In Chapter III, we derive analytic expressions for the RFs for the electronic 
doublet, r as functions of coupling type, lattice frequencies, and temper-3, 
ature. The basic group-theoretic structures of Feynman diagrams are examined. 
3. 
This analysis is extended to the more complicated octahedral systems in 
Chapter IV. For all systems, we examine the implications of our formulae 
for the interpretation of RFs. Comparisons with previous theoretical 
treatments are made throughout. Appendices of tables and diagrams are 
included so that our calculations may be followed. 
As additional examinable material, we present at the end of the above 
work, a paper which considers some consequences of ion-lattice coupling for 
2+ 
the JT system, Fe : MgO. 
4. 
CHAPTER I 
FACTORS 
We give a general group-theoretic construction for the 
of the vibronic Hamiltonian. Following a generalization of Ham's definition 
of reduction factors it is shown how to extract the symmetry information in 
them with a knowledge of the j symbols of the invariance group of the Hamil-
tonian. We introduce the diagram method for groups for this. We then 
determine the relations between reduction factors for isolated multiples in 
cubic symmetry and review the work which has been done in this area. Lastly 
we remark on systems that have a more complicated energy level structure. 
1. CONSTRUCTION OF EIGENSTATES 
We shall describe the electronic energy level scheme of an impurity ion 
in the perfect host crystal by the eigenvalue equation, 
He ~ (q) ~ E ~ (q) 
a a a 
where q represents the electronic coordinates. 
electronic Hamiltonian, H , is not of interest 
e 
terms (free iOn, static crystal field, 
(I-I) 
The form of the 
, but it will contain all 
etc.) which are larger in 
magnitude than the dynamic interaction between the ion and the lattice . 
The complete set of eigenfunctions {~ } will then form a good basis for a 
a 
linear vector space V (a subspace of Hilbert space). q The energy levels of 
the host lattice vibrations (phonons) can be described similarly - a Hamil-
tonian Hp with eigenfunctions Xa(Q) (Q the vibrational coordinates) spanning 
a vector space VQ. 
The vibronic Hamiltonian for the interacting electron-phonon system is 
written as 
H H + H + V(qQ) 
e p 
H + V (qQ) • 
o 
(1-2) 
5. 
We need not specify the interaction V at this stage either. To construct 
the eigenfunctions of (1-2) we form the set of all possible products {~a XS}' 
This set is complete for a function of the coordinates (q,Q) and a linear 
combination of these products will form a basis for a vector space Vq x V Q 
the tensor product of Vq and VQ (Messiah (1965). 
eigenfunctions of (1-2) have the form 
Thus the most general 
'l'y (qQ) ( 1-3) 
Now if the ion is situated at a lattice site of symmetry corresponding to 
some point group G, H is invariant with respect to the symmetry operations 
e 
of G, the eigenvalues E take on degeneracies, and the eigenfunctions ~ (q) 
a a 
may be relabelled by the components of the irreducible representations (irreps) 
of G. Similarly for the XS' The same relabelling occurs for the vibronic 
eigenfunctions (1-3) since, as Ham (1972) pointed out, although the electronic 
degeneracy is lifted by the inclusion of V, (1-2) remains invariant with 
respect to G under simultaneous transformations of the coordinates q,Q. 
Changing to bra-ket notation we introduce symmetrized orthonormal bases for 
the irrep spaces VA' Vv of G and choose them to be eigenvectors of the Hamil-
tonians H , H by the relabelling (kept throughout our work) 
e p 
~ ~ Ixu> 
a 
(1-4) 
Here ~, n are the components of the irreps A, V of G and x, y represent all 
other labels necessary to specify the eigenstates completely (all definitions 
and properties of group-theoretic quantities that we use can be found in 
Butler (1975, 1981». So, 
H Ixu> 
e 
and EXA has degeneracy IAI (dimension of A). The tensor product space 
VAX Vv will in general decompose into a sum of irreducible spaces ~ Va of 
G and the product of the kets (1-4) can be written 
IxU>lyvn> E 
ros 
I (xA,yv)ras><rosIA2;vn> ( 1-5) 
Here I (XA,yV) ros> is a basis ket in the product space, <rasIA~;vn> is a 
coupling coefficient for G and the multiplicity label r distinguishes the 
space V transforming in the same manner under G. 
a 
It takes the values 
r 0, 1, .•.• R where R is the number of times a appears in the Kronecker 
product A X v. 
6. 
SEE ERRATA 
Since the {~ } also transform irreducibly under G we may choose eigenvectors y 
IZKk> of Hand (1-3) becomes 
IZKk> = l: 
XA£ 
yvn 
(1-6) 
The generalized coupling coefficient <XA£j yvnlzKk> (in general complex) 
contains the relevant physical information concerning the formation of vibronic 
eigenstates, given a specific H, as well as a part depending on symmetry con-
siderations alone. To factorize these parts we first invert (1-5) to obtain 
basis vectors for the space V CJ 
I (xA,yv)rCJs> = l: 
£n 
(1-7) 
An arbitrary linear combination of these must give the eigenvector IZKk>, so 
with CJ = K 
IZKk> l: I (XAYV) rKS>< ( 
x 
)rKslzKk> (I-B) 
By considering the action of a group operation 0 , gEG, on the kets (1-7), (I-B) g 
separately, i.e.: 
o IZKk> g ~ Izki> A(g)ik 
and using the unitarity of the matrix representation { .A (g) .. }, the coefficient 
1.J 
in (I-B) becomes « )rKslzKk>.6 and is independent of k. Together (1-6, 
sk 
7, B) factorize the generalized coupling coefficient into a coupling coefficient 
for G and a term independent of the components k, £, n: 
XAYV 
<xA£;yvnlzKk> = l: <A£;vnlrKk><xA;yvlzrK> '= l: <A£;vnlrKk> A 
zrK 
r r 
(1-9) 
(1-6) with (1-9) gives the most general group-theoretic construction of the 
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (1-2) which transform as the k-th component of 
the irrep K of G, the invariance group of (1-2). The summations over (XA£) 
(yvn) ensure that all possible electronic and vibrational states are included 
in the formation of a single vibronic state characterized by (z K k) . 
Leung and Kleiner (1974) have achieved a similar result by a more 
circuitous route - their Equn. (1) can always be chosen to transform irreduc-
ibly. However, contrary to their statements, the construction of the vibronic 
eigenstates is not within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. No assumptions 
7. 
concering the relative strengths of V and H have been made in arriving at 
p 
(I -6) • 
2 • REDUCTION FACTORS 
Consider a single electronic multiplet { ~AQ,>}. In the absence of 
electron-phonon coupling, the effect of external perturbations and other 
interactions involving dynamical operators on this multiplet, can be repres-
ented by the Hamiltonian 
H '= L h of.! 
s f.!m f.!m m 
(I-la) 
f.! . 1 . t o 1S an e ectron1C opera or 
m 
transforming irreducibly under G and the h 
f.!m 
are functions of the external perturbations and other operators (Ham, 1972). 
(H is assumed to have a magnitude much less than H ). 
s e 
However, since in 
any real experiment it is the vibronic system on which (I-Ia) acts, then any 
measured quantities will be related to the matrix elements <~ I IH I~ > and y s y 
Ham (1965, 1968) restated the problem: for the (multiplic 
free) systems he was considering, the ground vibronic multiplet had the same 
symmetry labels as its electronic parent, for moderate strengths of V. 
Hence the ground state vibronic matrix elements of (I-la) were identical to 
those of 
where the bar denotes operators in the vibronic manifold, defined by 
and K(f.!) is a reduction factor (RF), 
(I-II) 
a ratio of the matrix elements in the two manifolds, independent of the 
component labels. Arguing that the overlap of the vibrational wavefunctions 
would make K(f.!) < 1 Ham deduced that a measurement of the response of the 
ground state of the system to an electronic perturbation would yield values 
reduced from those in the absence of electron-phonon coupling. 
8. 
An assumption made in writing (I-ll) is that other vibronic/electronic 
levels are sufficiently separated in energy from the mUltiplets under consider-
ation that the perturbation does not mix them. Nevertheless, general matrix 
elements <z'K'k' lo~lzKk> (and hence their corresponding reduction factors) 
m 
will be required to describe the system as the interaction V increases in 
strength, in particular the transition from the dynamic to the static JTE. 
This then will be our first generalization of Ham's notation. Our second 
is the relaxation of the mUltiplicity restriction in his definitions. We 
take O~ to be an irreducible tensor operator whose matrix elements between 
m 
either electronic or vibronic states may be factorized by the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem into a sum of independent constants (with respect to G), the reduced 
matrix elements. Thus a vibronic matrix element becomes 
<z 'K 'k ' I O~ I ZKk> 
m 
( I-12) 
(We discard the idea of an operator 0 acting entirely within the vibronic 
manifold). A different set of constants, <x'A' I lo~PI IXA>, is produced by 
the electronic matrix elements. Consider now the matrix elements of (I-6). 
A general element is; 
x <z'K'k' IX'A't'; y'v'n'><xAt; yvnlz K k> 
where the sum is over all repeated labels. 
{Iyvn>} and (I-9) the right hand side is; 
~. < xIA't' loplxAt> \' 11 (AX' A I YVJ * 
m z'r'K' 
Using the orthonormality of 
x <r'K'k' IA't'; vn><Ati vnlrK k> 
We cannot take the ratio of the matrix elements on both sides of (I-13) 
( I-D) 
(I-14) 
directly. But as the (multiplicity free) definition of (I-ll) is just the 
ratio of two reduced matrix elements, the obvious generalization of Ham's 
method is to define a RF, 
a (XA) y ~ (ZK), by 
I (I-15) 
paa' 
9. 
This will serve to relate the two arbitrary matrix elements in (1-13), 
independently of the component of the irreps. Note however, that in general, 
an operator as simple as H can never be written. 
s 
To help obtain a simple form for the RF we digress to the diagrammatic 
techniques of Stedman (1975), (1976) - where the details of the following can 
be found . The left hand side of (1-13) is depicted by Fig. lea). The stub 
on the line labelled K'k' is a 2 jm symbol and z,z', though not group labels, 
are left on the lines. The circle labelled 0 is an invariant subdiagram 
with three external legs and therefore application of the JLVn theorems for 
n=3 will reproduce the result of (1-12), Fig. l(b). The top and bottom 
parts of this diagram are respectively, a coupling coefficient and a reduced 
matrix element, summed over multiplicity indices s,t (dotted lines). The 
central part is a permutation matrix or 3 j symbol, m«13), K'~K)st' inserted 
to produce an 'untwisted' version of the Wigner-Eckart theorem. The diagram 
definitions of the two coupling coefficients in (1-14) allow the latter to be 
represented by Fig. l(c) with the circles labelled A, depicting those factors 
in (1-14). All summations in (1-14) are implied by the diagram. Since 
there is a stub on each internal line of Fig. l(c) the whole diagram is an 
invariant and the JLV3 theorem may be applied twice, first to the external 
legs labelled K'~K, and then to the legs A'~A to produce Fig. led). Compari-
son with Fig. l(b) and (1-15) yields the diagram definition of the RF, 
l(e), where we have untwisted the line labelled by irrep v. This figure 
involves a summation over four 3jm vertices and is thus expressible as a 6j 
symbol. To obtain the latter in its standard form we introduce further 3j 
symbols, the result of the Derome-Sharp lemma, the reality of the 2 jm symbols 
and the 2j symbol, ~ , (double stubs). The result is Fig. l(f) with the (J 
corresponding algebraic expression: 
KY' ya 'a ( ) 
tp ~ (AX' A' Y J * z'r'K' {~*A'A*} \! K K' t" , s sp I .~ KK' I ~ ~ K \! 
x m«132)~*K*K')tt' m«12}\!A'K'*) m«132)v*KA*) 
r's' rs 
x m(12) ~A' *A) , pp 
This result is valid for an arbitrary compact group G. However for our 
(1-16) 
problems a simplification follows immediately. All the crystallographic 
point groups are simple phase (Stedman (1975». For these Butler has shown 
10. 
FIGURE 1 
b) 
K'k' I 
rm 
Kk 
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11. 
the 3j symbols to have a simple form: for an interchange, i, of the columns 
of the 3jm symbol (AIA2A3)r~1~2~3 ' 
± 1. Thus the diagrams . leg) are equivalent. For a 
cyclic interchange, 
8 
rs 
and we can neglect the diagrams Fig. l(h) altogether. (Thus the exact 
position of a multiplicity line at a 3jm vertex is irrelevant). Even for 
groups which are not simple phase it may be that for the irreps of interest 
one can still make the above choices for the 3j symbols. This is the case 
for the groups S02' S03' S05 which have been found to be invariance groups 
of the vibronic Hamiltonian in special JT systems. 
Now, (1-16) becomes 
KY'ya 'a ( ) 
tp J1 I 
yv 
rr, 
(AX' A 'YV) * A
XAYV {J1*A' A.*} I KK' I ~ 
Z t r' K ' zrK V K K t' 
. r rp 
(1-17) 
Thus the most general RF can always be written as the sum of two parts: the 
first, the A's, contains all the physical information about the electron-
phonon interaction necessary to find eigensolutions of (1-2); the second, 
depends upon the irreps of the group G of (1-2) alone. In particular a 
knowledge of the 6j, 3j and 2j symbols of G yields all the information about 
RFs which can follow from a symmetry analysis, independently of both the 
nature and the strength of the interaction V. 
As it is not our intention to attempt a solution of the vibronic problem, 
for the remainder of the chapter we treat the A's as free parameters to be 
determined for a particular model. But they are not all independent: 
orthonormalityof the kets (1-6) a normalization 
8 
zz' = L XA 
yvr 
(AXAYV) * z'rk (
AXAYV] 
zrk , (1-18) 
12. 
by the unitarity of the coupling coefficient. If we set ~ r lin (1-17), 
the 6j reduces to 11..1<1 (XK*vr').o, the 3j becomes <p, and (1-18) is 
rr , 1\ 
KY'yaa(r ) 
t=p=o 1 8 zz' (1-19) 
1 for any triple (KAv». This result simplifies some of the 
3. JAHN-TELLER SYSTEMS OCTAHEDRAL SYMMETRY 
In our later chapers strongly coupled JT systems will not be of interest 
so we confine our attention to a single degenerate electronic level and its 
derived ground vibronic level. Asmost of the studies of the dynamic JTE have 
been of systems such as this in cubic symmetry we take the group G to be the 
octahedral (double) group O. We investigate the RFs which follow for the 
2-, 3-, and 4-fold degeneracies that occur, the last of these being sufficiently 
complex to highlight the need for a formula as simple as (1-17). We reproduce 
the 3j and 6j symbols evaluated by Butler for this group in Appendix IA. We 
also.list there the notation used below and throughout our work to designate 
irreps and various JT systems. Since for any single electronic and vibronic 
mu1tiplets x = x', z z' and KI = K = A' = A (certainly for the magnitudes of 
V we are interested in), we can dispense with most of the labels in (1-17), 
rewriting it as; 
I 
vrr l 
I 
y 
(1-20) 
x (>..Avrl) (AA~p) 
(the only complex for any point group are those corresponding to Kramer's 
doublets but (1-2) is necessarily invariant under time reversal and so has no 
matrix elements within these levels, (Abragam and Bleaney (1970». 
define a positive parameter, 
I 
y 
We also 
(1-21) 
13. 
(1-18) is then I 1. (1-22) 
vr 
We now list the RFs for G 0, A , r4 , r5 , r8 and review previous work 
connected with them. 
3.1 Doublet States - r3 
A = f 3, ~, v = rl , r2, r3. There are no multiplicities. We find 
1 
(We can always remove the A label from b A without confusion). 
v 
These equations 
give, 
(I-23) 
With the relabelling q = K(r 3 ), p = K(r 2 ), (1-24) is the most general relation for 
the RFs of the vibronic doublet, first derived by Abragam and Bleaney and 
later by Leurg and Kleiner (1974). Ham's (1968) initial treatment of the 
orbital doublet linearly coupled to a single r3 phonon (pair) of a cluster of 
nearest neighbours of the ion, r 3 x £, showed that b 7 = 0 in the weak and 
strong coupling limits, a result subsequently generalized by Leung and Kleiner. 
They and Halperin and Englman (1973), and Gauthier and Walker (1973) have also 
shown that weak linear coupling to lattice phonons of different frequencies 
makes b 7 > O. Thus one expects to find for measurements on the vibronic 
ground state, q < ~ (l+p). 
3.2 Triplet States - r5 
A = f 5 , r4 · ~, v = f l' f 3 , r 4' f 5 · Again there are no mUltiplicities. 
The RF's listed below have the same form for A = f5 and f4 so we refer to f5 
throughout only. ( 1-20) gives, 
K(r ) b + b 4 - ~ b - ~ b S 3 0 2 
K( f 4 ) b - ~ b 4 + ~ b 2 - ~ b s 0 
and together with (1-22) yields the relation, 
14. 
1 (1-24) 
(1-24) is identical to Equn. (37) of Leung and Kleiner. Bersuker and Polinger 
(1973) have obtained an equivalent result 
in this chapter. 
For the linear coupling of the 
Ham (1965) obtained the results, 
1 , 
the same approach as presented 
to a f 3-phonon pair, fS x £, 
(1-25) 
Leung and Kleiner have since shown that for arbitrary coupling to (many) f3 
phonons, that b 2 ~ b S 0, generalizing Ham's result. They also show for weak 
linear coupling to a fS phonon triplet, fS x T2 , that b 2 becomes non-zero 
only when its perturbative expansion in V is taken to tenth order. Ham calcul-
ated RFs to second order based on the cluster model, for this system, and 
Bates et al. (1974) extended his results to full lattice coupling. 
These authors and Judd (1974) have obtained analytic expressions in the 
strong coupling limit while the intermediate region has been treated numerically, 
Caner and Englman (1966), Sakamoto and Muramatsu (1978). 
The fS x (£ + T 2 ' system, coupling to both phonon symmetries, is 
more complicated. Originally Bersuker and Polinger obtained RFs on the 
cluster model for weak T2 - and arbitrary £-type linear coupling. This work 
has since been generalized by Bates et al. One special system exists however, 
the equal linear coupling of f3 and fS phonons of equal frequency to the elect-
ronic triplet, fS x (£ ~ T2). The five-fold degeneracy of the vibrational 
mode results in (1-2) having symmetry higher than cubic, namely S03 (O'Brien 
(1971), Romestain and Merle d'Aubigne (1971». Indeed, as shown most clearly 
by Judd (1974), the invariance of the vibrational Hamiltonian under the oper-
ations of the group Us allows the eigenstates Iyvn> to be uniquely labelled by 
the irreps of the groups in the chain, 
Thus the irreps A, ~, V are those of S03 and are labelled by the J values. 
For the triplet, A ~ I, and ~, V = 0, 1, 2. Using $A = (_1)2A, (A l A2A3 0) 
= (_1)Al+A2+A3 and the 6j tables of Rotenberg et al. (1959), the RFs are 
15. 
K(O) b + b l + b = 1 0 2 
K(l) b + l:ib - l:ib 
0 1 2 
K( 2) 1 b 
- l:ib l + 10 b 2 0 
or 
SK(2) - 3K (1) = 2 - 6b 1 (1-26) 
We could have obtained this directly from (1-24) since the 0 irreps are com-
parent labels for the S03 irreps so, 
K(l) = K(f4 ), K(2) (1-27) 
(1-26) reduces to O'Brien's result only when b l = O. But she restricted the 
vibrational quintets to a common frequency. The labelling of the Us irreps 
then insured that J=l of S03 never occurred in the group - subgroup reduction 
(Judd) . As no-one has presented the argument clearly we show in Appendix II 
that this restriction is removed for quintets of different frequency. 
3.3 Quartet States - f8 
A = f8' 
respectively, 
The symmetric and anti symmetric parts of the product A x A are 
f ) 
8 s 
= 
r 2 + 2f4 + fS 
Thus a mUltiplicity of two exists whenever ~, v equal f4 or fS and complex 
parameters in addition to (1-21) must be defined, 
L 
y 
( X3YV]* Az03 
2,5 only (1-28) 
They do not appear in the normalization (1-22). Consider now the consequences 
of a multiplicity for the matrix element of an operator. 
symbolically as, 
r 
R 
r 
We write this element 
(1-29) 
where the bracket denotes a 3jm symbol and ~ is a reduced matrix element. 
There is a freedom in the way one performs the factorization in (1-29). One 
can define a new multiplicity separation, 
16. 
) == U 
r' r'r 
(1-30) 
R 1 U R 
s s's s 
where U is a unitary matrix. Then r ~ r' in (1-29), the matrix element is 
unaltered, but the 6j symbols which are formed from the 3jms will be different 
for the two sets of labels {r}, {r I} . Now the 6j tables of Appendix IA corres-
pond to one choice for the fS 3jms. However, Butler first produced a differ-
ent set of 6js (unpublished) with which we in turn first calculated the general 
form of the RFs for the quartet. This set is reproduced in Appendix IB (the 
differences between the two sets only occurs for the triple (332r)). We shall 
give our results for both sets of 6js, because, in the first place, we wish to 
compare them with the only other major attempt at the fS RFs, that of Ham, 
Leung and Kleiner (1976) (HLK) , and in the second place, besides making clear 
the arbitrariness of the mUltiplicity choice we want to show that one set of 
6j s is preferable for calculations. 
For our first set of RFs we use the 6js of Appendix lB. Taking account 
of (1-22) and defining B 
v 
b V + b~ from (1-2S), we can tabulate the results as: 
1 
K
tp (11) 
1 -2 -2/5 -S/5 4/5 -2 
f3 1 -2 -1 -1/5 -4/5 2/5 -2 -1 
r 
00 4 1 -2/5 -liS -13/15 -8/5 -2/5 -6/5 -7/5 
U r4 1 -S/5 -4/5 -8/5 -4/15 -4/5 -8/5 
10f4 4/5 2/5 -2/5 2/5 -4/15 2/15 2/3 
01f4 4/5 2/5 -2/5 2/5 -4/15 2/15 -2/3 
oarS 1 -2 -6/5 -4/5 -4/15 -4/3 -2/3 
1/5 1 -2 -1 -7/5 -8/ 5 2/15 -2/3 -1/3 
The two remaining RFs not given in (1-31) but produced by our formula are, 
KIO (f 5) 
(01) 
(1-31) 
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However, we show in Appendix IlIA that the S03=> 0 3jms require K (rS ) ~ 0 . tp tp 
Thus the eight RFs for the rS multiplet are completely described by eight 
real parameters (two of unknown sign) and although one can invert (I-31) to 
obtain all parameters there are no 
we faced previously. 
relations between the RFs such as 
HLK restricted the coupling of the ion to the lattice to be linear (of 
arbitrary strength) via (many) r3 and rS phonons, rS x (£+T2 ), and expressed 
their RFs in terms of five parameters. Their (hidden) multipl choice 
corresponds to the conventions of Abragam and Bleaney (1970 - section lS.3) 
and Koster et al.'s (196.3) coupling coefficients. For future reference we 
show in Appendix IIIB that the following one-to-one correspondence between 
HLKs labelling of RFs and ours holds as a result: 
HLK (1-31) 
K .. (r 4) 1.J Ktp (r 4) 
where 
i,j 2 0 1 t,p 1 
K(r~) K (r 5) 00 
K(r~) Kll(rS) 
K(r 2 ), K(r 3 ) are the same in both. (Hereafter we use our labelling only). 
We can also relate two of our parameters to theirs directly (by comparing 
(1-6,-9) to their Equns. (1,5) and using Koster et al's tables), 
(1-32) 
(The numerical coefficients of b 4 and b 7 obtained from their RF expressions 
agree with those of (1-31) with one exception - see below). However, three 
relations must exist for the b , B 
vr v 
2,5 to obtain their remaining para-
meters. One follows immediately from their results and implies a correction 
to one of their formulae without much work on our part: if KIO (r4 ) is to 
depend on the same parameters as the other RFs, as their results suggest, then 
we can set BS = 0 in (1-31) in which case we find K10 (r4 ) KOI (r4 ), contrary 
to HLK. However, as they have this equality to within a factor of 25/9, and 
2 
their coefficients of pi, b are out by a factor of 3/5 we believe they should 
have, 
121 
5 (l-p') - 15 (l-q') - 5 2 + ! b2 a 5 
18. 
(1-33) 
We now turn to the presentation of our second set of RFs using the 
6js. of Appendix IA. We first explain why these 6js are a better set to 
work with and what effects the transformation between the two sets have. 
Amongst the 6js responsible for the formulae (1-31) are those of the 
type , 
{
1133} 
233 . 
trsp 
Here the 'off-diagonal' mUltiplicity pairs (rs) = (10), (01) complicate the 
summations in (1-30). If one could remove such pairs then unnecessary work 
would be eliminated and, as one simplification, B2 would not appear in K
tt
(l1). 
Butler noticed that for some pairs (t,P) such a transformation of the 6js of 
Appendix IB was indeed possible. 
tities, it takes the form, 
Denoting the transformed set by primed quan-
{ u U r'r s's (1-34) 
where the left hand side is chosen to be diagonal in (r's'). (~ is derived in 
Appendix IIle). Notice that this transformation only affects the original set 
of 6js whenever the triple (233) is involved. It follows from (I-30) that 
any quantity depending upon this triple will also be altered in the multiplicity 
separation. Thus in our new set of RFs there will appear new parameters b' 2r, 
B; , which can be related to the originals by, 
[A
X3Y2 
] zr'3 U r'r A
x3y2 
zr3 (I-35) 
and new RFs, K~'pl (f4 ), obtained from their originals by the transformation 
(I-34) . All other quantities are unaltered. With these changes our second 
set of RFs is: 
19, 
1 b 7 b 4 b 20 b 21 b SO bSl 
K (fi ) 
tp 
r 2 
1 -2 -2 -2 
r3 1 -2 -1 -1 2 -1 
, r 
00 4 1 -4/3 -4/ 3 -4/3 -4/3 
'II r 4 1 -2 -1 -4/3 -1/3 -2/3 -S/3 (I-36) 
r 
00 S 1 -2 -4/3 -2/3 -4/3 -2/3 
11 r S 1 -2 -1 -4/3 -S/3 -2/3 -1/3 
and Kio(r 4 ) 2/3 (B' 2 + BS) 
01 
The simplicity of the expressions (I-36) in comparison to those of (I-31) is 
obvious. Six of the RFs are now expressed in terms of six positive parameters 
and are independent of the remaining two factors. And although (I-36) and 
(I-31) are physically equivalent and the experimental problem of determining 
all RFs is not altered by our transformation, the form of (I-36) suggests that 
any attempt to find relations between them on a specific model will be made 
much easier by using the new set of 6js rather than the old set. 
The last problem in this section which may be easily handled by our 
formalism is the equal linearly coupled system rS x (E=T 2 ) (Pooler and O'Brien 
(1977), Judd ( 1976) ) • The vibronic Hamiltonian is now invariant under the 
operations of the group SOS and the vibrational part under Us ~ 50S ' 
notation of Appendix IV where the necessary j symbols are listed, A 
fi, V = 0,1,2. We find the RFs to be 
K(l) 1 S/S b l - 4/S b 2 
K(2) 1 - 4/S b l - 6/S b 2 
or K(2) lo:! {l+K(l)} - 4/S b 2 
In the 
lo:!, 
(I-37) 
a result of the same form as (1-23). 
determine that, 
The compatability relations for SO ~o 5 
K(l) 
K (2) = 
K (r
S
) 
00 
(I-3S) 
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and K(2 ) K (f
4
) 
00 
The last two equalities must hold for either multiplicity separation in 0) • 
(1-37) reduces to the results of HLK and Pooler and O'Brien only when b
2 
= 0, 
which is a special case, by the argument in Appendix II. 
4. EXTENDED MULTIPLETS 
Section (1.3) dealt with the case of single electronic and vibronic 
multiplets, applicable to the study of the DJTE. For a better description of 
the JT systems excited vibronic levels must be included, certainly in the 
strong coupling limit (assuming that the interaction V is not only linear in 
the displacements of the lattice). In theory (1-17) allows arr electronic 
and their derived vibronic states to be included in setting up an effective 
Hamiltonian (whose eigenstates will generally involve mixtures of the IZKk» 
to describe the effect of (1-10) on the system. (Though in the systems of 
usual interest (orbital electronic states) the effects of excited electronic 
levels can be neglected in the formation of vibronic as the latter are 
typically separated by the order of phonon energies, much smaller than the 
electronic separations). 
these problems as well. 
We can extract all the symmetry information in 
As an example, consider an electronic doublet x=x', >,,=>"'=f • 3 The 
possible vibronic irreps are K,K' = (f l ,f 2 ,f 3 ) and there will be five RFs with 
fixed z,z' for ~ = f f 3 . Ham (1972) uses the RFs corresponding to the first 2, 
excited singlet (K'=f l /f 2 ) connected to the ground doublet (K=f 3), r in his 
notation, to describe the transition to the static JTE. However, the only 
RFs that can be related have the K,K' labels in common, for all·systems. 
Thus for K=K'=f we find, 3 
K2 '2(f
3
) x4y7 
Az4 
- a generalization of (1-23) to include all vibronic levels of f3 symmetry 
and a result first given by Setser and Estle (1978). Clearly all the relations 
21. 
of the previous section will generalize like this. Also there may exist 
additional relations for vibronic levels of other than ground state symmetry. 
The triplet A = A' 
and 
where y' 
KY'Y(f ) 
5 
(z ) . 
y' y 
o 
y 
A knowledge of the vibronic levels structure and the non-zero parameters for 
specific JT interactions would allow the above relations to be exploited in 
determining the effective Hamiltonian for any system, in the manner of Setser 
and Estle for the orbital doublet. We shall not pursue these problems, as 
our answer to an effective Hamiltonian description for the external perturb-
ation will turn out to be quite different. 
s. SUMMARY 
The most general group-theoretic construction of the eigenstates of 
an arbitrary ion-lattice Hamiltonian, and a general definition for the RFs 
corresponding to an external perturbation, has led to an expression for these 
RFs, (I-17). The symmetry information inherent in their definition can now 
be simply extracted, given the 6j symbols of the invariance group. Unlike 
previous, and less general, formulations, our method emphasizes the basis 
independence of the RFs. Also, it easily handles systems of any complexity: 
from a symmetry viewpoint, we have given the first complete treatment of the 
RFs for the fa states. Vibronic RFs will not be of specific interest to us 
in succeeding chapters. However, the relations between the ground state RFs 
will be, in particular, those for the r 3 , fS, ra,systems listed in Section (I.3). 
(For the f8 states there are a number of possibilities, depending upon which 
parameters b we choose to display) • We shall refer to any special relation, 
\!r 
appropriate to less than arbitrary coupling for example, or when one or more 
parameters are zero, as a sum rule. 
22. 
CHAPTER II 
REDUCTION FACTORS VIA GREEN FUNCTIONS 
We review the formalism necessary for a quantum field-theoretic 
description of the interacting ion-phonon system which yields one-particle 
properties of the system, for example level shifts (eigenvalues) and widths 
(lifetimes) . This description obviates prior knowledge of the eigenstates 
of the electron-phonon system. We then follow Gauthier and Walker (1976) 
and find the effect of the external perturbation on the eigenvalues of the 
system. However our analysis is quite general. We represent all the alge-
braic parts of the formalism by Feynman graphs and we show how the symmetry 
information in these graphs may be revealed. This allows the most general 
(electronic) reduction factor to be defined as the sum of a series of diagrams. 
We compare the Green function method with that of the previous chapter. 
1. A PERTURBATIVE SOLUTION FOR THE ION-PHONON SYSTEM 
1.1 The Green Function Formalism 
As Thermal Green function and diagram techniques are discussed fully 
in the literature (Abrikosov etal. (1963), Fetter and Walecka (1971», we 
only outline here those ideas necessary for an understanding of the formalism, 
as it applies to our problem. 
Our electron-phonon system consists of an isolated impurity ion coupled 
to the continuum of lattice vibrations of a host paramagnetic crystal. In 
second quantized form the zero order Hamiltonian for the non-interacting 
system can be described by, 
H 
o 
= I 
i 
+ H 
P 
t E. 
1 
a. 
1 
a. 
1 
+ I 
k 
(11-1) 
The fermion operators a~(a.) create (annihilate) the ionic level Ii> of 
1 1 
energy Ei Ii> = a: 10>. Similarly the boson operator b: creates a phonon 
23. 
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of energy E with wavevector k in the Brillani zone and belonging to branch 
k 
mode s, k ks) (k :: (-~,s». The coupling V of (1-2) is to be treated as 
a perturbation on the system of (11-1). It can take various forms but we 
restrict it to linear coupling in the meantime, 
L 
ijk 
V V at a '" ijk i j 'fk ( II-2) 
~k = b k + bt is the phonon displacement operation and Vijk the coupling para-
meter. 
where T 
Define a full one-particle electronic Green function G . . (T) by, 
l.J 
G . . (T) - <T {a. (T) a~}> T it/t 
l.J T .1. J 
is the 'time' ordering operator, a. (T) is a Heisenberg operator T .1. 
OCT) HT -HT e 0 e 
and < ..• > denotes a thermal average with respect to H, 
<A> =: TrpA -8H/ -BH P = e Tre 
(II-3) 
(II-4) 
The significance of (11-3) lies in the fact that it describes the propagation 
of excitations of the electronic subsystem in a 'time' interval T allowing for 
all possible interactions with the phonon subsystem. Thus G .. (T) is proport-
.1..1. 
ional to the probability amplitude that the excitation at 10> will not decay 
.1. 
in a time T and hence the state Ii> acquires a finite lifetime as a result of 
interactions. 
A consideration of the time development of the system in the interaction 
representation for the operators (H 7 H in (11-4» yields, 
o 
Here 
G . . (T) 
l.J 
5(8) 
<T {S(8) a. (T) at }> /<5(8» 
T .1. J 0 0 (II-5) 
is the S-matrix and < ..• > denotes averaging with respect to H. (11-5) is 
o 0 
a perturbative expansion to infinite order in V. At this stage in the usual 
theory of a many fermion system one proceeds by applying Wick's theorem to 
factorize the numerator and denominator of (11-5) into unperturbed propagators 
24. 
of the subsystems, 
( II-6) 
If these propagators are represented by the diagrams in Fig. 2(a),(b) respect-
ively, and the interaction by the vertex 2(c), then it can be shown the numer-
ator and denominator of (11-5) have the respective diagrammatic expansions 
2(d) ,(e), where, in order to reproduce all the terms in (11-5), all possible 
ways of connecting the propagators (11-6) are employed. For example, 2(d) ,(e) 
contain all diagrams to fourth order in v. The advantage of the physical 
interpretation of each diagram in terms of the creation and annihilation of 
virtual phonons changing the character of the bare electronic levels, is obvious. 
Rather than evaluating the contribution of each (Feynman) diagram to 
G .. (T) (by integrating over T. variables, summing vertices over state variables 
1J 1 
etc.) a simplification is made at this point. 2(d) consists of two classes 
of diagrams; connected (the first 12) and disconnected (the remainder). The 
T.-integrations in the latter factorize. Cancellation of the diagrams common 
1 
to 2(d) and (e) then occurs - this can be seen intuitively - and G . . (T) can be 
1J 
rewritten as 2(f), the sum of all topologically distinct, connected diagrams -
the linked cluster theorem. 
Now we return to the one-particle system under consideration. The 
vacuum state 10> and states occupied by more than one fermion e.g. at at 10> 
1 J 
(i~j) are not physical states of the ion. To eliminate their contribution when 
evaluating quantities like-;:'A> in (11-5) Abrikosov (1965) added an extra 
o 
energy 6 to each ionic level, 
for the one-fermion states (1) 
operator (Keiter (1971», 
p 
~ (E.+6) 8. in (11-1), and removed its effect 
1 1 
at the end of the calculation via the projection 
lim 
8-<x> 
e 
S8 
p <A> ~ <A> 
o all states 0 1 
The effect of P on the numerator of (11-5) is to eliminate all those diagrams 
in 2(d) containing one or more fermion loops (e.g. 2(g» and the linked cluster 
theorem breaks down. The uncancelled 'vacuum' contributions of the denominator 
a) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 
h) 
FIGURE 2 
b) c) 
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act essentially as a normalization factor and have no effect on the quantities 
we wish to calculate (McKenzie (1978», so we ignore them. The resulting 
diagram expansion of G, ,(c) for the electron-phonon system reduces to 2(h). 
1J 
The Fourier transformer of (11-3) is now taken: 
f s z\l' G,,(zV):: dTe G,,(,), z 1J 0 1J v 
Corresponding definitions for (II-6) give, 
1 d (x ) 
n V 
1 
X -E: 
\I k 
1 
x 
V 
in 2V-
S 
(II-7) 
(II-8) 
These functions are defined only at discrete 'energies' z , x , (the subscript 
V \I 
\I will be dropped in the following). Now G, .(z) is also represented by the 
1J 
series 2(h) but with, replaced by an 'energy' z which must flow through each 
diagram - Fig. 3(a}. The advantage of working with the Fourier transform is 
that diagrams like Fig. 3(b} factorize in their contribution to G" (z). This 
1J 
results in the iterative Dyson equation. 
equation is, in operator form, 
G(z) = g(z} + g(z} M(z) G(z) 
Defining G. , (z) 
1J 
<iIG(z} Ip, this 
(II-9) 
where g (z) is diagonal in the basis {I i>}. (II-9) has the diagrammatic rep-
resentation of 3(c). M(z) is the self-energy operator consisting of the sum 
of all irreducible diagrams, 3(d), - those diagrams in G(z} which cannot be 
factorized - and can be written most compactly as 3(e). If the inverses of 
the operators g(z), {l-g(z) M(z)} are defined, (II-9) can be rearranged to, 
G(z) {(g(z»-l - M(z)}-l 
{z - H 
e 
- M(z)} -1 (II-IO) 
Although the complex functions G(z), M(z) are defined only at discrete points 
along the imaginary axis I after evaluation (by rules to be given shortly) they 
can be analytically continued to the whole complex z-plane, in particular to 
the real axis I z ~ E ± io (Fetter and Walecka) . 
~(E), r(E) may now be defined via, 
-M(E ± io} ~(E) + i f(E) 
Two Hermitian operators 
(II-ll) 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 
h) 
i) 
j) 
FIGURE 3 
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Restricting G(z) to diagonal elements for simplicity G, , (z) 
11 
near the poles (11-10) gives, 
G, (E±io) 
1 
{E - 8, 
1 
!:", (E) ± i f, (E) }-l 
1 1 
G, (z), then 
1 
(II-12) 
The interpretation of (11-12) is as follows: when V = 0, the state Ii> has 
an energy 8, (the pole of g, (z»; for V f 0, the energy is given by the solution 
1 1 
of, 
E - 8, - !:", (E) 
1 1 
o (II-l3) 
and defines a dressed excitation shifted in energy from the bare state. In 
the Lorentzian approximation in which the arguments of !:"" f, are made indep-
1 1 
endent of E (in its simplest form E ~ 8, in the argument, but see Stedman 
1 
(1971), Hernandez and Walker (1972», this 'quasiparticle' decays with an 
inverse lifetime ~ f,(e,) (Abrikosov et al). We refer to this as the width 
1 1 
of the excitation since the spectral function describing the excitation is a 
Lorentzian of half-width f, (e,), peaked at 8, + !:", (8,), in this approximation 
1 1 1 1 1 
(Stedman 1971). 
Thus !:,,(E), feE) are interpreted as shift and width operators respectively 
for the totality of ionic levels under consideration. 
We now give the rules for calculating the contributions of diagrams in 
Fig. 3(d) to M(z) (and hence to !:", f). Firstly, (II-2) is rewritten as 
V I 
k 
V k 
(II-14) 
and since k is symmetrical about the origin, V 
implies f- = ft. The rules are: 
Hermiticity 
of V then 
k k 
(1) Assign propagators (II-8) to each internal line and factors f k , fk to 
conjugate interaction vertices. 
(2 ) 
(3) 
A net 'energy 'current' z must flow through the diagram. Assign an 
(arbitrary) direction to each phonon 'energy' x and conserve the sum 
of 'energies' at each vertex. 
Sum over the x's (with a factor -1 /p for each summation) and over 
phonon states k, e.g.: the lowest order term in M(z) (Fig. 3(f» is 
equivalent to, 
1 
B I 
x\lk 
29. 
(4) Convert the sum on x to a contour integral over the complex x-plane 
\I 
and evaluate by the method of residues (Fetter and Walecka, Schreiffer 
(1964» . 
Since the residue of the pole of g (z+x) vanishes as e -+::0, the sum reduces to, 
1 I 
B x 
\I 
~ {e 6Ek - l}-l is the Bose-Einstein population factor. 
Although individual diagrams are most easily calculated by the above 
rules, a little thought shows that each diagram in Fig. 3(d) is reproduced by 
a term in the expansion of 
co 
M(z) = I (II-IS) 
n~o 
Here Ip> is an eigenstate of H and the thermal average is over all excited p 
states of the lattice: 
Hlp> p E Ip> p 
-6Ep/ -6Ep e Tr e 
Only irreducible diagrams are to be included in the summations. 
Finally we note that interactions other than (11-2), hereafter denoted 
as VI' are easily dealt with by the appropriate diagrams. 
quadratic interaction, 
For example the 
(II-l6) 
contributes diagrams like Fig. 3(g) to M(z). (In future we shall not draw 
the mirror image of an asymmetric diagram as in 3(g) but it is understood to 
be included). And if we relax the approximation of a .harmonic crystal the 
(lowest order) anharmonic phonon interaction, 
1 
31. I kR.m (11-17) 
30. 
gives diagrams like 3(h). Strictly though,the last diagram in 3(h) will be 
included in a full phonon propagator Dk~(xV)' also obeying a Dyson equation, 
3 (i) , 
D(x) d(x) + d(x) P(x) D(x). 
The phonon self-energy P(x), would then correspond to the series 3(j), where 
electronic loops are now eliminated by the Abrikosov procedure. The effect 
of the replacement of the unperturbed propagations d(x) in 3(d) by D(x) would 
be to change the value of E corresponding to H no longer being in the harmonic p p 
approximation. We ignore these corrections. 
1.2 Comparison With the Standard Procedure 
Much of the literature concerned with perturbative solutions to the 
electron-phonon problem uses the method of section (1.1) - explicit construction 
of the vibronic eigenstates. We compare this method with the Green function 
approach. Firstly we note the effect of symmetry restrictions for the latter. 
We have in mind that the electronic Hamiltonian, H = ~ e.a~a. will represent 
ell ]. 1 
a sequence of multiplets, not degenerate with one another, each of which may 
be labelled by the irreps of the symmetry group of H , Ii> = IX.A.~.>. The 
ell ]. 
interaction V will modify the energies of these multiplets according to the 
solutions 0 f , 
(E - H - ~(E) Ii» = 0 
e 
where Ii» is a vector constructed in the basis {Ii>}. 
(II-18) 
This is just the 
generalization of (II-13) to include the off-diagonal elements. Since V and 
H are invariant with respect to the symmetry group so is (11-15), and there-
o 
fore ~(E). By Schur's lemma (cf. (II-39»,its matrix elements have the form, 
f(E,x.x .. ,A.) 0 \ on n 
1 J 1 AiAj kikj 
and the shifts in energies will be the same for all the components ~. of a 
1 
particular multiplet. Thus the electronic degeneracies are retained when the 
interaction is switched on. 
Suppose we follow the usual procedure and construct exact eigenstates 
{Iy,> :: IZKk>} of H =: H +V from the product states {la>18> = IXA~>lyvn>} of H . 
o ' 0 
We can use the results of Brillouin-Wigner perturbation theory (Ziman (1969» 
adapted for this problem. For simplicity we consider a single electronic 
state, but many vibrational states 18 >, a = 1,2, •.• 
a 
Then for the zero-
31. 
order states la>ls> , of energy Eo ' the eigenstate Iy > of H is given by, 
a a a 
0) 
[E_IH pvt jy > L la>IS > (II-19) a a 
n=o 0 
(p = P
a 
+ P
s 
- PaPS' is the complementary projection operator) with the corres-
ponding eigenvalue, 
E <y I H jy > 
a a a 
( II-20) 
This also has the degeneracies of the symmetry group. We now construct the 
state Iy> Ely>· It is not an eigenstate of H but we assume it to be 
a a 
approximately so with eigenvalue E E. This is allowable in the sense that 
a a 
one can never specify the eigenstates h > precisely. Not only do they evolve 
a 
in time as a result of interactions ((II-19) is the time independent solution}, 
but the vibrational states Is > can never be specified either - in reality they 
a 
depend upon the temperature of the system. Measured quantities of the system 
are in fact (grand canonical) ensemble averages over the {IS >}. Performing 
a 
this for (II-20), we see that the change in the electronic energy, E (E -Eo ), 
a a a 
is just the energy shift ~ (E) obtained from (II-18), (one can replace 
-1 _laa 
(E-H) .P by (E-H ±io) - Van Kranendonk and Walker (1968». Thus the two 
o 0 
methods agree within our approximation. 
Clearly the construction (II-19) makes it impossible to know the real 
matrix elements of operatOrs. And even assuming that one could calculate 
the eigenstates of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, (a very difficult 
task), it would be quite unnecessary: the one-particle thermal Green function 
determines all there is to know about the ensemble averages of observables 
corresponding to these operators (Ziman). The time evolution and temperature 
dependence of the system is fully incorporated in the Green function. In 
addition the coupling of the ion to the phonon continuum can be as complicated 
as one pleases. None of this information is so easily available using the 
standard procedure (for which reason many of the results have been simplistic) . 
Thus whenever a perturbative solution is possible, one can forget about 
constructing vibronic eigenstates altogether. 
32. 
2. AN EFFECTIVE EXTERNAL PERTURBATION 
The essence of Gauthier and Walker's (1976) approach to the calculation 
of RFs is to find how the eigenvalues of (11-18) are modified by the presence 
of an external electronic perturbation. This leads to an effective perturb-
ation containing details of the ion-phonon interaction. We now set their 
analysis on a more general footing. We write (1-10) in second quantized form, 
H 
s 
,E, h, . 
~J ~J 
t 
a,a, 
~ J 
(II-21) 
We restrict its magnitude to be much less than typical phonon energies - thus 
IH I < 1-2 x 10cm- l . For Zeeman and strain interactions for example, this will 
s IV 
certainly be satisfied and also for orbital systems where the spin-orbit inter-
action is not too large (if it is we incorporate it in He' Although we usually 
consider the case H «H only, we allow H to mix multiplets separated by 
s e s 
small energies in our formalism, if only for completeness). Rather than treat-
ing (11-2) as a perturbation on the (solved) electron-phonon problem by finding 
the eigenvalue of (H+H ), a new zero-order 'spin' subsystem defined by, 
s 
-H 
e 
H + H 
e s 
( II-22) 
is allowed to couple with phonons via the interaction V (again restricted to 
VI for the moment). 
H 
This gives a new Hamiltonian 
-(H + H ) + V 
e p 
H + V 
o 
whose eigenvalues may be found instead. This choice will allow H to be 
s 
(II-23) 
treated to first (or higher) order in perturbation, and to all orders in V, 
giving first (or higher) order RFs. 
by, 
We define a 'spin' zero-order matrix propagator 
g, . (z) 
1J 
-F.T. <T {a. (T) a:}>-
T ~ J 0 
analogous to (11-8), 
(II-24) 
where the average is with respect to H. It will only be diagonal in some 
o 
basis {Ii>} a linear combination of the li>'s. The 'spin'-phonon system 
defined by (11-23) is now solved in an entirely analogous manner to the original 
33. 
system (H +V) . 
o 
If (11-24) is represented by Fig. 4(a) then a full 'spin' 
Green function, G .. (z), can be defined which also obeys a Dyson equation, 
~J 
-
4(b), and produces a self-energy operator, M(Z) 1. with the expansion 4(c). 
The equation (11-10), with barred operators, still stands, as does (11-11), 
giving the shifts and widths of the states Ii>. 
to (11-18) rewritten as, 
In particular, corresponding 
{E - H - D. (E ) Ii» 
o e 0 0 
o , 
we have, 
{E - (H +H ) - ~(E)}li» 
e s 
o. 
(II-26) will reduce to (II-25) in the limit H ~ O. The aim now is to 
s 
(II-25) 
(II-26) 
express D.(E) in powers of H converting (11-26) into an eigenvalue equation 
s 
for an effective perturbation modified from the 'bare' form (II-2l). We can 
do this diagrammatically as follows. 
- I I < jz + H I by H . If E then 0 p 0 
(z + E - H )-1 [1 -:; p 0 
M(z) is given by (11-15) with H replaced 
o 
H )-1 (z + E _ H )-1 s • z+E -H p 0 
P 0 (II-27) 
and a binomial expansion is possible, bringing powers of H to the numerator 
s 
-
of M(z) . Now the ordering of the operators in (11-27) is such that if the 
.external perturbation is represented by the vertex 4(d) then all terms appear-
ing in the expansion of (11-15) for M(z) are exactly reproduced when 4(a) is 
given the expansion 4(e) and is substituted in 4(c). This expansion is to 
be expected though, as (11-24) has a self-energy operator H in its denominator 
s 
with the corresponding Dyson equation 4(f). Thus M(z) is given to all orders 
in H by the series 4(g), equivalently, 
s 
00 
M(Z) E M (z), 
n=o n 
(II-28) 
where M (z) is the series 3(d) with n external vertices arranged in the internal 
n 
electronic lines in all distinct ways. Some low order diagrams in Ml(Z), M2 (Z) 
are shown in 4(h,i). These are to be evaluated by the usual rules, the only 
difference being the addition of an external vertex and an extra electronic 
propagator with it. Since we are concerned with first order reduction factors 
for the most part, we terminate the expansion (II-28) at Ml (z). 
expansion for the shift operators may be written, 
A similar 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 
h) 
i) 
j) 
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{:,(E) (II-29) 
It is only valid for IHsl < IE + Ep - Ho ± iol. Although the energy separ-
ation (E-H ) may be zero the remaining term is of order IE - H I ~ E , a 
e p p 0 
typical phonon energy. And since the phonon density of states typically 
-1 
peaks at energies EO ~ few x 100 cm , IHsl «EO will be satisfied. {:,o(E) 
is calculable from (11-15) and {:,l (E) from the diagrams of 4(h). If we define 
an operator, 
T (E + E - H P 0 
1 io) v (II-3D) 
with matrix elements represented by the diagram 4(j), and an operator T 
as the reverse ordering of T, it is easy to see that each diagram in 4(h) must 
contribute a term in, 
00 
I::,. (E) = Re L 
1 n,m=l (II-31) 
Re denotes the 'real part of' • 
We now insert (11-29) into (11-26). Since H is presumed small the 
s 
eigenvalues of (11-26) should not differ greatly from those of (11-25). 
Setting (E-E
o
) = El« Eo we perform a Taylor's expansion of 1::,.0 (E) , 1::,.1 (E) about 
Eo' To first order in El and Hs' 
I::,. (E) 
o 
{:, (E) 
1 
I::,. (E ) + 
o 0 
I::,. (E ) 
1 0 
{:, (E ) + E . I::,. (1) (E) 
o 0 100 
(II-32) 
(1) 
It is easy to show that I::,. (E) is just (-1) • 1::,.1 (E ) with H ~ I, the identity 
o 0 0 s 
operator. Substituting (11-32) into (11-26) and noting (11-25) we obtain, 
(E
l 
{I - {:, (1) (E )} - {H 
o 0 s 
or 
(E - H ) I I» 1 eff o 
+ I::,. (E ) l) Ii» 
1 0 o 
This is an eigenvalue equation for the effective perturbation referred to 
earlier. It takes account of the fact that the electron-phonon coupling 
(II-33) 
modifies the response of the electronic levels to the 'bare' perturbation H . 
s 
36. 
It follows that a symmetry-adapted analysis of ~ (E ) will yield the required 1 0 
reductiqn factors. 
3. FEYNMAN TO GROUP-THEORETIC DIAGRAMS 
We need a prescription for extracting the symmetry information about 
the ion-lattice (and the external) interactions from the Feynman diagrams and 
displaying it in graphical form. We give it below. 
Consider first the interaction of the ion with the site-symmetry adapted 
linear displacements of the lattice. Its most general form is (cf. 11-14), 
r 
c\)nn' 4> *' (\) I c\) n nn (II-34) 
Here c distinguishes different classes of lattice modes transforming as the 
irrep \) of the point group G. «11-34) is a generalization of the form of the 
interaction between an ion and the displacements of its nearest neighbours 
the cluster model. In reality the ion is coupled to all neighbours, in a 
complicated manner which doesn't concern us). Stedman (1975) effectively 
rewrites (11-34) as, 
i = (X.A.R..). 
111 
.. r 
l]C\)n 
When the 
t (c+ a.a. V .. 
1] l]\)n 
annihilation 
b
t c-
+ V .. 
c\)n l]\)n 
and creation 
b ) 
c\)n 
operators are written as 
tensor operators and are coupled into the identity irrep (since VI is invariant) 
he gets diagrams corresponding to the coupling parameters. For example 
c-V. . can be shown to correspond to Fig. 5(a), where the 3jm vertex is topo-
l]\)n 
logically identical to the Feynman vertex 5(b) if a 2jm stub is now associated 
with the creation of a state (electronic/phonon). Thus the Feynman diagram 
5(c) has an isomorphic structure in the coupling of the 3jms as shown. It 
is an invariant diagram (stubs on all internal lines, reduced matrix elements 
etc.) as will be all the diagrams in M(z) calculated using (11-34). This one 
example suffices to show that the symmetry information in a Feynman diagram 
can be made explicit and that this content at least can be handled by the usual 
manipUlation of group-theoretic diagrams. However, the form of VI' (11-14), is 
useful to us notationally, but then it does not display the point group symmetry. 
We get around this as follows. (11-14), (11-34) are equivalent descriptions 
of the interaction so there must be a unitary transformation between their 
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38, 
labels. We represent it by the invariant node f k * - 5(d). Here k* ~ , avn 
(star ~ s),where star ~ is the set of distinct ~ vectors under the operations 
of G and a is a repetition index. This follows the work of Stedman (1976) -
the matrix representation of G in the invariant basis {k*} can be block diagon-
alized into the matrix irreps Vn of G, each occurring a times, by the matrix 
f k*avn. Thus in (II-34) c = (k*s ,a) . We interpret this node as follows: 
when a propagating normal mode of the lattice, ~ s, excites linear combination 
of all symmetrized displacements of the neighbours of the ion, f k* will __ ,avn 
just pick out those transforming as (vn). We now represent the electronic 
operator fk in (II-14) by the diagram 5(e) (note that the summations are k, 2,." 
that occur in M(z) can now be taken over k*, 2* ... , as the dispersion curves 
£k = £(k) have the point group symmetry. Accordingly we drop the asterisk in 
all future notation with this understanding) . Since 5(d) is invertible we 
can expand the k line as in 5(f) and thence redefine the interaction as 5(g) 
in terms of irreducible operators u~a' which act on the basis {Ii>}, 
E 
aVnn' 
v* u (v*) f 
n'a n'n k ,aVn 
We construct UO similarly to Butler (1975), 
sa 
E. <x.A.\ luorl Ix.A.> (A.oA.) 2i 
ri] 1 1 aJ J 1 J r s Q,. Ii> J 
(II-35) 
(II-36) 
It is more convenient to factor out the reduced matrix element here and group 
it with the invariant node to form a new invariant. Taking the ijth matrix 
element of fk we perform these steps in 5(h,i). 
is, in detail, 
The new subdiagram in 5(i) 
ijn 
F k,vn = E f a k,avn 
v*r 
<x.A. I lu Ilx.A.> 
1 1 a J J 
(II-37) 
We refer to it as a transformation factor for lattice to symmetry-adapted phonon 
and there will be one such factor for every vertex 5(j). 
5 (i-, j) is clear. 
The isomorphism of 
The conjugate operator to fk essentially gives the complex conjugate 
factor. We have, 
f-
k 
f+:: E 
k avnn' 
-v 
(Uv* )t 
nta 
E 
avn Una f* k,avn 
(v*) f* 
n'n k,avn 
39. 
-where U is the conjugate operator to U, (Stedman (1975». The corresponding 
transformation factor is shown in 5(k). 
is related to (11-40) by, 
-ijr 
F k,vn 
Via the reduced elements of U, U it 
(A.vA~r) 
J 1 
(II-38) 
For higher order electron-phonon interaction a similar construction is possible. 
For example the operator fkt in the quadratic interaction (11-16) might be 
represented by 5(1) where the phonons k, t separately reduce to the irreps v,v'. 
Howeve~ only three-legged vertices exist so within the subdiagram A, v,v' must 
couple to a third irrep o. Thus with no loss of information we can represent 
f k " by 5 (m), where the new invariant mode, f " defines a new factor F'" ~ k~,aos, kt, ..• 
Thus all our Feynman diagrams can be redrawn: electronic propagators 
are stubbed and labelled by the group irreps, all interaction vertices become 
(coupled) 3jms of the group summed with invariant subdiagrams which contain 
the physical details of the interaction. We can now apply the JLvn theorems 
for our purposes. An important example is provided by 5(n), where A,B are any 
invariant diagrams dependent upon a set of phonon and irrep labels, K = {k.}, 
1 
(x»),,9.. respectively. For any function f(K) we have the result, via JLv2, that 
I 
K 
f (K) AK, )" 9., " BKA '9..,(A)U" ( II-39) 
reduces to an invariant, independent of the component labels 9., times a factor 
~)" 0)")'" 09.,9,' (G(~) and 8(E) are examples of this - they are diagonal in the 
group labels but not the space labels, x,x'). 
4. 'ELECTRONIC' REDUCTION FACTORS 
As we can now display, without ambiguity, the symmetry information in 
our Feynman diagrams,we do so for 8 l (Eo )' 
RF. 
This leads to a definition of a 
We indicate all electronic operators explicitly in our diagrams. For 
example, H is represented by Fig. 6(a) (cf. (1-10» where O~ is constructed as 
s m 
in (11-36) (but without the repetition label a). So for the purposes of 
symmetry calculations Fig. 4(h) becomes 6(b) with the shift operator shown 
explicitly (E implied). 
\.lm 
We want to compare this series for some irrep ~ 
'SEE ERRATA 
with OJ.! itself. 
m 
We take the ijth matrix element of both sides. 
the left hand side gives 6(c) and defines a reduced matrix element 
For the right hand side we apply JLV3 twice, first to the external 
40. 
JLV3 for 
for (11 ) J.! . 
1 m 
legs and 
then to the operator oJ.!, to obtain, symbolically, 6(d). Here the shaded box, 
"ab m dt~J (J.!):: d (J.!, (x.A. x.A,), (x A xbAb», is defined by, p tp ~~, J J a a, 
<x. A. II (111 ) J.!t II x. A. > ~ ~ J J 
L 
p 
ab 
(II-40) 
and every diagram in 6(b) will contribute to it. It is independent of the 
component labels of the basis {Ii>} so the symmetry information in it must be 
the j symbols of the group G. For example, its lowest order term, 6(e), has 
the form of a twisted 6j. Besides,it contains all the dependence on the 
coupling V and the phonon and electronic energies. 
for evaluating d!~ab(J.!) in the next chapter. 
We shall give the rules 
We proceed to define RFs. From (11-33) we have, 
I 
J.!ill 
( II-4l) 
i.e.: QJ.! is the effective operator replacing oJ.! when electron-phonon coupling 
m m 
is switched on. So the relation between the two operators in the basis {Ii>} 
must give the required RFs. The ijth element of QJ.! is 
m 
(II-42) 
The first operator is a group invariant so its matrix elements have the form 
(II-43) 
In the event that x. x, fer A. A., i.e.: there .is at most one multiplet 
~ c ~ ~ 
for each irrep of G, then this operat~r is diagonal and for J.l ~ r l in (11-40) I 
IA. I-~ <x.A. I Il1 l (E )1 1 Ix.A.> o. ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~c 
a) 
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42. 
where we have used the fact that the identity operator has a reduced matrix 
element IA l~. 
a 
Thus, 
A ~-l 
I~' J O. A. lC (II-44) 
l 
for this special case. For the general case, (11-43) ensures that the reduced 
matrix elements on both sides of (11-42) can be compared directly. 
to (1-15) we define a RF by, 
L 
p,a,b 
i j ab ( ) <x A I I 0 \1 P I I x A > Ktp \1 a a b b 
(11-40,-42) then give, 
K!;ab(\1) L Dic(r l ) [!\ 0 0 'b + dcjab (\1) ] °A A c p ca J tp 
i c 
When (II-44) applies the RFs are normalized by, 
L Kijaa(r ) A ~ '~I 0, . a .. 1 . A. lJ l 
Analogous 
(II-45) 
(II-46) 
(II-47) 
-cf. (I-19). (There are no component labels in any of the above three formulae). 
(II-45,46) give the most general definition of a RF for an electronic operator 
transforming as an irrep \1 of G. Their respective interpretations are clear. 
Firstly, the observable corresponding to the effective perturbation, measured in 
an experiment for the interaction of two multiplets (i,j) via H , not only 
s 
depends upon the matrix elements of H between these two but between all other 
s 
pairs (a,b) as well. The inter-multiplet ion-phonon coupling ensures that 
multiplets do not necessarily respond in isolation to the external perturbation 
(though a consideration of their energy separations, amongst other factors, 
will enter here). Secondly, via the reduction Fig. 6(d), all the symmetry and 
the physical information contained in the RFs on a specific model is now available 
from a series of Feynman diagrams, e.g. 4(h). Of course this particular series 
is drawn for linear coupling only. We are free to put in all types of electron-
phonon/phonon-phonon interactions and calculate their effect on the RFs merely 
by analysing the appropriate classes of diagrams (to any desired order) in the 
self-energy series. And herein lies the distinct advantage of the present 
method over that of Chapter Ii we do not need to find the system eigenstates 
every time we change the interaction in order to recalculate the RFs. In addition 
we can fully account for all interactions with temperature dependent phonon 
spectra, frequency dependent coupling parameters etc. 
43. 
SEE ERRATAi 
We now have two sets of definitions of RFs., the vibronic RFs (1-15,-17) 
and their many-body theory analogues (11-45,-46) which we loosely term elect-
ronic RFs. We now compare them. We follow the construction of Section (11-
1.2) but form vibronic states Iy> from all electronic states la> = Ij> as 
1 
-1 
y> = N 
n=o 
a, j 
<yly> 1 (II-48) 
Here T is the operator in (11-19) (cf.II-30) and a normalization N has been 
included in accordance with section (1.1). The labels in the summations 
are such that K E j x A .• 
a J 
n,m"'o 
Consider the matrix element, 
I •• 
a,a ,1.,J 
If the T operator is replaced by (11-30) and the ensemble average performed, 
the effective electronic operator can be seen to have the form of Q~. 
m 
So we 
expect, 
(II-49) 
to indicate how the vibronic matrix elements of H are to be by the 
s 
electronic elements of This is accurate to the extent that (11-48) is 
an eigenstate of (H +V) and that one can average over the vibron:lc structure of 
o 
the system. On this last point howeve~ we note that the exact eigenstates 
(1-6) allow us to write, 
<i IQ~ (y'y) I.> 
m J 
Quantum statistical mechanics 
states Ii> to H only reveals 
s 
can be the only correspondence 
vibronic labels in Q~ prevents 
m 
claims that measurements of the response of the 
-~ the eigenvalues of <Q (y'y» Thus (11-49) 
m ave. 
between the two methods, but the absence of any 
any direct relation between the vibronic and 
electronic RFs. This is clear from a factorization of each side of (11-49) 
into 3jm symbols and reduced matrix elements giving, for the left hand Side, 
with h> IZKk>, 
and for the right hand side, 
I 
X.A.R.. 
1. 1. 1. 
X.A.R.. 
J J J 
t P a b 
(II-50) 
(II-51) 
44. 
However, there is one situation in which we might expect a correspondence between 
the RFs. We consider a single electronic multiplet but only its derived 
ground vibronic states following the usual practice for vibronic calculations 
when the coupling is weak enough. 
(zfixed) and (11-50,-51) imply, 
Kiiii (~) 
tp 
In the case (xA)i=j=a=b, y=y' (ZA. ) ~ 
(II-52) 
Now the left-hand side is equivalent to assuming that Is > in (11-48) (with j 
a 
fixed now) is the ground vibrational state, and that the lattice only enters 
excited states via the interaction V. But in reality these states are ther-
mally populated and the system can start in anyone of a number of vibronic 
states and transfer to any other by emission and absorption of phonons. The 
right-hand side of (II-52) takes account of all this, whereas the vibronic model 
does so only by introducing different labels y,y' for the RFs. Clearly (II-52) 
is not the only correspondence that can be written down from (11-50,-51). 
Nevertheless, it is unique because at zero temperature it becomes an 
equality for the ground vibronic labels but for no others. So from a symmetry 
point of view it will be possible to regard (II-52) as the many-body general-
ization of the RFs in Section (1.3) at least. 
the same for the electronic doublet) . 
(Gauthier and Walker presume 
For any other situation, for example a two multiplet system, la> lib>, 
no simple replacement is possible. General relations between vibronic RFs 
determined from (1-17) will not carryover to the electronic RFs. The latter 
have their symmetry information inextricably tied up with the interaction. 
Overall though, we observe that our inability to relate the two sets of RFs is 
really of no consequence: experimentally it is only the electronic RFs which 
are measured and these contain all possible details of the ion-lattice inter-
action via (11-46). 
5. SUMMARY 
We have argued that the calculation of the exaot eigenstates of an ion-
lattice Hamiltonian, to obtain the RFs for the system, is unnecessary (and 
impossible) • All vibronic RFs associated with a single electronic multiplet, 
effectively reduce to one ensemble averaged quantity for the purposes of measure-
ments on a finite temperature system. (Excepting when an exact solution to 
(H +V) is possible, this may not apply in the strong coupling limit). And 
o 
this quantity can be calculated from the Green function. 
On comparison with the formulation of Gauthier and Walker for the 
f3 x E system, we note that: 
45. 
(i) we have generalized their symmetry aspects to include multiplicity 
free /non-free JT systems of any symmetry. 
basis independent; 
Any calculation is now 
(ii) we have not restricted an analysis to isolated electronic multiplets. 
Intermultiplet coupling, H t 0, is allowed. Likewise, we have allowed 
e 
H to mix multiplets (the magnitudes of the interactions will determine 
s 
if this is an important consideration); 
(iii) the analysis of 61 (Eo) for any system is completely diagrammatic, a 
logical extension, considering the advantages of the Feynrnan graphical 
method in enumerating all terms in a self-energy expression. 
46. 
CHAPTER III 
JAHN-TELLER SYSTEMS IN OCTAHEDRAL SYMMETRY - I 
We briefly show how the formalism of the previous chapter can be used 
to calculate RFs in general, and then restrict the work to a consideration of 
isolated electronic multiplets in octahedral symmetry. In particular, we 
analyse the doublet state r3 for linear and non-linear electron-phonon and 
anharmonic phonon-phonon interactions and study the resulting many-body express-
ions for the RFs p,q with regard to dependence on phonon frequencies and 
temperature. Our analysis rests on the use of the j symbols in their dia-
grammatic form and we look at the group-theoretic structure of Feynman diagrams 
in some detail. This not only simplifies the calculations for the r3 system 
considerably, it also ensures that calculations and results for other JT 
systems carryover straightforwardly. 
calculating p,q are made. 
1. METHOD OF CALCULATION 
Comparisons with other efforts at 
The Calculation of RFs proceeds by a combination of the Feynman rules 
of Section (11.1.1) applied to the series of diagrams Figs. 4(h)/6(b), and 
the JLVn theorems applied to the group-theoretic content of these diagrams to 
factorize the matrix elements of the electronic operators involved. When 
(11-44) applies, and it usually does for 
ijab . . 
of K
tp (~) ~s equ~valent to a knowledge 
orbital multiplets, the calculation 
of d ijab (l1). We illustrate how to tp ... 
find the latter with a simple example. 
Consider the diagram Fig. 7(a). 
t.l (Eo) is, 
From (11-31) its contribution to 
Re 
k 
H 
s 
1 
E +£k-H +io 
o e 
1 
(nk+l) E -£ -H +io 
o k e 
H 
s 
__ l___ } fk 
-£ -H +io k e 
(III-l) 
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A matrix element of (~l(E »~ is 
o m 
the labelling is appropriate for 
then represented 
f ' d' d ijab () In lng ~ 
tp 
explicitly by 7(b) where 
(cf. Fig. 6) and the inter-
action vertices have been replaced according to the prescription of Section 
(11.3) (cf. Fig. S(i,j,k». We operate on 7(b) as follows: 
(i) JLV2 is applied to the invariant diagram consisting of the connected 
transformation factors, F, F - 7(c), cf. SCm) i 
(ii) JLV3 is applied twice, firstly,to obtain the reduced matrix element of 
O~, and secondlY,to couple the external legs of the diagram - 7(d). 
m 
The diagram has been 'untwisted' with the aid of the permutation matrices. 
On comparison with 6(d) it can be seen that apart from energy and phonon popu-
1 . f h ., 7 ( ) ijab ( ) . f 6' 1 atlon actors, t e contrlbutlon of a to d ~ conslsts 0 a ] symbo , 
tp 
with attached 3j phases, and a lattice/symmetry-adapted phonon transformation 
term. In detail these are, 
\In 
rr' 
1 
rvI 
-iar' F k\ln 
trr'p 
For the energy factors the multiplier of nk , for example, is 
-1 -1 (E +E - 8 +io) (E +Ek-8 +io) o k a 0 b 
(III-2) 
where E is the solution of (11-25). We cannot be more specific unless the 
o 
labelling is restricted to i=j and a=b, that is H acts within a multiplet 
s 
(usually, realized experimentally), and off-diagonal elements of ~l(Eo) are 
neglected (this is only justifiable if V. k» V. k). Now we are calculating la Ja 
(~l(E »,. and E =8, in a first approximation. For these restrictions then 
o II 0 l 
Fig. 6(e) gives, 
aia ( ) tp ~ Re L 
k 
(iiaa, ~tp) k . t(E. :: Ho) 2 + 
la k 
(nk+l) , J 
(E. -E Ho)2 
la k 
(III-3) 
The point to note from this example is that (111-3) is factored into three parts: 
an energy/population sum which, apart from the state labels, is independent of 
symmetrYi j symbols for the point group containing the dependence on ~; and 
phonon transformation factors. 
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We now state the rules for writing the contribution of any Feynman 
d ' dijab( ) ~agram to ~ : 
tp 
(1) Take the matrix element of a diagram in 6(b), labelling all internal 
and external lines. Evaluate the (labelled) energy denominators for 
all emission (nk+l) and absorption (nk ) processes, e.g. (111-3), and 
sum these. 
(2) Represent nth-order electron phonon vertices as 3jms coupled to trans-
formation factors, e.g. 7(e). 
(3) Operate on the diagram with JLVn as far as possible to produce: 
(a) a reduced matrix element for the whole diagram and for the 
external interaction, to obtain the form of 6(d) , 
(b) diagrams for (coupled) transformation factors, 
(c) 3j, 6j and 9j symbols. 
(4) Compare with 6(d), and sum the quantities in the box with the energy 
term from (1) above, over all internal labels. Take the real part. 
In Appendix V we give the details of applying Rule 3(c) to some of the low order 
Feynman diagrams that will be of interest to us in this chapter and the next. 
Regarding Rule 1, we note that the utility of (11-31) for obtaining energy 
factors easily is limited to diagrams that have, at most, pairs of electron-
phonon vertices connected. Otherwise the operator V in (11-30) necessarily 
has a more complicated form than, say (11-14,-16). In such cases it is easier 
to follow the Feynman rules directly. We show in Appendix VI how these more 
complicated diagrams are best evaluated and introduce a contracted notation for 
the energy sums. We also indicate how the summation on k is to be performed. 
(Hereafter we remove the io term in all denominators with the understanding 
that it is to be included and the real part taken wherever phonon summations 
are required explicitly) . 
As nearly all of our work is concerned only with the effects of electron-
phonon interactions within a single multiplet in octahedral symmetry we now 
simplify our notation as much as possible. We set i=j=a=b in (11-46) and 
Hii A 
replace d
t 
(~) by d (~) (we shall also drop these sub- and super- scripts p tp 
wherever possible). For this multiplet, A, the phonon transformation terms 
can be rewritte~as only a few symmetry-adapted phonon irreps occur (v of Fig. 
7 (e) • We shall refer to these as 'phonons', indicating that the details of 
formation of symmetrized phonons are last in the subdiagram F and that it is 
the lattice phonons labelled k that are of real interest). We employ the time 
reversal arguments of Abragram and Bleaney. For the interaction VI say, we 
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have that under time reversal VI is invariant and ¢k is a time even operator 
i.e. $k + $k $:, So fk and hence U~n are time even also, and within a 
multiplet A, we have, 
v £ {A x A}S/A 
according to whether the ion has an even/odd number of electrons. Thus in 
octahedral symmetry the only possible 'phonon' irreps are f l ,f 3 ,f5 This 
result applies for any interaction V. Now consider the transformation term 
n 
in (III-2). A check of the Ij,3j phases for the irreps A, v of interest shows 
that r=r'=o and that $A' (AA*VO) = +1. 
to a factor, 
Using (II-3B) this term is equivalent 
I 
- h 
1 
R (III-4) 
and there will be one such term for every phonon line in a diagram corresponding 
to linear coupling within the multiplet. Indeed, since each JT system we shall 
study is well defined (fixed A), it will be convenient to write, 
(III-5) 
(v=fl need not be considered. The linear coupling (only) via the fl 'phonon' 
can be transformed away within a multiplet. We leave the proof to Appendix 
VII. For interactions other than linear similar factors to (III-4) can be 
defined, although if the corresponding transformation diagram is asymmetric or 
is produced by JLV(n>2) then the factor will be complex. 
It will also be convenient for our analysis to separate out the wholly 
group-theoretic contribution, given by Rule (3(c)) above, of each Feynman 
diagram in the series for d A (~). For each and every diagram we call this 
tp 
quantity 6 (~). Structurally, it is just the closed diagram remaining after 
tp 
Rules 3(a) ,(b) have been applied, so the 'phonon' irreps and their attached 
multiplicites labels should also be specified. However the latter have only 
one value and for our purposes the 'phonon' labels will be immaterial. 
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2. LINEAR ION-PHONON INTERACTION - f 3 ~ 
2.1 Reduction Factors to Fourth Order 
We restrict ourselves to the linear interaction and calculate the RFs 
4 
to O(Vl ) for A=v=f 3 (f3 xE) from the diagrams of Fig. 7(f). Now (II-46) is 
simply written as, 
A comment is needed here about its expansion in powers of VI' Firstly,d(~) 
. If' . .. f 1 211 2 . d h ~tse ~s a ser~es expans~on ~n powers 0 a parameter ~ VI Eo - ~ndee eac 
diagram in 7(f) contains such an expansion if E is written properly as the 
o 
solution of (II-25). Convergence of this series is required. In additio~ 
for a binomial expansion of the denominator we require Id(f l ) 1<1. We shall 
assume throughout our work that for the coupling of any type, both requirements 
are met. Thus, 
(III-5a) 
The contribution of each diagram in 7(f) to d(~) is easily written down. 
There is a factor (III-5) for each phonon label, the numerical values of the 
j symbols derived from these diagrams (see Appendix V) are obtained from 
Appendix IA,and the labels in 7(f) define the Feynman denominators given below. 
(The mirror images of CkQ" DkQ" are understood to be included. If the 
attached phonon labels are reflected along with the diagrams, the images produce 
the complex conjugate matrix elements. Thus the contributions of CkQ,' DkQ, 
will appear multiplied by 2) • 
to ( II I - 2 , - 3) , 
As an example,we write d(f l ) in similar form 
d(f 1) I 29k 1:1 Xk + I 2gk 29Q, ~ (~Q,+2ckQ,)' k kg, 
In this manner, 
K(f 2) P I - 2 I 9 k Xk - 2 I gkgQ, (2Ck Q,-xk xQ,) k kQ, (III-6) 
K(f 3) q 1:1 (l+p) - I 9k9Q, (AkQ, -BkQ,) kQ, 
Note that DkQ, does not appear in these formulae. 
of Appendix VI the denominators are, . 
In the contracted notation 
o 
To 
-2 -2 
AkQ. k (k+Q.) 
Xk - (kQ.)-l -2 0 BkR. 0kQ. n(k) n (Q.) (kH) 
-3 (k+R.)-l CkQ. k 
in Xk ensures that (III-6) will be correct to O(v~) - cf. (II-25). 
O(Vi), 
11 
o 
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(III-7) 
substituting (III-7) into (III-6) and evaluating the sums ok last we find, 
with Nk = (2nk+l), 
1-2 I N Nk NQ, P gk k 4 I + gkgR. k £2 £ 2 EQ,2 k kQ, k 
(III-8) 
and the difference between p, q to be, 
!;z (l+p) - q I (AkQ, -BkQ,) 
kR. 
(III-9) 
(III-8,-10) are the generalizations to all temperatures of the results first 
obtained by Gauthier and Walker (1973) and Halperin and Englman (1973), for if 
we set Nk 1, corresponding to zero temperature where only spontaneous emission 
processes exist, we recover their formulae. Also in this limit, according to 
the arguments in Section (II.4), we must obtain the RFs of Section (I.3.1), in 
particular (III-9) must be (I-23). So we can make the identification, 
(III-H) 
for zero temperature. It is clearly convenient to parametize (III-9) in this 
way for finite temperatures as well. As in the vibronic model we have the 
result that b7 ~ 0, the equality only occurring if terms above second order are 
neglected altogether (an uninteresting possibility), or if all phonons are iso-
energetic, ~ = EQ, (the io factor in NkR. ensures this). In this single mode 
limit at zero temperature,we~ ca~~ recover the results of Ham1s (1968) cluster 
model for a single r3 phonon pair. (Such calculations can be obtained from 
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SEE ERRATA 
our results for a multiplet A in the limit that, 
L VA U Q 
vn v Vn n 
The coefficients and operators here are those used conventionally by Ham (1972) 
and Englman (1972). The only requirement is that the ligand mass be taken as 
~ 
unity (Ham et al. (1969». Since Q = (h/2w ) ¢ , the effect is to replace 
vn v vn 
the matrix element, 
by (~/2w )~ VA ( ) 
u V V U vn ij (II-12) 
A comparison of the 3jms (Griffith (1962) ) and the matrices U gives the 
relation between F~v VA) • 2 \)n Ham's and For f3 x £, g h V /w .6 and v 4 k E E kl 
exponential expressions are correct to O(Vl ) . Although (III-8) has the first 
two terms of an exponential, the sixth order terms are not of this form and 
Ham's formulae are not justified, and certainly wrong for more than one mode 
at T=O. For the general case of finite temperature, we have instead b 7 > 0, 
whenever 8 k depends upon ~s in any manner. And it always does in real crystals 
(Kittel (1971». Note that the second term in (II~lO) has its greatest con-
tribution when the first term has its least, throughout the phonon spectrum; 
we expect it to be dominant except at very low temperatures. while we agree 
with Gauthier and Walker that such terms with 'vanishing' energy denominators 
require careful treatment, the techniques for evaluating the integrals exist 
and are identical to those required in, say, finding the effect of phonon 
Raman scattering on the shifting of zero-order electronic levels, (see Appendix 
VI) . There is no reason to exclude terms with resonant denomina,tors in re-
duction factor expressions as they have done. 
So, realistically, for weak linear coupling to the whole lattice, q, 
p < I, and there are no conditions under which the relation q = ~ (l+p) is obeyed. 
It is of interest to find the temperature dependencies of the terms in 
(III-8,lO), although simple results are possible only in the limiting cases of 
low and high temperatures. Consider the V~ term in (III-8). For low temper-
ature Le. Eo» KT, the nk factor determines that the greatest contribution to Lk comes from those phonons with energies 5 KT. So for sufficiently small T, 
only acoustic phonons need be considered and in this limit the long-wavelength 
approximation i~ the form (Stedman and Newman (1971», 
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~ 
Ek = h c (k s) I~I (III-l3) 
is valid. Here k k I~I andc(k,s) is the velocity of sound in the host crystal. 
- ~ ~ 
Also in this limit Fk,vn a (Ek ) , so gk a Ek · As (III-13) allows the &k to 
factorize we let, 
I dK. . coth 
k s 
V is the crystal volume, K = I~I and d~k is an element of solid angle centred 
on the Brillouin zone. For our purposes the integral over ~ and the sum over 
s can be neglected. With x = SEk and (III-13) the remaining integral has the 
form, 
g-2 foo (L ) 
f.I x coth -:IX dx 
o 
where the upper limit has been made temperature independent since the large k 
values make a negligible contribution to the integral. Thus for low T, the 
2 
second order terms have a T dependence. 
4 
order terms, in particular b 7 , vary as T . 
By the same argument the fourth 
we assume Ek « KT for all k. Then coth x ~ 
In the high temperature limit, 
-1 
x = KT/E and each phonon summ-
k 2 
at ion gives a term 
2 4 
order VI' VI terms 
of the form KT '.~ f (Ek ), that 
respectively in (III-8,-lO). 
is a T,T dependence for the 
2.2 Generalizations to Higher Orders 
So far we have shown how the RFs may be calculated from diagrams to 
O(V~) and have seen that particular diagrams will break the 'single model sum 
rule, q = ~(l+p). We now look at the linear diagrams occurring at an arbit-
rary order in some detail. Not only do patterns emerge simplifying the cal-
culations but the diagrams breaking the above sum rule can be isolated and b 7 
found immediately. A knowledge of this model-dependent parameter suffices 
as P, q can both be measured, in principle. 
The simplification referred to depends in part upon the identity, 
{: ::} = 0 (III-l4) 
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Consider the diagrams at O(V~) contributing to p, q - Fig. 8(a,b /c). For 
clarity we have only labelled the possible positions of the external vertex 
(Fig. 6 (a» (image positions are marked) . As the group-theoretic structures 
derived from these diagrams by application of Rule 3(a,b) are isomorphic to 
the Feynman diagrams, and the 2jms, (4) , and the ij phase, ~4' are both 
unity, we can apply JLVn directly to 8(a,b,c) with quick results for some 
vertex positions. At a glance: JLV2 in 8(a) (the cutting positions are 
indicated by broken lines) shows that vertex d has a zero contribution for 
all ~, via (III-14) i in 8(b) it reproduces the form of Dk~ for vertices j,~, 
n,p; and, JLV3 in 8(c) shows s,t,w are zero. And by forming the reduced 
matrix elements for the remaining diagrams and using JLV3 to produce pairs 
of 'lower order' structures, some of which are mutually exclusive, one can 
show just as quickly that vertices e,f,k,r,a/S,y vanish. Thus 27 of the 50 
diagrams are trivially zero and of the remainder only those in 8(c) require 
any effort in their evaluation. We can approach the problem more generally. 
Let S(d) represent the generic class of diagrams which includes in its three 
lowest orders Xk , Akl , Ck~' and Figs. 8(a). Then it looks like either 8(di) 
or 8(dii), where the shaded region is a self-energy insert. Via JLV2,case (i) 
is zero only if the insert satisfies 8(e). Otherwise it follows Xk with 
d (f 1) -d (f 2)' d (f 3) = O. For case (H) we apply JLV3 as in 8 (f) . It can 
only be non-zero when 8(g) is non-zero for ~ f 1 f 2 (only) . Thus we have 
the result that 8{d) contributes to d(f l ), d (f 2) only. Similarly, for all 
orders, 8{h) can contribute to d{f 3 ) only,whereas 8(i) is always zero. Thus 
the absence of contributions in 8{a,b) is explained. At each new order 
there exists diagrams creating a new generic class - at O{V~) these are in B(c), 
and we find vertices v + d{f 3), x,y,z + d{f l ), d(f 2 ) and we can generalize 
these results to higher orders also. An examination to O{V~) shows that the 
following rules apply: 
I. The 'generic' diagrams contribute to (a) d(f 1)' d{f 2) or, (b) d(f 3)' for 
all orders. 
(a) these are symmetric, e.g. 8(j,k) give the only possibilities at 
B O(Vl ). Whether bare or containing inserts, e.g. 8(a), a diagram must con-
tribute for each position of the vertex, or not at all. Thus vertices a,b,c 
are all non-zero. 
(b) these diagrams contribute for only one position of the vertex at the 
order in which they first appear. Furthermore,there must exist an even number 
of electron-phonon vertices to one side of the external interaction. 
v in 8(c) illustrates both of these points. 
Vertex 
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II. The values of O(f l ), O(f 3 ) for any 
the number of electron-phonon vertices, 
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-m diagram are always 2 where 2 m is 
n And O(f 2) = (-1) O(f l ) where n is 
the number of these vertices to one side of the external vertex. 
Considering the order of perturbation to which we have worke~ we can expect 
these rules to apply for all orders. 
this expectation. 
In Section (111.3.2) we shall justify 
In principle then, one can easily find formulae for p,q to any desired 
order. Rule I, together with the methods used on Fig. 8(a,b,c), serves to 
eliminate many of the diagrams immediately and of the remainder only a (decreas-
ing) fraction have an unfamiliar form, e.g. at O(V~) these include 8(k). 
(While high order diagrams require extensive use of JLVn to obtain 6j and 9j 
symbols, I(a) ,(b) determine that only a few - usually two - vertex positions 
need be checked), 
once as in (111-6). 
Then Rule II and (111-5) allow p,q to be written down at 
The only difficulty is in symmetrizing the formulae as 
in (III-IO). Of particular interest is b7 , Using (1-23) we can express it 
as, 
(III-IS) 
From Rule II the only diagrams that can possibly break the single mode sum 
rule are those that have n even. For example, the contribution to b7 at sixth 
order is, 
(III-16) 
from Fig. 8(a,b , c), as well as (III-II) corrected to this order by the denomin-
ator of (III-IS) and fio in Ak~, Bk~' It is obviously quicker to check theory 
and experiment directly from (III-IS). Because an odd number of phonons is 
involved in this example we cannot prove its contribution to be positive. 
(Fletcher claims in private communication to Bates (1978) that the contributions 
to b7 for m even (Rule II) are positive and those for m odd, zero. We do not 
agree with him for m > 2), However, in the single mode limit we still find 
This special result, which will generalize to all orders (our examin-
ations reveal equal numbers of diagrams of type (a) (Rule I) with 0 (f 2) = + IS (f 1) I 
as type (b», was first obtained by Leung and Kleiner (1974) by considering the 
form of the vibronic ground state eigenfunctions. 
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We emphasize that the simplicity of the calculations for the linear 
r3 x c system depends upon the identity (111-14). Although other JT systems 
may not imitate this, the method of analysing their diagrams will be essen-
tially the same and one can expect similar expressions to (111-8) for their 
Rfs. 
3. GROUP THEORETIC STRUCTURES OF FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS 
3.1 Arbitrary Symmetry 
The ease with which we have just inferred the patterns of Feynman dia-
grams contributing to p,q has also depended upon the recognition of the occur-
rence of 'low order' structures, for which 6(~) is known, in all higher order 
diagrams. Before continuing with the calculation of the effects of non-linear 
and anharmonic interactions on p,q we take a general look at the group-theor-
etic structure of all possible Feynman diagrams, regardless of the point group 
symmetry. 
It will suffice to consider the quadratic interaction V2 and the cubic 
anharmonic interaction v(3) in addition to Vl . This does not restrict our 
conclusions in any way. Figs. 9(a~f) show a few of the diagrams that can be 
drawn by combining these interactions at low orders. (We neglect the external 
interaction for the moment) . Using the expansion Fig. 7(e) we proceed as in 
7(c) to separate off the phonon transformation diagrams. The latter step will 
require JLVn wherever n electron-phonon vertices are interconnected by phonons, 
e.g. the diagrams of 9(e) can all be put into the form of 9(g) where the 
shaded box consists of invariant diagrams (the labelling here is common to 
Figs. 12(j,k», The diagrams remaining after these operations 
have the basic structures shown in the corresponding Figs. 9(a'~f') (the 2jms 
which exist on all lines are omitted for simplicity). AS the operation of JLV2 
only on pairs of electron-'phonon' vertices characterizes the linear interaction 
(to all orders), we see that diagrams like 9(a',b') are not qualitatively new. 
By defining appropriate symbols for the phonon-transformation diagrams and 
denominators and attaching the exterllal. vertex Fig. 6 (a), we will obtain reduction 
factor expressions outwardly similar to those for the linear interaction. 
For the remaining diagrams which involve JLV(n~3) additional work is required, 
and the calculations will be more complicated in view of the multiplicity and 
irrep summations common to the structural and the transformation diagrams, e.g. 
9 (g) • Nevertheless, from the few examples given in Fig. 9 it is clear that 
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many Feynman diagrams of differing complexity can reduce to a single structural 
diagram. If such a diagram is zero for a particular position of the external 
vertex then all such Feynman diagrams will not contribute to the reduction 
factors. Obviously it is the structural diagrams we should concentrate upon 
in our calculations. 
To do this we need a systematic way of generating all those structures 
which can derive from all Feynman diagrams. There are enough examples in 
Fig. 9 to see that the following method works: 
(1) Draw all connected diagrams in the same manner as one draws Feynman 
diagrams restricted to linear interactions. E.g. 9(a ' ,b ' ) - we call 
these 'linear' structures. 
(2) In addition, to these diagrams add 'phonon' lines to connect existing 
'phonon' lines to electronic lines in all distinct ways, e.g. 9(c'~f'). 
When m such additional lines connect to one existing 'phonon' line as 
in 9(e',f ' }, there are (m-l) irrep labels between 3-'phonon' vertices 
(which are to be summed with a coefficient as in 9(h}). 
(3) All vertices are 3jms, therefore they are 3-legged. 
Figs. 10(a,b,d,e) show all the structures that can be drawn by adding one or 
two 'phonons' to 9(a' ,b'), 10(c) a few structures obtained by starting with 
8(a,b,c), and 10(f,g) those by adding three and four 'phonons' to 9(a'). (T_he 
groupings in 10(e) and the markings of some vertex positions are for later 
reference). Note from what was said earlier, that these structures, including 
the 'linear' ones, are not necessarily ordered in the perturbative sense. 
Note also, that for diagrams derived using JLV(n~4) our generating method 
produces one of a number of apparently different structures, depending upon 
which 'phonon' lines are coupled together. As examples: in 9(g) the phonons 
could be regrouped as in 10(h} producing an 'incorrect' structure (with a 
different coefficient) i and lOCi) appears to be distinct from 10(d). In both 
cases application of JLV4 to the structure and its associated coefficient 
corresponds to the simpler form of 10(d). 
It only remains to add the external vertex to all electronic lines and 
reduce these structures to j-symbo1s (the details of this for 10(a) (d) can be 
found in Appendix V). Although such an analysis is fairly tedious we don't 
have to break all diagrams down to their component 6j, 9j symbols to observe 
the general features and compare JT systems. Often it suffices to factor a 
diagram into known structures times 6js,which are easily evaluated. For 
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example many of the diagrams like 10(a-c) will factor into 'linear' structures 
from which they were generated and those in 10(e) with a a label will often 
reduce to 10(d). Fortunatel~ even for those diagrams for which this is not 
the case, simplifications exist for our problems: all the vertices shown in 
lO(a-f) are mUltiplicity free and the 3-'phonon' vertex places a major restrict-
ion on the 'phonons' that can be involved. This is most apparent for those 
structures which have been JLV3 produced and usually allows a quick check if 
the diagram is zero. As an example consider Fig. 10(j) (only the essentials 
are included in the diagram), with JLV3 applied as indicated. 
the 6j, 
This produces 
(III-17) 
summed with a 'linear' diagram whose result is already known provided x=o 
(the only system for which this is not the case is rS x (s+t 2) where {~~~} I 0) 
d h l ' h " , , h' 1000 an t e same app ~es to t e rema~n~ng vertex pos~t~ons on t ~s structure. 
A generalization of this example is provided by lOCk). 
diagram is produced but the 6js now have the form, 
A similar linear 
(III-1S) 
and it is the restrictions on a, which again require z=o for all systems but 
rS x (s+t 2), that simplify the calculations. 
3.2 Application to r3~ 
We now consider the structures for the r3 x S system. We begin by 
noting that the remarks made about the breakdown of the linear Feynman diagrams 
in Section (III.2.2) actually apply to all the 'linear' structures, as do the 
rules for the possible contributions. We need only look at the remaining 
structures of Fig.lO. Again it is the fact that (III-17,-l8) are zero for 
a=A=v i =r3 that simplifies the reduction of the diagrams in Fig.lO. 
that: 
We find 
(1) 10(a,b,c,e(iii),f) are zero for all positions of the external vertex -
for many this is trivial to show; 
(2) lO(d,e(i,g) contribute to d(rl ), d(f 2) for all positions of the vertex 
with 6(r2) = (_l)n 6(r l ) againi 
64. 
(3) 
(4 ) 
10(d,e(i,ii) ,g) contribute to d(f 3) for the vertex position marked. 
-m 
o(fl ), o(f3) for non-zero structures have the value 2 where 2 m is 
the number of electron-'phonon' and 3-'phonon' vertices (this follows 
since the 6js are all ± ~) . For structures with a labels there is an 
additional sign determined by O,e.g. 10(d) is better represented as 
9(h) and we find, 
Clearly (2), (3), (4) do not exactly follow the Rules I, II found for the 'linear' 
structures. Those structures with a labels above the vertex can contribute 
to d(~) for all ~ and the symmetry requirement of I(a) is now invalid .. with 
these modifications and the broadening of the definition of m to (4) above 
however, we can use Rules I, II to eliminate much unnecessary work. However, 
(1) suggests a new rule - for two reasons. Firstly, from the results for 
10(a,b,c) we can expect all diagrams with only one 3-'phonon' vertex to be 
zero. And secondly, structures generated by adding (2m+l) lines to 9(a') are 
always zero. This is easy to see. For example 10(f) produces, amongst other 
things, the form, 
{ p a 4} 444 
for all vertex positions. For a non-zero result we require p, a " 4, but 
{P04} O. This form of an odd number of 6js occurs for all structures then 444 
generated via JLV(2m+3) . Thus we have the important simplification: 
III. All structures with an odd number of electron-'phonon' vertices are zero 
for all positions of the external vertex. 
With the exception of explaining why some structures contribute to d(f l ) and 
d(f3) or both we now justify our rules with a general argument. 
For an electronic multiplet A, an arbitrary structure to be reduced can 
be represented by the diagram ll(a), for some position of the external vertex. 
It has the value 0tp(~)' For any labelling of the 'phonons', v, in this 
diagram we can transpose this vertex to one side as.in ll(b). Successive 
transpositions eventually place the vertex at the extreme ll(a), labelled by 
a. The diagram is then equivalent to ll(c), for some different 'phonon' and 
electronic irreps v', a, and a 6j symbol can be separated off. 
in ll(b,c) that help determine any general results for 0tp(~)' 
It is the 6js 
Note that the 
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starting position in ll(a) determines the energy factors for the original 
Feynman diagram from which ll(a) was derived,and therefore the contribution 
to d (~) for this diagram. This does not change. But any property of tp 
o (~) for some vertex position will also exist for d (~) there as well. ~ ~ 
We apply these ideas for A=V=r3 , r=p=o. The results of one transposition 
are shown in ll(d) and of two, for ~ = r 3 , in ll(e). For the 'end' structure 
ll(c), provided x=o, O=A, and the shaded diagram is non-zero, the complete 
diagram behaves as the simplest 'linear' structure (cf. Fig.7(d». For r3 x E 
this gives o(r2 ) = -o(r l ), o(r3 ) = 0 at each end, a, ~, of ll(a). Consider 
~, rl , r2 in ll(a). If a(fl ) = k say (including k=o) for the vertex at a, 
then by the transpositions in ll(d) each vertex position through to ~ gives 
n the value k; and the value of (r2 ) alternates as (-1) k. If there exists an 
odd number of electron-Iphonon' vertices between at ~,then at ~, o(r2) ;::: o(f l ), 
in contradiction to our statement about these 'end' diagrams. Now let ~ = r3 
and suppose ll(a) contributes to o(r3) for some n odd - for example ll(f) with 
n::::3. By.pairs of transpositions ll(e), we can shift the vertex to the end 
position ll(g) where o(r3) o. So ~;:::f3 contributes only for n even. 
Suppose now that n is even measured from one end of the structure, but there 
are an odd number of electron 'phonon' vertices altogether. By transferring 
to the opposite end of the diagram we again produce ll(g). Hence our rules 
follow. 
An important consequence of any result proven by such a method, for some 
A, is that it must be true independent of the type of electron-phonon coupling 
and its order of perturbation. In particular, it must hold to infinite order 
and hence for the range of coupling strengths for which this infinite series 
converges. It is not a strong assumption to state that it will hold for any 
other finite range where perturbation techniques are not applicable, that is, 
for arbitrary strengths of interaction. 
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4. LINEAR, NON-LINEAR, ANHARMONIC INTERACTIONS 
4.1 ..!:.3~ 
Having completed our analysis of the structure for f3 x £ we now 
evaluate some Feynman diagrams of low order in V V v(3) which will generate 1, 2, 
additional terms for p,q. 
Fig. 12 (a-g) shows all the diagrams that can be drawn correct to orders 
2 2 V (3) 3 2 3 (3) via V2 VI' V2 VI' having already excluded those at orders V2 VI' VI V 
Rule II. In 12(a) the two topologically distinct diagrams which arise from 
the different pairings of the phonon operators~k~£ in the quadratic interaction 
are shown. Their contributions are equal,so for 12(b-e)/12(f,g) it should be 
understood that a factor of 2/4 is to be included in the calculation. The 
images of assymmetric diagrams should also be counted as in 12(b,c). Since 
12 (a-e) reduce to the linear structures of 9 (a 'b') we have labelled the vertex 
positions and their corresponding denominators to reflect their similarity to 
the diagrams of 7(f). We now proceed as in Sections (1.1) and (1.2.1). 
Essentially,all we do is substitute the new denominators wherever their linear 
). 
counterparts appear, and replace f where necessary by (see 12(h», kV 
Ill). 12 
n TVT Fk£vn (III-19) 
or 
f (3». _ I 1 k£mv - TVT 
n 
-). ). 
F F V(k£m) ktvn mVn (III-20) 
or its complex conjugate. (Although (111-20) is always complex - V(k£m) 
is pure imaginary - its conjugate exists for the imaged diagram e.g. 12(b,c». 
We follow (111-5) and define for r r3 fS 'phonons' respectively, 1, , 
(III-21) 
and 
(f(3) ) k£mv + c.c. 
For r3 x £ the~we simply replace gk whenever it occurs in d(~) by 
(3) gkt or gk£m and the contributions of 12(a-e) to p,q will be the analogues of 
(111-6) provided we let ~£ + (A+A)k£m and similarly for Bk£ (Bk£m = Bk£m) 
and Ckt . The expressions Xk , Xkt , x~i~ now include the multiplet shift ~o 
calculated from 12(i). If we further define 
2 
Z 1 - 4 g a n (p) /p p p p 
these contributions to pare: 
And to 2 b 7 : 
~ n{k)n{P-) 
- 2 L gk D Zm . a 
kP-m h kP- (k+P-) 2 
-< 2 g (3) Z 
kP-mp kP-m p 
akP-m { 
(kH-m) 
n(k)n(P-) _ n(m) (n{k) + n{P-) + 
(k+P-) 2 m2 
2 (k+JI,-m) 
2 2 2 
m (k+p-) (k+p-+m) 
6S. 
( 1II-22) 
1 
+ 2 
akD n(p) hmp 
2 { 
n(k)n(p-) (k+JI,)-p) 2 
2 2 (k+P-) (k+p-+p) 
n(m) (n(k)+n{p-)+l) (m-p) 2 } 
. 2 2 
P (k+p--m) m (m+p) 
(III-23) 
To these terms we must now add the contributions of 12(f) and 12(g). As the 
calculations of both sets of diagrams are similar but each fairly lengthy, 
we shall only consider 12{f). The diagrams are labelled by i=l-S and the 
denominators Pk
i Qki Ri distinguish the vertex positions. All eight Jl,m, p-m , kp-m . 
diagrams can be drawn as in 9{g,h) where the coefficients Vl will depend on 
all labels e.g. following the labelling of 9(g), Vl is dra~n in 12(j) . 
. a 
Clearly by twisting lines and applying JLV4,all Vl(ifl) can be related to 
1 a 
V for some rearrangement of the irrep labels v.' Writing these as j, for 
a 5 J 1 
example, V 0-*2*34 uv), Fig. 12 (k), is related to V (41*32*wz) by, 
a T 
{
a 3* 4* } 
T 1* 2 hi (1*4TW) (34a*v)<P l 
This is particularly useful if all v. are the same, for the coefficients of 
J 
all diagrams are then simply related to one 
i 
V 
a 
(kP-mv) = I 
T 
1 (v). V (kP-mv) 
T 
For such systems we give the CIS (real irreps, mUltiplicity free) 
(III-24) 
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c
l 2 ( \iVa) 7 C C 6 
aT aT aT aT 
c
3 4 
:=: (\i\ia) 5 (\i\ia) (\i\iT) c6 ( \i\iT) cB c C 
aT aT aT aT aT 
I T I {~ \i ~} (\i\iT) ( \iVa) ( III-25) \i 
Since the V~ are complex in general, one must also count all the diagrams in 
12(f) with k,m interchanged (and halve the sum). This produces the conjugate 
of 12(j) everywhere. Returning to the f3 x E system, if we define, 
iIi 
U (k£m) :=: -4 (V (k£rn4) + c.c.) 
a a 
we can write the contributions of 12(g) to d(~) compactly as, 
iii i i (-p +Q -R ) (U -U ) 
k£m 0 7 k£m 
(III-26) 
where, for i=5-9 the imaged diagram is to be included as well. 
A calculation of the alteration to b 7 is sufficient for our purposes. 
So to (111-23) we must add, 
-2 
(111-24,-25) give, 
6 
-V 7 
7 
-V 7 
1 1 1 1 
-(V -V -2V ) 
207 4 
V~ 1 (VI 1 2 0 + V7 
Since 12(j) is equivalent to, 
1 
V 
a L 
s ·abcd 
-4 4 -4 4 
Fk4a Fk£4b F£m4c Fm4d 
(III-27) 
(III-2B) 
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and if the 3jms in this equation are those for the tetragonal basis (8,E) 
of the doublet, then the three lines in (III-28) are respectively, 
2 3 1 
-(Tab -Tab) Tab F F F F 
ktm k4a kt4a tm4b m4b 
1 I 2 1 2 2 a~b (T b-T b) Tab a b b a 
a a ktm with 
(8, E) 
1 3 3 (T b-T b) Tab a b a b 
a a ktm 
Finally, defining 
+ C.c. 
we obtain for (111-27) 
I 
ktm 
cr n(k)n(t)n(m) 
ktm km(k+t) (t+m) {
G12 (k_m)2 + 31 (t-k-m) 23 } 
ktm (k+m)2 Gktm(k+t+m) - Gktm (III-29) 
This expression and the quadratic term in (111-23) give the contribution to 
2 2 2b7 correct to O(V2Vl ). The anharmonic equivalent of (111-29) calculated 
from 12(g) will be more complicated because of the energy factors, but other-
wise the same - now factors like G!~mp corresponding to linear combinations 
ij 
of coefficients like 12(t) will replace the Gktm • 
We now compare these results for p,b7 with those for the linear inter-
action. Firstly, we note that apart from the terms of order gkt and gkt gm, 
all others in (111-22,-23,-29) are indeterminate in sign. In particular, we 
don't necessarily have b 7 > 0 for its first quadratic and anharmonic contrib-
utions. All we can be definite about is the effect of quadratic coupling on 
p - it reduces p (and q) by an amount, 
(III-30) 
2 
analogous to the O(Vl ) term in (111-8). (111-30) is the generalization of 
Gauthier and Walker's zero temperature calculation. For the anharmonic 
coupling the indeterminacy results both from the energy factors and the unknown 
. f (3) h d f h . t ( (3))2 . s1gn 0 gktm. However, at t e next or er 0 an armon1C y VIV , F1g. 
12(m), this is not the case. The diagram is symmetric and so gives a positive 
73. 
definite contribution, We simply replace FA in (111-19) by, ktvn 
-A 
F ktvn 
m 
(k+t-m) 
and for r3 x E this produces the analogue of gkt, namely gkt' Thus 12(m) 
reduces p as in (111-30). (At this stage we could extend the work of Stedman 
(1971) and Hernandez and Walker (1972) 
to our problem and define a two-phonon 
also need to define the square root of 
idea is that when one calculates, 
I 
i,kt 
kt 2 IT .. 1 ' 1J 
on the ordinary electron-phonon problem 
T-matrix, T~~ as in 12(n), We would 
1J 
the external vertex as in 12(0). The 
(111-31) 
all of 12(a,b,c,m) are reproduced exactly. The sum of the three amplitudes 
would then be equivalent to l2(p) where a new invariant, FA , is defined. ktvn 
Thus for r3 x E 
(111-32) 
and one would argue that 12(a,b,c,m), taken all together, reduce p, whereas 
taken separately, one could not say. Unfortunately their method is incorrect. 
(111-31,-32) give twice the contribution of the diagrams in l2(a) (Stedman's 
method is correct in detail only because he neglects two-phonon absorption 
and emission terms. In contrast Hernandez and Walker's results are inconsist-
222 
ent with their definitions and the diagrams at O(V2 , V2Vl ». Apart from this 
problem, one might still expect the idea to be useful for other diagrams. 
It is not. For example, if the amplitudes 12(q) are added to 12(n), (111-31) 
produces the combination (~t + Bkt) and the 3-vertex diagrams 9(c). The 
latter are zero and the former combination never occurs in p or q). 
The second point to be made in comparison with the linear results, is 
that the usual assumption for weak couplin~that the effect of linear coupling 
is greater than either quadratic or anharmonic coupling, at the equivalent 
order, may not be valid. (We follow Stedman (1971) and define order as 
2(N-N ) where N is the number of phonons in a diagram and N the number of 
a a 
anharmonic vertices - thus 12(a,b,c,m} and the v~ diagrams in Fig. 7 are all 
of order four). Despite the lack of any information about the relative 
(3) 
strengths of gk, gkt, gktID, the contributions to p from l2(a,b,c) should be as 
74. 
We claim this by comparing, for example, important as those at O(Vi) . 
(III-3D) with the vi term in (III-B) . The sum over k,~ in the former is 
able to contribute to p over a much greater range because of the difference 
of phonon energies in the denominator. So although only linear coupling 
has an effect at second order, it may not dominate at fourth order. For 
higher orders howeve4we cannot distinguish between the various contributions 
to p and b 7 by this argument. 
A third and related poin~ is that whereas the presence of a non-zero 
b 7 in an experiment is evidence for a distribution of phonon energies, if the 
linear interaction only is presumed, this will not necessarily be the case if 
other interactions are important: (111-23,-29) are non-zero for isoenergetic 
phonons. 
Finally we note that, in principle,it is possible to determine the 
significance of a particular type of interaction at any order by observing 
the temperature dependences of p and q. The calculations of these proceed 
as in Section (111.2.1) but now, in the long wavelength limit (for the low 
temperature calculation), we have (Stedman (1971», 
F . a (EkEnEm ... )~ k~m •.• , \In N 
V(k~m .•. ) (E EnE )~ k N m ••• o (k+t+m+ •.. ) -- -- -
In the table below we list the results to sixth order in combinations of Vl , 
d V(3) f . h' , , h 1 k d V2 an or both 19h and low temperature l1m1ts. T e co umns mar e 
with an asterisk contribute to b 7 , 
Temperature Dependence of p 
Order 2 4 6 
2 4 2 V V V(3) 6 2 2 V v 3V(3) Vl Vl V2 2 1 V1 V2Vl 2 1 
Low temperature T2 T4 6 T9 6 TB Tll T T 
High temperature T2 2 2 T3 T3 3 T T T T 
* * * * 
75. 
It can be seen that in the low temperature limit the linear interaction is 
2 the least temperature dependent at each order, by a factor of T at least. 
The presence of a Tn(n~8) behaviour in b7 would thus be strong evidence for 
the importance of the quadratic and anharmonic couplings, To produce this 
behaviour using linear coupling alone would require a significant contribut-
ion from V~ at least. 
Implicit in the results of the above section is the complete ignorance 
of any ion-phonon coupling that takes place via the r l 'phonons'. 
Hamiltonian used above, 
The system 
contains terms 
(We call these 
H H 
o 
+ V + V + v(3) + H 
I 2 s 
transforming a r l from both of (0) (0) , 
V, 'k and V, Ok" respect~vely), 
~J ~J IV 
(III-33) 
the coefficients Vo ok and V, 'k ~J ~J Q, 
For the linear r3 x E system 
we were able to neglect the first of these because it could be completely 
absorbed into a new zero-order Hamiltonian by a canonical transformation of 
(Ho+VI ). For V2 or v(3) non-zero, this is not possible: under this trans-
f t ' v(o) '0 th . t tOt orma ~on, "k rema~ns ~n e ~n erac ~on erms. 
~J 
t f t ' . t (0) f rans orma ~on ex~sts 0 remove VijkQ, rom V2 ' 
And apart from this, no 
Thus (any) coupling via the 
r l 'phonons' cannot be removed once non-linear and anharmonic interactions are 
considered. In the past these 'phonons' have been neglected on the grounds 
that they are not 'JT active' (no splitting of the electronic energy levels 
on the vibronic model). Certainly, in the absence of any other 'phonon' 
symmetries they can have no effect on the RFs. 
non-trivial as we now show for r3 x (al+E). 
Otherwise their presence is 
In keeping with the approach to the linear system,we choose to use the 
canonical transform of (III-33), at the expense of slight complications. In 
Appendix VII we show that (III-33) becomes, 
H' + (Vi + V' + v(3» + H 
o 1 2 s (III-34) 
where V~ is an effective interaction containing n displacement operators, ~k' 
The respective coefficients V~ . V~ 'kn of CAVII-5,-6) can now be represented ~Jk, ~J IV, 
by new vertices, Figs', 13(a,b), and their construction from the original inter-
actions made obvious. Here, with the exception of the first vertex in 13(a), 
(0) 
which has no r l component, the linear vertices represent Vijk ' The internal 
electronic lines are summed trivially and make no contribution to the denomin-
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ators of fi l (Si) (indicated by the absence of an arrow). The calculation of 
RFs using (111-34) now proceeds as usual. We simply attach 'blobs' to all 
electron-phonon vertices in all previous diagrams, and modify our calculations 
equivalently by replacing FkAo by F'A everywhere. Thus for r3 x ~ ... vn kl ... vn 
(a l + €) with V = r 3 , we can let gk + gk, gkl + gkl, etc., in all our previous 
formulae and, to lowest order in the expansions 13(a,b), those formulae will be 
reproduced. Any additional terms are entirely due to the presence of the 
(0) 2 
component V, 'k' For example, the o (VI' ) term in (111-8) now reduces p with l2 2 2 2 
terms at O(V V V V
I
V2) by the expansion l3(c) (the anharmonic terms in I, 1 2, 
l3(a,b) are diagonal only and transform as v r l ). Our conclusions thus 
far can only change in the matter of the interpretation of the coupling para-
meters. However the contributions of diagrams for V r l must also be con-
sidered. Take the coupling Vi' first, in particular the (modified) diagrams 
of Fig. 7. Setting j = r l in 7(c) merely replaces the two 3jms of the 
electron-'phonon' vertices by 2jms, with a factor of IAI-~ for each stub so 
produced. The external vertex is left isolated and multiplied by a factor 
independent of ~. In effec~we have detached the interaction vertices from 
the electronic lines in 7(a) and, for the purposes of group-theoretic calcul-
ations, this is the simplest way of observing the effect of coupling to r l 
'phonons' in any problem. (With this approach, the Rules I-III for r3 x € 
will still apply here). Thus the v~4 diagrams of 7(f) all 'look' like l3(d) 
or 13(e) when the coupling is to r l 'phonons' (1) and f3 'phonons' (k); l3(d) 
contributes to 6(~) like 7(c) with v = f3 and l3(e) is independent of ~ and 
will not appear in the RFs at lowest order. 
from 7(f) are (with d(f3) = 0 and f'4 = 2 S') 
Altogether, the ~-dependent terms 
ko k 
(The last term contains S· in fi ). So p changes by an amount, 
t 0 
L (g' s' + S' g' ) Nk Nl -
€ ) 2 k t k 1 (€k kt 1 
(III-35) 
which, apart from sign, is of the same form as the O(gk gi) term from (111-8). 
However the latter term should dominate" as gk contains second, fourth and sixth 
order terms in Vl ,V2 , whereas Sk is sixth order only in Vl ,V2 ,V(3) At O(V~6), 
the diagrams of 8(a-c) effectively reduce to those of 7(f) or 13(b) depending 
upon the products gk' S' S', g' g~ S' considered. 
1 m k ~ m 
In particular, the first 
contribution to b7 comes from the latter product and then only for those dia-
grams which 'look' like Ak10r Bkl after the 'removal' of one lattice phonon. 
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Thus, following the form of b7 at O(gk gi)' 13(c) contributes, 
1 L (g I g' S' + g' S' g' - S· g' g') . F 
2 k~m k ~ m k ~ m k ~ m k~m 
We can quickly express b 7 in this manner (there are also product terms follow-
ing from the denominator of (111-15)) and we find that it is non-zero in the 
single mode limit, in contrast to the 0(g'3) term. 
When V' v(3) are explicitly included in the diagrams, the same argu-2, 
ments apply. Figs. 12(a-c) do not contribute to p at order Sk~f Ski~),but 
they and 12(d-g) do at 0(Vi2 v;2, Vi 3 V; v(3». For example,12(a,d) reduce 
p by, 
(III-36) 
though, as in the previous section, the remaining contributions, 12(f), are of 
unknown sign (the structure 9(g) can only have pairs of irreps vl - v4 set to 
f l )· Note that (111-36) is as important as the gk~ gm terms of (111-22): 
at sixth order Sk~ g~ + Sk~ gm survives, and there is no reason to assume Sk2 
is not comparable to gk£' However we need not go to sixth order in Vl ,V2 to 
obtain terms in p. Unlike f3 x s,the non-linear structures of Fig. 10 with 
an odd number of 3-'phonon' vertices will not be zero, provided each such 
vertex has one of its 'phonons' labelled f l , reducing the structure to a 
linear one. Thus the diagrams 13(g-i) must be considered, as well as the 
unusual diagram of 13(j). We show how their terms may be calculated, as odd-
vertexed diagrams figure prominently in other JT systems. We first define 
factors which are again products of transformation factors. Thus correspond-
ing to 13 (g) , redrawn as 13(k), there is a factor 13(~) (c. f. App. V) or, 
* 
fA (~l ~ m J [V3 V2 vI )* F'A F'A V(kim) = F'A (V 3 ) , (III-37 s V2 V3< nj n2 n l s kvlnl ~v2n2 mV3n3 n3n3 
which multiplies the j symbols of the structure. The analogous factor for 
13(i) is 13(m) or, 
and those for l3(h) are equivalent,' to within a 3j phase, to this or its 
complex conjugate. The images of l3{g-j) produce their conjugate factors 
and provided the phonon labels are imaged also, 
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f (: ~ ~J 
conj. 
For r3 x (a l + E) we define 
an analogous equation for Gk~ in terms of f4 
aBy 0 [
k k~ ~J ya 8 and for l3(j) a factor, 
- L 
k 
n(k)n(t) 
°u k2~2{k+~) { k~ k~ k~ } k(2k+~) G440 + ~(2~+k) G044 + k~ G404 . 
I 
k~m 
u k~m 
where (see Appendix VI), 
°k~m {n(m)n(~) 
(mH-k) (0) m m+N 
+ 
n(k)n(-~) 
(k_,Q,)k2 
n(m)n(k) } 
mk
2 
(III-38) 
A contribution to b 7 will first appear in diagrams like l3(n) and it 
will also be non-zero for iso-energetic phonons. The lowest order terms in 
(III-38) are of interest. Only l3(i t j) and the second of l3(h) contribute 
when the bare vertices are substituted from l3(a,b). Thus S~,Q, and 
f! [~ ~~ !) survive in (III-38) at o (V2Vi) , and we attach the same importance 
to their contribution to p as we do to the fourth order terms in (III-22). 
Clearly, unless non-linear and anharmonic interactions can be shown 
to be negligible altogether, it is unreasonable to omit the r l 'phonons' in 
a calculation of p,q,while including the effects of the r3 'phonons': the 
magnitudes of the r l -, r 3- symmetry adapted parts of Vijk and unlikely to be 
very dissimilar. And the same applies to Vijk~ In principle the presence 
of both components can be detected, if the quadratic coupling is not too weak. 
2 2 5 The O(V2Vl ) terms from (III-38) and O(V~ ) have a T behaviour in the low 
temperature limit, which is nev~r produced for r 3-type coupling alone. 
Finally,we observe that as the effects of including the r l 'phonon' are largely 
independent of the multiplet A, similar results will exist for other JT systems. 
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5.0 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
We have shown how to calculate RFs quite generally for the electronic 
doublet. Each Feynman diagram in the series Fig. 4(h) can be exploded to 
reveal the symmetry information in the vertices. By a combination of the 
Feynman rules and the manipulation of the group-theoretic parts, every diagram 
corresponds to a term in d(~) of the form, 
[
phonon transformation] 
factors 
. [3 j , 6j /9 j ] 
symbols [
population and] 
energy factors (III-39 
In practice our analysis has been centred not on these diagrams but instead 
on their group-theoretic structures which give rise to the j symbols. 
Indeed,we can take the view that the Feynman diagrams are immaterial now that 
we have a means of drawing all structures (Section (III.3»,as it is these 
that determine a contribution to d(~). The effort of calculating the multi-
tude of Feynman diagrams with the same structure is thereby reduced. We 
only need to change our definitions slightly corresponding to the first 
bracket above, and obtain the third bracket from the original diagrams. 
This is exemplified by the calculations of Figs. 7(f) and 12 (a-e) . Further-
more, we can expect the results obtained for the electronic doublet to appear 
in similar form for other JT systems: the values of the 6j, 9j symbols are 
the only distinguishing features. On comparison with the approach of 
Gauthier and Walker for the r3x£ system, one might naturally enquire whether 
our method has any advantage over theirs, considering the dimensionality of 
the system and the initial effort that is required to learn the diagram 
technique for groups. Their approach consists of representing the electronic 
operators in (II-31) by two-dimensional matrices (effectively the 3jms of 
(II-36) in the (8,£) basis), summed with basis dependent coefficients, multi-
plying these out explicitly, and then summing over components - which corres-
ponds to our formation of the j symbols. Quite apart from the fact that 
our notation is completely general and so applies for any other system, we 
4 
would answer this question in the negative if results to O(VI ) only were 
required, but in the affirmative otherwise. As evidence for the latter 
stand we refer to Sections (III.2.2) and (III.3.2). Most of the structures 
drawn there are easily reduced to simpler ones, many are trivially zero, and 
of the remainder their reduction is not too difficult because the non-zero 
6j and 9js are few in number. In fact, we claim that the patterns of non-
zero structures which have emerged and produced the Rules I-III, greatly 
simplifying the calculation at any order, are not obvious by matrix multi-
plication. 
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We now discuss our calculations of p,q. We group them as: 
(A) f3 x E linear coupling only, 
(B) f x E linear and non-linear anharmonic coupling, 3 
(C) f3 x (al+E) " " " " " .. 
4 2 Apart from the zero temperature results to O(V
l
, V2 ) obtained by Gauthier 
and Walker, all our results are new. Not only do they include the signifi-
cant interactions besides linear, and coupling via the fl 'phonons', but 
they are valid for all temperatures. The major effect of the latter is 
to be found in expressions which involve the difference of phonon energies 
in their denominators. These will resonate over the entire phonon spectrum 
for all but very low temperatures. In fact every equation bar (111-8,-35) 
falls into this category. For p,the effect at fourth order should be to 
make the contributions 
Certainly we know that 
from B, C comparable in magnitUde to those from A. 
2 (3) 2 
the O(V2 ,(VI V » terms from B reduce p below its 
value for linear coupling only. At higher orders any distinction between 
A, B, C, as far as resonating denominators goes, disappears. Overall, if 
t~e coupling of the doublet to the lattice is not so weak as to make all 
2 
terms of order greater than V
l 
insignificant, then p should be calculated 
from A + B + C. In comp arison,b
7 
at fourth order in A is not altered by 
the inclusion of B, C. These do not enter until sixth order where again 
A, B, C are indistinguishable, both in the presence of resonating terms, 
and in the signs of their total contributions, which are undetermined. 
Although at zero temperature we must have b
7 
> 0, there is no proof that 
this is so at finite temperatures other than the fact that the leading term, 
(111-11), is always positive (as indeed are all terms from graphs which 
produce,by JLV2, the structures of Ak~, Bk~ and symmetric phonon transformation 
diagrams) . 
We now consider the conditions under which the single mode sum rule, 
2q-p=1, is disobeyed. In the zero-temperature calculations of Gauthier 
and Walker and Halperin and Englman, only the first term in (111-10) survives. 
As a result of their work, the standard interpretation (e.g. Abou-Ghantous 
et al. (1974» has been that a non-zero b
7 
is evidence for coupling to a 
distribution of lattice states, Ek f E~ for k* f ~*. We have shown that 
8 for finite temperatures this is still correct to O(Vl ), and we assume it to 
be so to infinite order in A, and therefore for all strengths of linear coup-
ling. However this interpretation requires support, as two objections to it 
can be raised. Firstly, terms in b
7 
from B, C are non-zero in the limit of 
isoenergetic phonons,and this is true to all orders for the multitude of 
82. 
interactions in these systems. One way to resolve this conflict is to 
measure the temperature dependence of b 7 and determine the existence of 
terms from B, C (though other experimental information may make this unnec-
essary. For example, Abou-Ghantous et al. are able to argue that anharmon-
icity is unimportant for the system they are considering). The second, and 
more important objection, exists when the temperature at which b 7 is measured 
is not small enough to make its resonant terms negligible. Consider (111-10). 
Even a doublet effectively coupled to phonons with only a very small range 
of energies, is able to make a sizeable contribution to b 7 through the denomin-
ator of the second term, while the first term is close to zero. And this 
argument applies to every term in A + B + C to all orders. This example 
also serves to show that zero-temperature predictions of multi-mode effects 
will differ from the observed behaviour obtained when the system temperature 
is not very low. Muramatsu (1977) has followed the approach of Halperin 
and Englman,but has used numerical methods to examine the effects on the 
vibronic ground state values of p,q of introducing linear coupling to phonons 
of two frequencies and variable coupling strengths. He finds that as long 
as the frequency ratio is smaller than about three, b 7 is very small and a 
single effective mode description is possible. Our results on the other 
hand, suggest that at finite temperatures a ratio close to unity becomes 
critical. And for a real crystal lattice, this will certainly occur for 
that part of the phonon spectrum with energies $ KT. 
Finally, our results show that a relation between the electronic RFs 
p,q, and b 7 , determined by any class of Feynman graphs, is preserved independ-
ently of temperature. In particular, at zero temperature these three quan-
tities reduce to their vibronic equivalents of Section (1.3.1), on a perturb-
ative model. Obviously this feature will exist for any isolated electronic 
multiplet, by the factorization (111-39). So the form of the expansion of 
the vibronic RFs in the parameters b A in Sections (1.3.1 - 1.3.3), remains 
vr 
valid even at finite temperatures, provided each quantity is understood to 
be a many-body expression. This parameterization of many-body RFs will be 
convenient in describing later results. 
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JAHN-TELLER SYSTEMS IN OCTAHEDRAL SYMMETRY - II 
The first three sections of this chapter present the results of our 
calculations of the RFs for isolated triplet (fS/f4) and quartet (f8 ) elect-
ronic states. With the exception of the fS x E system,these are obtained 
by following the methods of the previous chapter. For each multiplet we 
concentrate upon the linear coupling via f3 and fS 'phonons', first separ-
ately, and then together, and find the many-body equivalents of the para-
meters in Sections (1.3.2) and (1.3.3). For the other interactions we do 
not give detailed results. Instead,we infer their effects directly using 
the approach of Section (111.3) and the results of (111.4) for the doublet. 
After comparing the fS f JT systems,we look at the lattice model calcul-
, 8 
ations of the Nottingham group (Bates (1978» for the fS systems, and then 
finish off our discussion by considering isolated multiplets for any symmetry. 
In the last section we deal briefly with the extensions of our work to 
include intermultiplet coupling and higher order RFs. 
1. TRIPLET STATES - f 5 ~ 
The calculations for this system can be made particularly simple if 
we choose real tetragonal components for the basis {Ii> = Ix,A,£,>}. 
~ ~ ~ 
Then the electronic operators at all orders, fk f kk , .•• only have diagonal 
elements V, 'k V, 'kk' ..•• This can be seen for the linear interaction 
~~, ~~ , 
for example, by comparing Figs. 5(h,i) directly to give, 
, , ~,n 
Vijk = I 
rvn 
F~Jr (A, \):A,) ~ 
k,vn ~ J r t.J
, (A, v A~ r) 
~ J 
(IV-I) 
For Ai,Aj = fS/f4, v 
(Griffith (1962». 
f the 3jms have the form 6~,~, for the basis chosen 
3, ~ J 
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1.1 Linear Interaction 
With the above basis choice, it is possible to obtain the RFs exactly 
when there is linear coupling only. As our method is independent of 
symmetry considerations (i.e. number or type of multiplets coupled by 
(different) 'phonons') to the extent that the 3jms in (IV-I) are diagonal, 
we revert to the V. 'k notation for this subsection. 
1.J 
The Hamiltonian for 
the system is now, 
H(a,b) (II-2) 
and we need not make any assumptions about the relative strengths of zero-
order and interaction terms. It is well known that a canonical transport-
-1 
ation of H to H SHS ,will remove the interaction term if the operator S 
is chosen correctly (Duke and Soules (1969». We take, 
s 
X I (IV-3) e X Uk 'ff k k 
V~ 'k 
with I 1.1. t t Uk £k a,a, 'ff k (bk-b_k ) , i 1. 1. 
Here 'ff is the canonically conjugate operator to <J>k' Since Uk 
k t 
and 'ffk = (-'ff_k ) , S is unitary. We now transform each operator in (II-2) ~ -1 
to 0 = SOS using the formula, 
X -X 
e 0 e 
If for the a's, b's we denote 0 by A's, Bls then, 
b k -+ Bk bk-uk 
b t k -+ 
Bt 
k 
b t _ 
k 
u
t 
k 
(IV-4) 
-zi t A: t 
z. 
a. -+ A. "" a. e a, -+ a. e 1. 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
Vt:"k 
with I 1.1. z. 'ffk ' 1. k £k 
(TO obtain the transformed fermion operators one must use the result of the 
one-fermion system, a a = 0, all n,m). 
n m 
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Performing the transformation of (IV-2), H(A,B) has the same form as 
H(a,b) . Upon substitution of (IV-4) however, the last two terms reduce to: 
and so, 
H(a,b) H 
o 
t 
a,a, 
~ ~ 
(IV-5) 
is diagonal as required. For a single multiplet this change in the elect-
ronic energy is the usual Jahn-Teller stabilization energy, EJT 
Any perturbation V on (IV-2) is transformed likewise to V, a perturb-
-
ation on H , and its effects on the ionic levels are now found by the methods 
o 
of Section (11.1.1). One merely puts tildes on all operators wherever they 
appear, in particular (11-15) and 11-18), the latter becoming: 
(E - H - ll(E» , Sli» 
e 
a (IV-6) 
(the eigenvalues are unaltered of course). The external perturbation H is 
s 
treated in this way. 
H 
s 
In the form (11-21), it transforms to 
-r z ij I h" a, a, e , z iJ' 
ij ~J ~ J 
:=: '7 -z ~i j 
and to first order ll(E) becomes an effective electronic operator, 
ij 
I h .. ~J 
t z' . 
<e ~J> a,a, 
~ J 0 
(IV-7) 
(IV-B) 
Obviously the thermally averaged quantity is the RF we are seeking, To 
evaluate it,we expand the exponential and average term by term: 
n=o 
1 
nl 
n 
<z > 
ij 0 (IV-9) 
The ~k operators in (IV-9) must be paired, so the terms with n odd are zero. 
For n=2 we have, 
2 I i* i* vi <z, .> Vjk Vjt <~ ~ > , V. 'k - Vjjk , ~J 0 kt k t 0 jk ~~ 
and since <'IT k ~t>o -Nk, <5 -£Ok' 
, 2 
2 I IV~kl (-x, ,) (IV-la) <z, ,> = . Nk 2 -~J 0 ~J k E:k 
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2n 
More generally <z .. > will contain the term, 
~J 0 
'If > 
k 0 
2n 
where each pairing of the 'If'S will produce the factor (-x .. ). So we need 
~J 
all possible pairings. This is just the number of distinct diagrams that 
occur in the full Green function (G(z) at O(V~n) or equivalently, the number 
n 
of distinct ways of pairing 2n points on a line, (2n) 1/2 .n! Combining 
these results we find, 
z .. 
«e ~J> 
o 
Since x .. ~O, H ff is generally smaller than, or at most equal in magnitude 
~J e 
to H , and this result is true for any system provided the linear ion-phonon 
s 
coupling is diagonal. 
To calculate the RFs for rSx£,we compare (IV-8) to its symmetrical 
form (I-10) by expanding x .. using (IV-l),and simultaneously expanding O~ 
~J m 
in the one-particle basis (cf. (II-36». Comparing their respective 3jm 
i 2 S 
symbols, we find that only ~ r 4 ,r5 contribute5
for i~j. Also IVjkl = f k4 , 
for all i,j,by the result of (II-39). With fk4 39k (there can be no ambig-
uity with r 3x£) we obtain, 
K(r 1) K(r 3 ) 1 
K(r 4) K(r 5) =:: exp {-
since the energy shift in (IV-S) is, 
E = L gk/£k ' JT k 
(IV-H) 
3 L gk Nk } (IV-12) 2 2 k £k 
(IV-ll,-l2) are the generalizations to all temperatures and phonon energies 
of Ham's (1965) single mode results of 1 and exp(-3EJ~2t wE) respectively. 
Although Ham did discuss the case for a continuous phonon spectrum, he only 
gave the result for zero t~mperature. Biernacki (1977) reproduced his result. 
Considering the amount of experimental work that has been done on supposed 
r5 x £ systems following Ham's original paper, we find it surprising that 
little attention has been paid to a finite temperature calculation. (The 
~xception to this is the work of the Nottingham group - see Section (IV.4.2». 
We can attribute this to the use; by the above ~uthors (and others), of 
vibronic wavefunction constructions. In fact the temperature dependence of 
the RFs (IV-12) is very marked. By the argument of Section (III.2.l),they 
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-T2 -T behave as e /e in the low/high temperature limits. Hence the reduction 
of operators transforming as f4 , fS is complete in the limit of high temper-
ature,whereas those of S symmetry are unaffected. 
We emphasize that the above results are independent of the magnitudes 
of both the coupling parameter V, 'k and the external interaction, provided 
11 
only that 1%1» I Hs I-
1.2 Inclusion of Non-linear, Anharmonic Couplings 
For interactions which involve more than one phonon operator ~k it is 
not possible, by redefinitions of (II-3) or otherwise, to remove these inter-
action terms and make the Hamiltonian diagonal. Nor can we simultaneously 
diagonalize the linear and any other interaction. So we must return to the 
weak coupling model for any results. However the calculations are straight-
forward, as all electronic operators have diagonal matrix elements. We now 
indicate how these are best performed, but postpone comments on their effects 
to Section (IV. 2 . 2) . 
In Fig. 14(a) is drawn some structure corresponding to any (number of) 
complicated Feynman diagrams in our perturbation series (again we neglect 
the 2jm stubs; they and ~5 are unity). Since each electron-'phonon' vertex 
is diagonal, it can be transposed with adjacent vertices (but not the external 
vertex), and 14(a) rearranged to 14(b). The only restriction is that those 
'phonons' above the external vertex must remain there - all other vertices 
can be moved, in particular any complete sets of electron - 'phonon' and 
'phonon-phonon' vertices can be factored right out, as shown. Thus, apart 
from such factors, every structure with n lines over the extended vertex 
can be put into the form of 14(c), where the shaded vertices summarize the 
remaining features of the structure - 14(d). JLV3 can now be applied 
succ~ssively to the internal parts of 14(c), as indicated by the broken line. 
But this is equivalent to stringing together n structures like 14(e). 
Hence to write down the contribution to d(~) of any Feynman diagram at any 
order of interaction it is sufficient to know the values of all the struct-
ures in 14(f), summed with their respective coefficients. (In addition there 
will generally be a constant factor 14(g) corresponding to those structures 
separated out completely as in 14(b)). Although there is no simple pattern 
to the values of the j-symbols produced by 14(f), there are only a few dis-
tinct 6js involved in performing the summations over the irrep labels p,a ... 
In principle then/the alterations to the linear results for the RFs of 
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r 'I lIt d t d 1'n V V(3) etc. 5 x E are eaS1 y ca cu a e 0 any or er 2, 
We can also demonstrate the RF equalities of (IV-ll,-12) using these 
~ structures. Fig. 14(h) shows the essential features of any diagram in 14(f). 
Upon coupling the extenal legs of this diagram, its contribution to d(~) 
contains, apart from energy factors, the quantity, 
{~5S} {W44} aSS ... 555 (SS~) 
(there are no mUltiplicities and all 3j phases multiply to unity). since 
a , W = ( 0 ,4) then 13, ••• p , a , •.. (0,4) also (though a=I3=O etc. gives zero). 
Consider, 
Then, 
As 
a = 1/3, all ~ 
'110 
I (a -a ) J.1a oa 
a 
{ 
1/3 
-1/6 jJ 
r l ,r3 
r 4 ,rS 
is non-zero only for a r 4 ,rS , when the contributions are equal, 
we have, via (III-Sa), 
(IV-l3) 
The same result follows for r 4 x E.. (IV-13) is a finite temperature result 
valid for all types of interaction to infinite order in perturbation and by 
assumption, for all their magnitudes. Leung and Kleiner first obtained the 
equalities (IV-13) for each vibronic RF, (1-17), for all vibronic states 
z=z', K = K' = r4,fS derived from the electronic state A=A' (f4 ,rS)' Since, 
in reality, the vibronic states are thermally populated, their result is 
entirely equivalent to ours. 
The inclusion of the r l 'phonons' in the calculations does not alter 
the result (IV-13). Each such 'phonon' merely reduces a structure like 
14(n) to that immediately preceding it, i.e. with one less vertical line. 
a) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
h) 
j) 
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2. TRIPLET STATES - OFF-DIAGONAL INTERACTIONS 
2.1 Linear Interactions 
An obvious way to tackle the linear ion-phonon coupling for any 
system is to remove the diagonal part of the interaction by the transformation 
(IV-4), leaving an off-diagonal term, 
v (IV-l4) 
as a perturbation on H . 
o 
This is only of some use when intra-multiplet 
coupling alone is considered. For multiplying out the two terms in (IV-14), 
we find that the second contains a factor, 
I (IV-IS) 
k 
which, in symmetrized form, can be represented by Fig. l4(i). JLV2 then 
fixes v' = v*, and within a multiplet (A.=A., but ~. ~ ~.) the 3jms of 14(i) 
1 J 1 J 
are mutually exclusive. So only the first term of (IV-14) survives: 
Vmultiplet L V. 'k itj ,k 1J 
t 
a. 
1 
z .. 
a; e 1J $k (IV-16) 
The exponential phonon operator here, only complicates matters 
in the event that V and V contain a common 'phonon' component. ijk iik z., 
Not only will the pairing of $k and e 1J be complex, but any perturbative 
expansion will simultaneously-contain this component at infinite order, 
and at low order. 
tittle is achieved by the transformation. For the triplet states r4 , rS 
though, it is useful. V. and V, 'k reduce to rand rs 'phonons' respect-
i1k 1J 3 
ively. So (IV-16) allows a perturbative solution for arbitrary coupling 
strength in the former and weak coupling in the latter. 
We indicate the effects of the transformation on the RF calculations 
The system Hamiltonian is, 
H + (V + H ) 
o s 
H + W 
o 
(IV-l7) 
We have grouped the perturbations into one term here as they both involve 
phonon operators and the Green function for the system requires an average 
over these. W is a weak perturbation provided h .. and V. 'k are small enough, 
1J 1J 
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z .. 
«e 1J> ~ 1), so it changes the fS states' energies according to (1V-6). 
(An alternative scheme would be to group Hand H as in (11-23) and follow 
o s 
the procedure of that section. However it will only approximate to (IV-17), 
as the Green function analogous to (11-24) averages over the phonon char-
acter of H before the interaction V is switched on) . We can draw the 
s 
-
self-energy diagrams corresponding to ~(E) if we represent a matrix element 
W .. by Fig. l4(j). Here the cross-hatched regions denote all the TI£ 
1J Z .. 
operators in e 1J which are paired, and the solid lines all those that are 
not (and these cannot pair with ~k in (IV-16) by the result of (IV-IS». 
So, for example, the diagrams l4(k) will describe how the linear coupling, 
via fS 'phonons' to second order and f3 'phonons' to infinite order, modifies 
the external interaction for the triplet states (the first of l4(k) is just 
(IV-B) ) . Though the expansion of ~(E) can be continued to all even powers 
-
of V and first order in H it is clear that even the formulae for the 
s, 
low.est order terms are complicated, as each solid line in 14 (k) represents 
a sum over the excitation of all possible phonon numbers. Although such 
formulae are 'exact', we find it much easier to treat the coupling via both 
f3 and rS 'phonons' as weak and proceed as in Chapter III. There will be 
no great loss of insight into the behaviour of the RFs if we do this. 
We give the results for rs-type coupling first. 
2.1(a) ..!:S~2 
With f~S = 3~, Figs. 7(f) yield the RFs 
K(f S) 
= 1 _ 3 
2 
In fully expanded form these become, 
(IV-IB) 
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3 hkN ~ L hkhR, ~NkNi 
- N~J K(r 3) 1 - L __ k_ + + + NkR, 2 2 8 kR, EkER, EkER, k Ek 
K(r 4) K(r 3) - ~ L 
hkhR, + 
- NkR,) (IV-l9) = (NkR, 
4 kR, EkER, 
2 2 
K(r 5) 1 ~+K(r 30 - ~ L 
(E k +ER,) + 
hkhR, 2 2 (NkR, + NkR,) 3 8 kR, E:k ER, 
In the cluster model limit of zero temperature and coupling to a single 
triplet of phonons, hk +t V~/WT 0kl, and we recover Ham's (1965) formulae 
and the single mode expressions, 
(IV-20) 
but only if we ignore fourth order terms. If the latter are included and 
the coupling is not too wea~ the departures from (IV-20) may not be neglig-
ible. In comparison with the general results of (IV-19) though, not only 
is (IV-20) a bad approximation, but the magnitudes of all three RFs may be 
significantly altered from their single mode values. One reason for this 
is the presence of the resonant term, NkR,' However, as the signs of the 
fourth order terms are unknown, their importance is best determined by 
comparing the many-body equivalent of (1-24) with the single mode sum rule 
obtained from (IV-20). The latter breaks down under exactly the same 
conditions as we discussed for r3 x E (cf. (111-11)) since, 
3 
4 (IV-2l) 
This result contrasts with Leung and Kleiner's requirement of a tenth order 
term to ensure b2 non-zero on a zero-temperature, single mode model. 
(Actually we disagree with their result. We have analysed the sixth order 
diagrams Figs. 8(a-c) for rS x T2 in much the same way as we did for r 3 x E. 
Most of the diagrams reduce trivially to fourth order ones, and, so, there 
are few zeroes, and certainly no simple patterns for the contributions to 
d (}.l) • And we find b2 ~ 0) • 
If the RFs for r -/r 3 type coupling are 
then we find the RFs for rS x (E+T 2) correct to 
\l denoted as K (ll), \l 
O(V~) to be, 
4/5, 
4 5 K (~) + K (~) - 1 
where 
and the coefficients a, b, c for ~ are 
~ a b 
f3 12 6 
f4 27 27 
f5 13 17 
Also there is an addition to (IV-21) of 
9 
4 
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(IV-22) 
(IV-23) 
c 
18 
60 
48 
(IV-24) 
The result (IV-22) shows that for weak ion-lattice coupling calculations it 
is necessary to take both 'phonons' symmetries into account. Thus even if 
the coupling is mainly via f 3 'phonons', K(f 3) will no longer be unity. 
It is of interest to compare the relative importance of the cross terms 
gkh£ in (IV-22) in the two cases when the coupling of one 'phonon' symmetry 
may be dominant. Consider first the situation when the system is predomin-
antly fS x '2 and an admixture of f3 'phonons' to order gk is allowed. 
5 The greatest effect on k (~) will occur at second order. At fourth order, 
the denominators multiplying hkh£ and gkh£ are similar but we assume gk < h£ 
and the changes will be small, and this applies to all orders in fS x '2' 
The converse situation, predominantly f5 xs, is quite different. There 
4 is a complete absence of resonant terms in the expansion of K (~),and so 
4 the crossterm in (IV-22) should have a comparable effect on K (~)to the 
-gkg £ terms, for the temperature range in which Nki is important, despite the 
assumption of hi < gk' And this will apply to all orders in fS x s. Indeed, 
the evidence for the significance of the fS 'phonons' here is stro.nger than 
these observations suggest if we treat the system properly as (IV-17). 
The denominators in ~(E) calculated from the diagrams of Fig. 14 (k), give 
rise to factors (in contracted notation) like, 
94. 
( 
p J- l I k. x 
i=l 1 
P 
IT 
i=l 
n(k. ) 
1 
p:l + <xl 
for p phonons excited. As p increases there will be an increasingly 
wider range of resonance contributions to the RF expressions. Thus the 
inclusion of a small fs-type coupling into an (arbitrarily coupled) fS x £ 
system, will have a greater effect on the RFs for the system than the changes 
2 
at O(Vl ) caused by hk suggest, in contrast to the analogous case for fS x T 2 . 
This is to be compared with the zero temperature and single f3,fS modes work 
of Bersuker and Polinger (1973). For their case our cross terms will no 
longer be important. But we expect significant corrections to their cal-
culations for coupling to the phonon continuum at finite temperature. 
It is worth noting from (IV-21,-24),that although an experiment giving 
a non-zero b 2 may be taken to indicate linear coupling to the continuum, it 
can not determine which 'phonon' symmetry, if any, is dominant. 
The results (IV-22) give rise to the equally-coupled system as follows. 
We calculate, 
Upon setting hk 3/2 
hand side vanishes to 
hk 3/2 gk to be the 
Indeed in the cluster 
I 
k 
gk to remove the second order 
fourth order. By comparison 
condition for equal coupling 
model limit it reduces to, 
3 
4 
term, we find the right 
with (I-27),we expect 
to f3 and fS 'phonons' • 
which, apart from the effective ligand mass (=1 in the limit), is the con-
dition for equal coupling provided wE = wT (O'Brien, 1969»,i.e. a single 
quintet of phonons. For the lattice phonon condition, we note that via 
the transformation Fig. S(d),any relation between f~v and f~v' (vfv') requires 
the propagating mode k, to reduce to 'phonons' v,v' simultaneously, so we 
can assume that hk 
symmetry, v=(J)=2. 
4 
we have to O(Vl ) , 
= 3/2 gk characterizes the coupling via 'phonons' of S03 
If we denote the RFs under this condition by K (~) , 
K 1 _ 3 
2 
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3 
+ 8 
(9(k+t)2 + 10 kt) 
k 2t 2 (k+t)2 
15 
4 - 2 
This last equation is the many-body equivalent of (1-26), the parameter b l 
there being a linear combination of (1V-2l,-24). The result of 
Appendix II is thus confirmed. Realistically, there are no grounds for 
ignoring either the temperature or the phonon frequency dependence of these 
RFs in theoretical calculations, as O'Brien (1971) has done. Of course, 
should r5 x (£=l2) prove to be a good approximation for some paramagnetic 
system, it is not necessary to calculate the RFs from (IV-22) for higher 
orders. One can use the S03 6js directly to evaluate the linear diagrams. 
The relations between the factors fA are: 
k'J 
S03 labels 
= 
5 
3 
° labels 
= 
5 
2 
A = 5,2 
( 1V-25) 
The calculation of the effects of interactions besides linear,on the 
RFs for rS x (£+T 2)' is more involved than for r 3 x £. Not only ·are there 
now two 'phonon' symmetries to contend with (although the rS x £ system is 
very simple as we have seen in Section (IV.!. 2) ) , but the 6j symbols (III-17,-
18) are always non-zero for r3 and rS 'phonons', either separately or mixed. 
This results in all the structures of Fig. 10 contributing for each vertex 
position to each RF, in contrast to the r3 x £ system. Thus for example, 
the diagrams l3(g-i), with bare vertices, which were zero for r3 x £, must 
now be included with the other fourth order diagrams, l2(a-c). The factors 
will now be labelled by the triples (555), (444) and (554) and the contrib-
utions of l3(g-i) will not be dissimilar to (111-38). Like 12(a-c), they 
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will not appear in b 2 simply because they produce the 'end' structure of 
ll(c) (with A = a r 5 , x = 0), and the 6j is just that which gives rise to 2 (IV-20) at O(vl ). It is not until the structures of 10(b) are included 
that one finds a non-zero b 2 (the vertex positions are marked). Apart 
from these new diagrams, the calculations proceed as in Section (III.4.1). 
The definitions (III-21) ensure that the contributions of 12(a-e) can be 
found from the O(V~) expressions (IV-18), in exactly the same manner as 
for r3 x s. Numerical coefficients aside, they will be similar to (III-22,-
23) provided we make the replacements, 
gk gk + hk 
gkQ, 
appropriate 
+ gkQ, + hkQ, r5 
to r 3 
(3) (3 ) 
+ h(3) gkQ,m gkQ,m kQ,m 
although the equivalent of (111-23), 3b2 , will not contain terms for r3 
'phonons' alone. 
ff ' , i coe lClents V , 
a 
theless for each 
Similarly 12(f,g) will contribute, but with many more 
as v, (Fig. 12(j», takes its two symmetry values. Never-
J 
coefficient, it will only be the central vertex position - Q 
of 12(f) - that contributes to b 2 , as the remaining positions (P,R) again 
reduce to the end structure of ll(c). 
The major difference between the r3 and r5 JT systems lies in the 
significance of the above contributions. Firstly, there are many more 
Feynman diagrams to be considered at each equivalent order of interaction. 
For example, at sixth order in V Vl we have, in addition to FigS. 12(a,d,f) 2 2 2, 5 
at O(V2 Vl ), all those diagrams at O(V2 Vl ) corresponding to the structures 
of 10(a,b). Secondly, the resonant denominators, which are always present 
for non-linearity and anharmonicty, affect the 'linear' RFs differently for 
the two systems. For r5 x T2 for example, we do not expect the fourth order 
diagrams of 12(a-c) to have the effect on (IV-19) that they will have on 
(111-8), although we cannot disregard them either. For r5 x s on the other 
hand, unless there is evidence that interactions other than linear are 
negligible, the exponential expression (111-12) will only be an approximation 
to the real situation. The argument for this is the same as that in sub-
section 2.1(b) above: at each order of linearity (>V~),there will be an 
equivalent order containing (at least) one power of v 2/v(3) multiplying a 
resonant term, and, unless the system temperature is very low, these couplings 
97. 
will manifest themselves in the measured RFs, K(f4 ), K(f5 ). The comments 
of that subsection about the relative importance of cross terms in f5 x (£+'2)' 
also apply here whenever linear coupling terms appear. In particular, the 
inclusion of terms of order gk h gk h(3) and higher, can only add to 
tm, mp, 
the departure from (IV-12). 
The effects of the participation of the symmetric 'phonon' f5 x 
(ul +c+'2) , can be found as in Section (IV.4.2). Formulae similar to those 
of that section will be obtained. The conclusions of the above paragraph 
can only be reinforced (particularly for f5 x (u l +£», and there can be no 
justification for excluding the fl 'phonons' a priori. 
3. QUARTET STATES 
In obtaining the results for this section we have used the 6j symbols 
of Appendix IA exclusively. Our RFs must therefore be the many-body general-
izations of the set (1-36), and without ambiguity we can drop the primed 
notation used there. 
3.1 Linear Interaction 
3.1(a) !.S~ 
Using (111-5) for A = fS,we find to O(V~) that K(f 2),K(f3 ) are given 
precisely by the same expressions as they were for f3 x £, namely (III-S,-lO), 
and the remaining RFs to be 
(IV-26) 
Indeed, the f 3, f S systems must produce the same formulae for K( f 2/f 3). for 
all orders of linearity, since the 6js occurring in the linear structures 
for each system are simply related by 
{
CJ 44} 
,44 0000 
= 
1 
2 {
: 33} 
,33 0000 
CJ,l 0,4,7. 
and there is a phase (AACJO) to take care of the sign difference, and a factor 
of 2 from (111-5) for IAI. We can also prove, using the transposition method 
9S. 
of Section (111,3.2), that the relations (1V-26) must hold for quite general 
electron-phonon coupling. Any such proof consists of showing an equality 
of 0t (~) and 0 , ,(~') for an arbitrary structure, Fig. ll(a), in two steps. 
p t P 
Successive (or pairs of) transpositions,ll(b),must be the same for (~p), 
(~'p'); and upon reaching the end structure of ll(c), the 6j symbol and its 
attached phases must be equal for (~tp) and (~'t'p'). The results for 
rS x 8 are similar to those of ll(d-g) as expected. Of particular note is 
the transposition of (~p) = (5 0) which follows that of (7 0) in ll(d). 
It shows that the vertices labelled by (5 0) and (4 0) anticommute. 
As additional confirmation that the r 3-/ra x 8 systems are equivalent 
in general, we can use the relations (1V-26) to determine that the only non-
'( ) 33 d 'h 4 4, , zero parameters ~n 1-36 are b
4
, b
7
, to be compare w~t b4 , b 7 ~n Sect~on 
(1.3.1). And for linear coupling anyway, the many-body expressions for the 
former may be obtained directly from the latter by a simple change of labell-
ing everywhere. 
To fourth order in the coupling of the ion to the r5 'phonons', 
expressions similar in form to those of ra x E are obtained: 
K(r 2) 1, KlO (r4 ) = KOl (r 4 ) 
K(r ) 1, - 2 L 
hkNk 
+ 
14 
= 3 2 3 k k 
= 0 
L hk h 
kR, 
Nk NR, 
2 2. 
Ek ER, 
a 
9 
(1V-27) 
Clearly, in any experiment, the K (~), ~ = r 4 r5 will always be smaller tt , , 
in magnitude than the assumption of a single mode equivalent for a measured 
value of K(r 3 ) would suggest. Like ra x E, the simplifications above do 
not finish at O(V~) • The transposition method again shows for an arbitrary 
structure diagram, that 
(1V-2Sa) 
o (r ) 
2 
(n defined as in Rule II Section (III.2.2». 
K (rS) tt 
99. 
(IV-2Sb) 
Hence for arbitrary coupling, 
(IV-29) 
And while (IV-2Sb) implies that one should approach the calculation of K(r3) 
in the same manner as for K(r 2) in rS x s, it should not be presumed that 
the resulting expressions will have the same form above O(V~). For example, 
all of the vertex positions for n odd in Fig. S(a-c) contribute to K(r3). 
We also suggest further simplifications to the calculations for rS x T2 . 
An examination of all the diagrams at O(V~) shows that, 
o (IV-30a) 
(IV-30b) 
And although we have not yet proven these equalities generally, (successive 
transpositions, Fig. ll(b) for v = 5, ~ = 2,5, attach a complex set of irrep 
and multiplicity labels to the base of any structure ll(a», if they are true 
6 to O(VI),we cannot see why this should not be so to all orders of Linearity. 
We assume this to be the case. Now, we can use (IV-29) to obtain b4 = b21 = 
bSI = 0 in (1-36), and provided (IV-30a) is always correct, B2 = BS = 0 also. 
Thus three parameters should suffice to describe the RFs for the linear 
coupling (of any strength) of the lattice to the rS states via the rS 'phonons'. 
(The last equation in (IV-27) suggests that only two parameters are necessary, 
but this is a special consequence of (IV-2Sa) and (IV-30a), valid to O(V~) 
only. In general it has the form, 
(IV-31) 
where the con~ributions to the last term can only come from those diagrams 
with n odd at O(V~) and higher). 
Another example of the similarity between the results for the linear 
ra x S/T 2 systems is provided by the sum rule, 
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(IV-32) 
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for f8 x T2 . Via (IV-27), 
2 
3 
(IV-33) 
As these equations are the analogues of (111-9,11), and both systems exhibit 
a(_l)n relation between the 0 (~) involved in their respective sum rules, 
tt 
we expect the results of Section (III.2.2) - that only diagrams with n even 
contribute to b7 , and only in the single mode limit in b7 zero, for all 
strengths of linear coupling - to apply to b 20 also. To O(V~) this is the 
case, and it may safely be assumed to be so to infinite order. Thus b7 , 
b20 perform identical roles in checking the validity of the single mode sum , 
rules for the two systems. 
3 . 1 (c) is _x_,,-,,-_-, 
Considering the number of multiplicity summations that must be performed 
to evaluate any structure for a fS multiplet, it is fortunate that the cal-
culation for coupling via both f3 and f5 'phonons' effectively separates 
into the calculation for each. We show this with the aid of Figs. 15(a-c). 
l5(a) is taken to represent any linear structure where the internal 'phonon' 
lines have a definite labelling of v = 4,5. As the electron-'phonon' 
vertices labelled by these two irreps anticommute, 15(a) becomes 15(b) generally 
(to within a sign), where the hatched regions (4), (5), separately maintain 
the structure they had in 15(a). Repeated JLV3 gives 15(c) and the useful 
result for 0tp (\.d corresponding to 15 (a) , 
0 tP(~) (_l)a I 5 6 4 (~) (IV-34) = °tr(~) 
r 
rp 
where a is the number of anticommutations required to form 15 (b) • So one 
only needs to know the values of the lower order linear structures for 
fS x E/T2 to obtain those for the combined coupling. (Despite the summation 
in (IV-34), no extra work is required 
04 (f 5) = 0, rp 
O(Vi) in the 
r f p. Thus t=p=r when 
two previous sUbsections 
= K4 (lJ) + K5 (lJ) - 1 
tp tp 
+ 4 
gk hQ, 
2 2 
Ek EQ, 
for lJ 
~ = 
give 
= f 5 as the 6j symbols ensure 
f 5). In particular, the 6js at 
4 
the cross terms in the RFs to o (V 1) : 
(IV-35) 
a} 
c} 
- ,) 
· 
· 
· p 
. . 
• • 
<D 
· 
:r 
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· 
• p 
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FIGURE 15 
p 
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where the coefficients a,b,c of (IV-23) for tp (fl) are, 
t (fl) 
~ a b c 
f2 1 1 4 
f3 2 2 5 
Ol4 2/3 (f 2) 
11f4 1 1 3 
00f5 7/3 7/3 16/3 
11f 5 11 (f4 ) 
f 0 0 0 Ol} 4 
10 
An important result follows from (IV-35). The equalities, 
(IV-36) 
= o , 
are seen to remain valid in the combined system. This is a simple consequence 
of (IV-26,-2Sa,-30a) and (IV-34). But significantly, provided (IV-30a) is 
valid to all orders, (IV-36) characterizes linear coupling to all orders. 
We shall have more to say on this later. Note that the fourth order behav-
iour of K(fl), ~ = f2/f3 is altered from that for rs x €/T 2 , respectively, 
+ ' by the addition of N;t terms at O(gk h t ) • Now resonant terms have the same 
significance for all RFs. To describe other results following from (IV-35) , 
it will be convenient to obtain many-body expressions for the parameters in 
(I-3D), by forming linear combinations of the RFs in (IV-35). The relations 
(IV-36), assumed valid to infinite order and hence all strengths of linear 
coupling, give the simplifying conditions, 
(IV-37) 
and the eight parameters otherwise required for arbitrary electron-phonon 
interaction are reduced to five in number. To O(V~) they are given by, 
b7 - as in (III-II) with gk appropriate to fS 
b20 - as in (IV-33) 
b 4 = I kQ, 
b SO I 
kR, 
1 
2 
gk Nk 
2 
Ek 
hk Nk 
2 
Ek 
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(1 - 2 
gR, 
) - 2 b (IV-3S) 2 21 
ER, 
(1 -
NR, 
(3g R, + 7/3 hR,» 2 
ER, 
6 Firstly, we note that provided terms at O(Vl ) and above can be neglected, 
it is possible in principle to measure each of b7 and b 20 , by measuring the 
appropriate combinations of RFs, and so compare the extent to which an energy 
spectrum exists for the r3 and rS 'phonons ' separately. But all five RFs 
will need to be determined to do this. Our second result, on the other 
hand, distinguishes between the single mode assumption and the phonon energy 
spectrum quite generally. From (1-36) we have, 
(IV-39) 
Upon SUbstitution of the formulae in (IV-3S), it can be seen that the accuracy 
of any assumptions made about the phonon spectrum may still be determined 
merely by measuring two RFs, although at the loss of any information about 
the relative importance of the couplings of the 'phonon' types. ( This 
result is remarkable when compared with the rS x (E+T 2) system-for the latter 
three RFs must be determined for the equivalent information). 
Above O(V~), each parameter in expressions like (IV-39) will contain 
gk and hR, factors, though within the restrictions imposed by the rS x E/T2 
systems. For example, only b 7 obtains terms from r3 or rs 'phonons' separately 
whereas b2l can have" neither of: these. Such conditions may be useful for an 
elementary determination of the "dominance (if any) of either 'phonon' symmetry. 
Thus b2l , evaluated from 
1 - 16/3 b 2l , (IV-40) 
will be close to zero (along with one of b 4 or b SO ) if one 'phonon' is 
effectively absent. Otherwise, the effects of both symmetries cannot be 
4 disentangled. Note, that despite the similarity of b7 , b 20 , b 2l at O{Vl ) , 
and the identical behaviour of b7/b20 in the single mode limit for rS x E/'2, 
b2l is non-zero in this limit at O{vt) and above, and the existence of a 
104. 
phonon spectrum is not guaranteed if a measurement determines the right-hand 
side of (IV-39) to be less than unity. 
Fina11y,we complete the relating of Ham et al~s (HLK) RF expressions 
to ours, begun in Section (I.3.1)~ and so present the finite-temperature, 
many-body formulae for their (undetermined) parameters. To do this we 
temporarily restore the primed (the above results) and unprimed (cf. (I-31) 
notation of that section. The conditions (IV-37) are now 
b5l = b 2l , B5 = 
BI = 0 2 
and via the transformation (I-35) they become 
b51 
1 (4b21 b 20 - 2B ) 5 + 2 
1 (4b21 - 4b20 + 3B2 ) O. B5 = 5 
Substitution of these into (1-31) yields three sum rules characterizing 
general linear coupling: 
KIO (r4 ) = KOl (r4 ) 
1 ilioo (r 4) - K1l (r 5>J 2 
2 ilill (r 4) - Kll (r 5>J (IV-41) 
2 ilioo ( r 4) - Kll (r 4 >J 3 
with the correction (1-33), HLK's RFs are found to obey (IV-41) also. So 
the only difference between the (restricted) set (1-31) and their expressions, 
are the parameters used. (1-32) gives two of the relations between the 
parameters. By direct comparison of the RFs the others are, 
ql 2 a. 
(IV-42) 
I , 2 2 ~2 Thus p ,q ,a. ,b and u may be calculated quite generally by our methods for 
weak coupling. And while we agree with HLK's assignments to these parameters 
in the special cases of ra x E, ra x '2 and/or single modes, we disagree with 
their speculations concerning them: it is not necessary to have strong 
2 2 2 
coupling to phonons of very different frequencies for a. , 0 , b to become 
significant in comparison with pI ,q', as the presence of resonant terms in 
(IV-3a) shows. 
lOS. 
3.1(d) Equal Coupling - rS x (£=T 2 ) 
The RFs for the equally-coupled system are obtained as for rS x ( ). 
Using (IV-3S) we set KoO(r S) - K(r 3 ) = 0 and find hk = 3/2 gk' This in turn 
makes the remaining RFs satisfy the equalities (1-3S). Thus setting 
hk = 3/2 gk is equivalent to making the linear electron-phonon interaction an 
invariant and the calculation of the two RFs for this system can now 
proceed by using the SOS j symbols to evaluate all linear structures. 
(Unlike the other rS systems there is no relation between the o(~) to reduce 
the computations). The factors fkA for the two symmetries SOS 0, obey 
v 4 ' 
the analogous relation to (IV-2S), and to O(Vl),the parameter b 2 in (1-37) 
has the usual (Ak~ - Bk~) form via (IV-3S,-39). 
3.2 Linear, Non-linear, Anharmonic Interactions - r S ~l +E:+T 2) 
We subdivide this discussion into the three 'phonon' couplings r 3 , 
rS, r3 + r S ' and consider the addition of the r l 'phonon' last. 
(a) l'S~ 
For the reasons stated in Subsection 3.1(a) above, all the results 
of Sections (III.3.2) and (Ill.4.1) will apply to rS x £ generally, independ-
ently of the electron-phonon coupling. The only differences occur in the 
values of the structures and the labelling of the phonon transformation 
-m -m" factors. The former are now 4 .2 ,where 2m/2m' is the number of electron-
"phonon'/3-'phonon' vertices, but if this change is compensated by requiring 
F4kn + 12 F3 n the formulae for A = r3/rS become identical. ~ .•. vn k~ ••• vn , 
(b) J'S~2 
The similarity of results for the linearly coupled rS x £/T2 systems, 
is found to extend to other coupling mechanisms as well. For those non-
linear Feynman diagrams reducing to linear structures this is a foregone 
conclusion - one proceeds immediately as in section (111.4.1) to obtain the 
analogues of the linear RF expressions. For the non-linear structures 
however, it is a comparison of the 6js (111-17,-lS), commonly occurring for 
the two systems, that suggests patterns of contributions to 0tt(~) for 
rS x T2,similar to those of Section (111.3.2). Thus 
= o , 
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and (III-IS) is non-zero only for a = r l or {v x V}A' And we now find 
that: Figs. 10(a/b/e(iii) If) are zero - as should be all structures with 
an odd number of 3-'phonon' vertices; 10(d , e(i) I g) contribute for all 
positions of the external vertex according to (IV-2S,-30) - as do the last 
two diagrams in 10(e(iii», in contrast to rS x £; the first of 10(e(ii» 
however, behaves analogously to rS x £ - only 6
tt
(r4/ S) are non-zero for the 
vertex marked. So (IV-30) appears to be obeyed by all non-linear structures 
as well and, in conjunction with (IV-29), implies that the most arbitrary 
ra x T2 system is completely described by only three parameters, b7 , b 20 , 
b SO ' 
The effects of the diagrams Figs. 12 (a-g) on the O(V~) RFs,will follow 
those of rS x £ - for example 12(f,g) give b7 = 0, and b 20 non-zero only for 
the central vertex position - and the conclusions of Section (111.4.1) will 
apply here. 
The calculation of the RFs for general coupling to r3 and rS 'phonons' 
is considerably more complex wherever non-linear structures are involved, 
mainly because the separations of Fig. IS cannot be made when 3-'phonon' 
vertices exist labelled by both f3 and rS, - although one may still usefully 
rearrange a structure to reduce the computation. Now the equalities (IV-36) 
cannot be proven, and all eight parameters in (1-36) will be required to 
describe the behaviour of a fa multiplet under a perturbation. This is 
borne out for even the simplest of non-linear structures. 
Figs., 10(a,b,d) now give, 
For example, 
for all vertex positions for several combinations of the r3,rS labels. 
Of course 10(d) also contributes to 6
tt
(P) in the main, but always for a 
different labelling of the 'phonons': the 6js responsible for 610 (r4 ) i 0 
are such that there is never a simultaneous contribution to 0tt(~)' for any 
structure. And we find 0Il (r4 ) ~ 0Il (rS) for some of these labellings. 
Considering the number of terms that result from lO(a,b) alone, and that 
only the lowest order in V2 or v(3) is required to form these (and indeed 
every other structure with only one 3-'phonon' vertex), Kt~p(r4) should be 
an excellent indicator as to whether or not linear coupling is the only 
mechanism at work. The difference, Kll (rS) - Kll (r4 ), will also serve 
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this purpose but probably not as well, as the diagrams contributing to it 
involve an extra power of V2/V(3) . As to the actual calculations for 
linear structures produced, (IV-34) remains true and the non-linear/anharmonic 
analogues of (IV-3S) can be obtained without too much effort from diagrams 
like Figs. 12(a-e). For the likes of 12(f,g) there are no shortcuts, 
excepting that the end vertex positions on any non-linear structure will 
2 
still require 0tt(~) to behave as the O(Vl ) result (cf. Fig.ll(c», and 
b b b b Sl will be zero for these. The contributions at sixth order 7, 20, 21, 
to B BS however, are more difficult, requiring all the structures in 2, 
10(a,b,d) to be evaluated. 
The linear and non-linear coupling via the fl 'phonons' can now be 
included in the above three systems as they were for f3 x (a
l 
+ E). Since 
the result of setting any 'phonon' line in a structure to be fl is to reduce 
that structure to a simpler one, our conclusions based on the analysis of 
these are unchanged. For example, a three parameter description of fs x 
(a l +T 2 ) remains. As for the electronic doublet, one of the major effects 
of the fl-type coupling is to make all structures with an odd number of 
3-'phonon' vertices non-zero for all RFs for the above systems. Since 
these (and O(Vi 2 » provide corrections from lowest order upwards in VI and 
V2 , the f I-component must be included alongside the f3/rS-components of the 
couplings. 
We conclude our discussion of the fS JT systems, by reaffirming the 
role of the multiplicit::{ choice for the triple (332r) in obtaining the above 
results. From the point of view of detailed calculations, the 6js of 
Appendix IA are much preferred over those of Appendix lB. The former give 
fewer mUltiplicity summations when structures are reduced to 6j and 9j 
symbols. This is especially true for rS x (£+T 2), and even the simple 
non-linear structures. As an example, the 6j (III-IS) has two values of z 
for C1 f4 using Appendix IB, but only one for Appendix IA. The results 
of the transposition method are correspondingly simpler for our multiplicity 
choice. It is the natural scheme to use to demonstrate the equivalence of 
the f 3 - / r S x E systems, and the similarity of these to fs x T2 , for general 
coupling, is most obvious. Likewise the results (IV-36), although equiv-
alent to (IV-41), clearly distinguish between arbitrary linear coupling and 
other mechanisms. 
4.0 
4.1 
DISCUSSION 
Features of the rS/f Systems 
-S --''----
lOS. 
We review here the main features to emerge from our studies of the 
various fS/fS JT systems. 
Essentially our results reinforce the early comments of Section (111.5). 
Considering the complexity of the systems though, we feel that some of the 
advantages of calculating RFs via our method can stand repeating here. In 
the first place, we have avoided the matrix multiplication which would norm-
ally be associated with (any) perturbative calculation for degenerate systems. 
For our problem each Feynman diagram with n electron-'phonon' vertices would 
require the mUltiplication of (2n+l) matrices of rank IAI, Ivl n times, and 
summed in the appropriate manner, to obtain the same information available 
from our broken down structures. Even for IAI 3, this becomes very tedious. 
The existence of multiplicity and/or more than one 'phonon' symmetr~ only 
complicates the computation more so. In contrast, the arbitrary labelling 
of our structures has allowed us to handle the A = fS, fs systems with compara-
tive ease. Secondly, a general analysis of the structure diagrams, as for 
the electronic doublet, has proved beneficial, particularly for some systems. 
Thus for fS x £ the calculation of all structures reduces to that of a well 
defined set, and equalities for the RFs follow, independent of coupling 
strength and type. And the proof only requires a knowledge of a few 6j 
symbols. 
systems. 
The same applies, via the transposition method, to the fs x E/T 2 
For the latter, in addition, we have been able to prove or assume 
simple relations for the 0tP(~)' simplifying computations in fS x (E+T 2 ), 
and placing restrictions on its RFs in linear coupling. And again, these 
results are not apparent if one follows Gauthier and Walker's prescription. 
A third, and important, advantage of· our method, is that it predicts that 
the RF expressions will be much the same for all JT systems for all inter-
action types. with the exception of the linear fS x £ system, where there 
is a complete absence of resonating denominators, we find this to be the 
case. In particular, (and here we include the f3 systems), the sum rules 
of section (1.3) enlarged to include Equns. (IV-32,-39,-40), all have the 
property that their free parameters, b A obtain their contributions at the 
vr, 
earliest, at fourth order in VI, and then at sixth order when V2 or v(3) 
are added. Furthermore, their terms at O(V~) have exactly the same form, 
namely, 
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(IV-43) 
At sixth order and above in V V v(3) they are different in form for the I, 2, , 
various systems, though not in effect. The sum rules valid for cluster 
model type calculations are recovered when these parameters are zero. With 
the exception of the continuous symmetry systems (see below) this can not 
b ( 4) . . f h A occur a ove 0 VI' The classes of d1agrams respons1ble or t ese bare Vr 
easily recognised: the external interaction vertex has at least two electron-
'phonon' vertices to either side of it in any structure. This property is 
readily explained. We first note that the labels of b A are such that Vr 
vr £ {AXA}A/S for even/odd electron systems. We then observe that the 
bA structure of Fig. ll(c) (for a A) never contributes to these Vr, because 
on the vibronic model it must correspond to the creation of a one-1phonon' 
state, IVln>, where, via time reversal, V'r' £ {AXA}S/A' So only the b~'r' 
derive terms from ll(c) (of course these parameters reproduce the single 
mode sum rules without restrictions) . 
later. 
We shall return to these results 
The information that is available directly by measurements of the RFs 
is the prime reason for their study. We now compare the rS and rS systems 
on this point. Take linear coupling to r r 'phonons ' first. For the 3, S 
rS system a measurement of the RFs and a check of any equalities will deter-
mine whether or not both 'phonons' are involved in the coupling. One may 
estimate which symmetry is dominant, and to O(V~) (only) measure this relative 
coupling. However, similar measurements cannot distinguish between rS x '2 
and rS x (£+'2) or determine the relative coupling in the latter, excepting 
the equal coupling case. (A possible source of information here might be 
the temperature dependences of the RFs. For dominant r 3-type coupling the 
solution of (IV-I?) will ensure that the RFs have an exp(-f(T»-like depend-
ence even at lowest order in the rS-coupling. Of the three RFs though, we 
expect K(r3 ) to show the least dePrndence, as it must do in the limit that 
the rs-type coupling disappears altogether. We have yet to check this 
conjecture. For dominant rs-type coupling (O(gk) only, for example), the 
2n 2n 
three RFs will behave in the low temperature limit as T at O(VI ». When 
non-linear and anharmonic couplings of the two 'phonons'. are added in the 
calculations of the RFs, the difference remains, because in this case rS x £/'2 
and ra x (£+'2) are distinguishable by K
tFP
(r4), but no such distinction 
exists between rS x £/'2 and rS x (£+'2)' Also, the relations (IV-36) for 
llO. 
rs x (E+T 2) determine the existence of (any) interactions other than linear 
- but there is no such easy check for the rS systems (or for that matter 
And yet such interactions should be much more important for 
the rS systems, simply because all the non-linear structures are non-zero, 
in contrast to the rs systems where the majority of these are zero at any 
order (with the exception of K 4 (r4 ». Thus if the lowest order terms, 2 (3) 3 trp 
V2Vl , V Vl ' which appear in the RFs of rS x E, - T2 - (E+T2), are signifi-
cant, this can only be determined by temperature measurements alone (for 
2 TS example V2Vl ~ in the low temperature limit) . The addition of the r l 
'phonons' in the coupling mechanisms is important to note: they remain 
undetectable for an isolated triplet, but for the non-linear rs systems 
temperature dependences such as that above should appear. 
One feature that the most arbitrary rS-/r
s 
x (a l +E+T2) systems have 
in common, is that an experiment showing the breakdown of the single mode 
sum rules does not definitely prove that the ion is coupled to the phonon 
continuum. Even if other experimental data excludes electron-phonon inter-
actions other than linear, the two 'phonon' symmetries ensure that the b A 
vr 
discussed above are non-zero in the single mode limit. (This is still true 
even if the single r3 and rs modes have the same frequency). The only 
systems which do give unambiguous proof in this limit are the special symmetry 
systems in linear coupling: r3 x E; r8 x E/T 2 , rS x (E=T2); r8 x ) -
invariant under the S02; S03; SOS groups respectively. We note that the 
RFs for rS x (al+E) are unique in that no information about the frequency 
dependence of the coupling is directly available from measurements. 
4.2 Other Lattice Models 
Other workers have considered the coupling of a JT ion to the phonon 
continuum and the effects on the RFs, but in some approximation. The only 
other general approach to RF calculations on a lattice model has been that 
of the Nottingham group, whose results are collated by Bates (197S). We 
compare our results with theirs first. 
We briefly survey their method. They take a JT ion in a cubic 
environment to be linearly coupled to the symmetrized displacements constructed 
from the motions of the star of nearest neighbours. The latter are in turn 
coupled via a lattice potential to stars of the next nearest neighbours and 
so on. Assuming a particular form for the potential, they try to find a 
transformation of the system Hamiltonian which will remove the ion-lattice 
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interaction, V. The external perturbation is simultaneously transformed -
as in Section (IV.L.l). Clearly, the motivation for their approach is that 
the method is exact for electronic triplets coupled via r3 'phonons' (Stevens 
(1969) ) . But although their transformation applies for all strengths of 
V it has limitations: for other JT systems analytical results will only 
appear in some approximation (weak or strong coupling); the coupling must 
be linear; and the lattice must be cubic or trigonal. Now to specific 
comparisons for triplets and doublets in octahedral symmetry. For rS x £, 
their K(r 4/rS) are effectively the same as ours as required, - exp(-2L C; Ns )' 
s the wave vector for their lattice modes. For the assumed lattice ~otential, 
the sum is evaluated at zero temperature, both approximately (oebye model), 
and numerically (Steggles (1977». For the latter it is found that a wide 
range of mode frequencies is important in the sum. The same will be true 
for our more general result (IV-12) where, in reality, V, 'k is a complicated 
~~ 
function of Wk' (A method is described by Bates for coupling the ion to 
the whole lattice, but results are not given). However, we object to their 
omission of the population factor, unless the system temperature is very low. 
(Stevens rejected the temperature dependent part of Nk in comparison with its 
1 
constant part (unity) for temperatures T ~ -2 6 the Oebye temperature. But 0, 
frequency sums using the Debye model are only a good approximation for T« 60 
and long-wavelength acoustic modes. In any case, the effects of population 
factors are still observable in principle, even at helium temperatures. We 
discuss this further in the next subsection). OUr formulae predict that 
the combined effects of finite temperatures and non-linear and anharmonic 
coupling of both rl and r3 'phonons', should also be considered for these 
RFs when a wide range of frequencies is present. For rS x L2 they derive 
formulae in weak coupling to O(V~), which will be equivalent to ours, (after 
their assumptions) to this order. The relations (IV-20) are thus reproduced. 
Rather than calculate their lattice sums however, it seems easi~r to go to 
O(V~) and distinguish between the cluster and lattice models directly, as 
in (IV-21). Likewise for rS x (£+L 2). Here two successive transformations 
are performed, one for the r3 'phonons', which have arbitrary coupling 
strength, and a second for weakly coupled rS 'phonons'. Thermal averages 
are taken after each transformation. The RFs so obtained by Bates (see 
his Equn. (9.8» have lead him to argue that the rS 'phonons' can usually 
be ignored in the coupling because their effect is quenched by the r3 'phonons' 
anyway. We can obtain equivalent forms to his RFs by calculating the con-
tributions of the diagrams Fig. 14(k) I but with the solid lines connecting 
the hatched vertices removed (only the first two graphs will survive). 
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However, at finite temperatures (the case considered by Bates) this is not 
a good approximation and the results and comments of Section (IV.2.1(b» 
disagree with his findings. For r3 x E, no new detailed results are 
presented, only sufficient to conclude that 2q-p<1 on a multimode model. 
We note that they have not yet examined the RFs for the rS systems. Overall, 
apart from the absence of any strong coupling solutions outside rS x E, our 
method has the following advantages over theirs: (i) it is not restricted to 
linear coupling or to any lattice symmetry; (ii) the temperature and frequency 
dependence of the RFs as a result of phonon excitations are always explicit. 
with the exception of the linear rS x E system, two consequences of this are, 
that lattice sums need not be performed to decide in favour of mUltimode or 
single mode coupling (to O(V~) certainly), and that resonant terms can be 
much more important for all JT systems than the formulae of Bates et al. 
suggest; (iii) no particular form of the ion-lattice coupling or lattice 
potential is presumed, which is convenient as any representative form can 
be inserted in our sums. For example, Halperin and Englman (197S) and Ham 
et al. «1969), Appendix A) together present methods for expressing the 
A dependence of our f kv on k and wk when the coupling is to an octahedron of 
nearest neighbours. 
Other continuum models advanced warrant a mention. Ray et al. (197S) 
expose the inadequacy of single frequency model, by calculating the JT energy 
and the RFs for rS x E using the (zero temperature) classical Green function 
for the lattice, evaluated on a model of the MgO lattice designed to fit 
measured dispersion curves. The effective cluster model frequency, WE' 
-1 
appearing in EJT and K(r4 ), is required to alter by 200 cm to reproduce 
these two quantities. Biernacki's (1977) model for the zero temperature 
rS x E system, involves nearest neighbour coupling and displacements, and 
the use of combined Einstein and Debye models (suitably averaged) for the 
phonon spectrum. EJT and K(r4 ) then depend upon two frequency parameters. 
He argues (197Sa,b) in favour of an effective frequency interpretation for 
some impurity/host systems and considers his method applicable to r3 x E 
as well, a view we do not share for lattice sums over more than one phonon 
variable (see the following subsection). Halperin (1976) also considers 
an effective frequency description for rS x E, r3 x E. Via a thermodynamic 
variational calculation a cluster-like Hamiltonian is derived from the 
coupling of the ion to the lattice phonons. However the model presumes in 
the first place that this coupling is predominantly within a narrow frequency 
range, a condition which may well be satisfied for strong coupling but which 
is unnecessarily restrictive for the opposite limit. Finally, Ham et al.'s 
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(1969) original indication of how one might calculate RFs for rS x (£+T2 ) 
for nearest neighbour coupling is also approximate. Their frequency integ-
2 
rals are for O(Vl ), zero temperature, and a Debye spectrum. 
4.3 Predictions for Any Symmetry 
We conclude our examination of first-order RFs within a multiplet, 
by reviewing the limitations of our model, and outlining its consequences 
for the interpretation of RFs for multiplets in any symmetry. We mention 
the experimental conditions likely to produce temperature and multimode 
effects, and the evidence that has been advanced for the latter. 
OUr method is applicable to any system, for which (as magnitudes) , 
H (H + H ) » V, H 
o e p s 
The states of H can be orbital or spin-orbital in high or low static crystal 
e 
field symmetries, and H though referred to as an external perturbation, 
s, 
can represent the spin-orbit interaction, and/or lower symmetry distortions 
of the site group of the ion, as well as Zeeman, strain, and hyperfine inter-
actions. within a multiplet this condition becomes 
V, H «£ 
s 0 
for some representative phonon energy of the host crystal. 
(IV-44) 
More precisely, 
we only require V, H small enough that our perturbation expansions converge. 
s 
So V S E may be allowable. (Since the JT energy, the multiplet shift, is 
o 
to lowest order 
EJT = I~ (E ) I ~ I IViJ'kI2/Ek 
o 0 k 
the condition for weak coupling on the cluster model, E «E I is roughly JT 0 
recovered) . Nor are any assumptions made about the relative magnitudes of 
V, H in our initial expansion of M(z) • 
s 
» 
or « 
H 
s 
H 
s 
Thus it is immaterial whether 
(IV-4Sa) 
(IV-4Sb) 
for our calculations to apply, as long as (IV-44) is satisfied. However 
as long as one takes H to find order only but V to any order, (IV-4Sa) is 
s 
implicit. In the case of the reduction of spin-orbit coupling within an 
orbital triplet, (IV-4Sa) is the condition required by Ham (196S, 1972) for 
the validity of his RF description. But we see no objection to the use of 
perturbation theory in the case EJT ~ IAI, provided one calculates higher 
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order RFs as well. (IV-45b) is the limiting case of this. Now though it 
is certainly easier to treat V as a perturbation on the eigenstates of 
(H + H ). 
e s 
For the spin-orbit coupling this can lead to Van Vleck stabi1-
ization: the spin-phonon interaction within spin-orbit mu1tip1ets can be so 
weak that the RFs are very close to unity (Ham (1965». Nevertheless, the 
quenching of external perturbations in fa (Kramer's ions) and f 3 , f 4 , f5 
(non-Kramer's) states will still occur. Obviously, the limitation to weak 
coupling is a major restriction on the application of our model to many 
experimental situations. (The exception to this is the linear r5 x E system. 
Here again we disagree with Ham (and Bates) : we do not have to invoke (IV-45a) 
for the system to ensure that the reduction of H at first order is given by s _ 
(IV-l2) . Contrary to Bates, the thermal averaging of H is allowed indep-
s 
endently of the relative sizes of V, H ). 
s 
As we have considered the more complicated JT systems in our work, 
the application of our calculated method to ions which do not have octa-
hedral site symmetry should be relatively straightforward. There are no 
problems in handling non-degenerate 'phonons' and multiplicity only reappears 
for the tetrahedral group T (the triplet f4 of T can couple to two f4 phonons, 
- but these will be distinguished by different phonon transformation factors). 
Ions in trigonal and tetragonal symmetry should be easily treated as the 6js 
and 9js are much fewer in number. And for all systems the transposition 
method should be used first to see if any simple patterns exist for the 
contributions of structures. The formulae for the RFs for any systems will 
obviously be very similar to those we have already produced, e.g. to within 
2 2 V V v(3) numerical values we have their form exactly at lowest orders VI' V2 ' 1 2 . 
Bearing in mind that measurements of perturbations on any multiplet must give 
RFs corresponding to these formulae, we now consider how much can be simply 
inferred about the ion-lattice coupling from these measurements. The three 
areas of interest are: multimode or single mode coupling; the coupling mech-
anisms; determination of coupling parameters. The first two areas have been 
mentioned in part before so we shall be brief with these. 
(1) Multimode coupling. In principle this information is easily available 
for any system. In practice it is probably not, as it requires that 
all RFs can be measured simultaneously, and this is known to be 
difficult (see the references at the end of this section). Following 
the comments of Section (IV.4.1) one can expect to obtain this inform-
ation as follows: the RFs (1-20) for various ~ are combined such that 
the only free parameters are the 
order these should have the form 
A 
b vrdAxA}/" 
vr, A S 
of (IV-43), by our 
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At fourth 
experience with 
all the octahedral systems (the proof only depends upon themgns of 
the two 6js and the 9j relevant to Akt and Bkt) and, to this order, 
one can decide in favour of multimode coupling. If one admits 
sixth order and above in V
l 
V
2 
v(3), the b A wil always be non-
" vr 
zero for single mode coupling. The only solution, in principle, is 
to perform the lattice sums and find the relative contribution of the 
iso-energetic part at some effective frequency. However, if the 
coupling parameters have a broad frequency dependence this contrib-
ution will be very small and the b A significant. On the other hand, 
Vr 
for a narrow frequency dependence, and at low enough temperatures, 
the v 41 term will be negligible and the b
A 
small also. So it is 
Vr 
still sensible to gauge the extent of multimode coupling by this 
measurement. We remark that the true extent of multimode coupling 
is only determined near zero temperature, where resonant terms will 
be unimportant. 
(2) Coupling mechanisms. The relative effects of the couplings Vl , V2 , 
v(3) on the RFs for any multiplet will not be easily disentangled, 
(3) 
even if the lattice sums can be performed exactly. The usual approx-
imation is to neglect the quadratic and anharmonic effects for weak 
and intermediate coupling strengths, but we see no reason to do so 
unless they can be shown to be absent altogether. 
£+T 2 ) system this can be checked directly, but not so for all the 
remaining octahedral systems nor, we expect, for any other systems. 
While the presence of anharmonicity can be detected by other experi-
mental means, (thermal conductivity data for example), linear and 
non-linear interactions can only be distinguished by their character-
istic low temperature dependences. The difficulty here is that 
p~wers of Vl ,V2 ... produce 
T character at O(V2V~) is 
a Tn behaviour for n=2 upwards - thus the 
sandwiched between the T4/T6 behaviour at 
4 2 6 O(Vl 'V2/Vl ) and may not be distinguishable (if the temperature vari-
ation of RFs is not observable at low temperatures that of the spin-
lattice relaxation time for the multiplet will be, but the problem 
will remain) . 
Coupling parameters. Typically a linearly-coupled cluster model 
has been used for the purpose of interpreting RFs, by assuming the 
coupling to be to a phonon of one symmetry type having some (pronounced) 
frequency of the host crystal (e.g. Ray and Regnard (1974». Our 
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model restricts the accuracy that can be attached to the coupling 
parameter V in this approach. 
v 2 
weak that only 0 (V 1) sums are 
rS x £ is included here. We 
Suppose the coupling is sufficiently 
important (the arbitrary strength 
A 
assume that Fk ~ V . f(Wk ). Vn V 
Equating the measured RF to our lattice sum, will produce a V 
V 
different from that of the cluster model. However, the form of the 
sum does admit the use of a single effective frequency, (or maybe two 
e.g. Ham and Slack (1971» and an effective V provided these are v, 
treated as temperature dependent parameters. Otherwise, this assign-
ment is inaccurate. For all terms above 0 (V~)' ,the combined effects 
of the phonon spectrum and finite temperature are more complicated 
(exceptions to this can occur at O'(V~), e.g. p of r3 x £). The effect 
of the population factors is to enhance the sign of a contribution at 
any order, and is important for those phonons with energies £k $ KT. 
At O(V~) and above, this is especially so for the resonant terms. 
Thus the magnitude of the coupling parameter is effectively magnified 
by the combination of its frequency dependence and the system temper-
ature. The presence of additional (weaker) coupling to another phonon 
symmetry v' also highlights the assumptions in the cluster model -
2 
the effects of v and v, are not simply additive above O(V
I
) . The 
rS x (£+T 2 ) system is a good example, and relevant to the many calcu-
lations of VE on the cluster model: although VT < VE often (e.g. 2 
Ray and Regnard), the neglect of rs-type coupling at non-zero temper-
atures will certainly enlarge VE above its true value. In general, 
the RFs will be of little direct help in determining the relative 
importance of different 'phonon' couplings (assuming they are not 
very different in magnitude • 
the number of parameters, b Vr, 
The exception is ra x (£+T 2 ) I because 
exceeds those of the type b , , 
4 v r , 
(Section (IV.4.l», allowing direct measurement at O(Vl ). This is 
not repeated for any other system). One should also admit the 
possibility of non-linear and anharmonic couplings contributing to 
t,he 'apparent I linear parameter, V of the cluster model. Likewise, 
v, 
their presence is magnified by coupling to the phonon spectrum. In 
addition, one must now include the rl-parts of Vl , V2 etc., as these 
can be comparable in magnitude to the 'JT active' 'phonons'. (As 
examples of the importance of the r l component for triplets in cubic 
symmetry, we refer to the moments analyses of absorption spectra by 
Ham and Slack and Koidl et al. (1973). For most systems this will 
be the only method of detecting this 'phonon'). Taking all the above 
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into account therefore, it can be seen that a cluster model deter-
mination of V is, at best, an approximation. 
\) 
However, this model 
has had success, for which there is some justification. Firstly, 
RFs are usually measured at a very low temperature, T say, so 
o 
that population factors are negligible 
Secondly, many of the calculations are 
for phonons of energy > KT . 
2 0 
of the O(Vl ) type, either for 
weak coupling, e.g. Ham et al. (1969), Ham and Slack, or for r 5 x € -
2 
exp (O(Vl ». The effective frequencies used here are around peaks 
in the phonon density of states, which will act like localized modes: 
these points should also be significant for our lattice sums. Also, 
Ham et al. argue , on their lattice model, as to why the coupling 
appears to be predominantly with the optical phonons. They find the 
low frequency acoustic modes to be relatively unimportant in their 
2 lattice sum, a result we might agree with to O(Vl ) , but not above for 
finite te~peratures. 
Thus the only information that is simply available from RF measurements 
with any degree of accuracy, is the existence of multimode'cQupling. If this 
is observed, then our lattice sums should be evaluated to determine the mag-
nitudes of coupling parameters. This will be extremely difficult for a 
real lattice. In practice one must assume same frequency dependence for 
the couplings, and use a density of states, D(W) for the host lattice (see 
Appendix VI). For the former one might begin with Halperin and Englman's 
(1975) nearest-neighbour model (a knowledge of dispersion relations is also 
required) • But a calculation with a realistic D(W) will probably require 
numerical methods. We see little point in using the theoretician's standby 
of the Debye spectrum to estimate multimode and temperature effects at second 
and fourth order: not only is it limited to low temperatures but it over-
estimates the high frequency contributions to the integral. These problems 
prevent a reasonably accurate prediction of the relative size of the resonant 
4 
and non-resonant terms at, O(Vl ) for any temperature. In the absence of such 
calculations though, we can at least suggest the experimental conditions that 
will almost certainly require the use of our model. 
Multimode effects. These should be most pronounced for systems 
satisfying the following: 
(a) The ion lattice coupling is not so weak that O(V1) terms are 
negligible. 
(b) D(W) for the host lattice is such that a localized frequency 
description is not possible (Rozenfel'd and Polinger (1976) give 
criteria for this). 
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(c) Alternatively, for those systems where representative acoustic 
and optical frequencies are required on a cluster-type model 
for the explanation of experimental data. This implies a 
frequency dependence of the coupling over a wide range, e.g. 
Ham and Slack, Koidl et al .. 
Temperature effects. Provided the system is at helium temperatures, 
these should be small. The population factors, nk , are then apprec-
iable only for very long wavelength phonons, but their presence is 
2 diminished by D(w), which is proportional to w at low frequencies. 
So spontaneous emission processes will dominate. As the temperature 
2 
rises, its effects will appear in the O(Vl ) term initially. At some 
temperature though, the resonant terms at fourth order (all combin-
ations of V V V(3» will begin to contribute significantly to 1, 2, 
the RFs. This point may be anticipated: in the theory of ion-lattice 
relaxation rates (Hernandez and Walker, Stedman (1970», resonant 
terms and their associ.ated population factors, at fourth order in the 
expansion of M (z), are responsible for the Raman processes. These 
o 
compete with direct process relaxation (O(V~»' except at very low 
temperatures (the Orbach process will not occur for an isolated multi-
plet - but this is on idealization). So around and above the temper-
ature at which the Raman processes dominate (identifiable by their 
characteristic dependences) , our fourth order (and higher) terms 
should not be neglected. For some impurity-host systems this temper-
ature can be quite low, ~ 10K. These relaxation rates also suggest 
a method of checking for the temperature variation of the RFs, which 
may be easier than the direct measurement of the latter. For the 
r3 x € system for example, the Raman process (for Vl coupling) gives 
rise to a rate for the strain - split doublet, of the form 
at sufficiently low temperatures (Ham (1968), Gauthier and Walker 
(1976». Any significant variation of q with temperature would then 
5 
show up as a departure from the T law. (Of course, for small Tone 
does not expect q to vary much but then for larger T, where it may, 
5 
the T law may not be accurate (Gauthier and Walker». For other 
systems similar measurements will be possible for some RFs. 
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The evidence that has so far been presented for the existence of 
multimode coupling, has been for systems in which the ion-lattice coupling 
is strong. Abou-Ghantous et al. (1974, 1975), Bates (1978a), and Bates 
et al. (1976, 1979) have all performed calculations for f3 x e systems. 
In none of these works are both p,q, measured: in some cases p is unobtain-
1 
able. Typically, q $ 2,and the presence of the first excited vibronic 
singlet is included, via the RF r, to fit the experimental data. Either 
the cluster model ratio of qJr is not observed or, when p is calculated, 
2q-p<1 is found. While these experiments clearly indicate the inadequacy 
of a cluster model description, our weak coupling formulae are hardly approp-
riate for the interpretation of these experiments - the RF r, does not exist 
in our theory. The other JT systems examined, have been interpreted as 
f5 x e - Bates and Steggles (1975), Abou-Ghantous and Bates (1980). Here, 
the cluster model is most simply tested by trying to fit the observed first-
and second-order RFs with functions of a single parameter (see Section Iv.5.2 
following) . These authors find this to be impossible. Although the 
observations to date have been of strongly coupled systems, this does not 
imply ,that a similar search for multimode effects in more weakly coupled 
systems will be fruitless. We see no reason for drastically altering our 
conclusions about the possible interpretation of RFs for these strongly 
coupled systems. The demonstration of the inaccuracy of the single mode 
sum rules will have similar implications for the estimation of coupling 
parameters here as it has in our perturbative solution. 
5. OTHER ASPECTS OF THE FORMALISM 
The use of our formalism for calculation of RFs extends beyond the 
simple cases we have considered so far. We briefly show how intermultiplet 
coupling effects and higher order RFs can be incorporated in a fuller analysis. 
5.1 Intermultiplet Coupling 
alone. 
To this point, we have interpreted RFs based on intramultiplet coupling 
In reality, a multiplet is never isolated, though the effects of 
coupling between multiplets will obviously depend upon their energy separation, 
as well as the coupling strength. We demonstrate what this coupling implies 
for the effective external perturbation. We start with (II-26) and (II-29), 
{E - (H +6 (E)) - (H +61 (E))} Ii» = 0, e 0 s (IV-46) 
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i.e. we assume H < V « (H +H ). For definiteness, we consider two multi-
s e p 
plets, say a triplet (AI, energy 81 ) and a doublet (A2 ,82 ), with 821 = E21 
> O. As we wish our perturbation expansion to be valid for coupling within 
either multiplet, we take V« E. The case E »E is then of little 
o 21 0 
interest, as intermultiplet effects, involving factors of V/E21 , will cer-
tainly be negligible. In simplifying (IV-46) to the effective perturbation, 
(II~33), we assumed only that the splittings of the multiplets by Hs, El , 
were small compared with the multiplet shifts resulting from the interaction 
V. The Taylors expansion of the shift operators in (IV-46) about E = E 
o 
could then be performed, giving 
6(1) (E ) - (H + 61 (Eo »} II» = 0 o 0 s (IV-47) 
with E given by (II-25). In hindsight though, it appears that we should 
o 
distinguish between two cases in the transition from (IV-46) to (IV-47), 
even if our assumptions are satisfied. The first case is when the separ-
ation of our two multiplets is of the same order as their ion-phonon shifts, 
E21 ~ 60 (Eo )' 
situations here. 
This is usually termed the pseudo-JTE. We can envisage two 
The two values of E may be very close, i.e. the multiplets 
o 
shifted towards one another. If H is of the order of their separation, its 
s 
effects should then be similar to intramultiplet coupling for a five-fold 
degenerate level. Alternatively, the values of Eo may be separated ~ E21 . 
The determinant of (IV-47) then gives then distinct eigenvalues, El = f(E
o
)' 
corresponding to the two values of E and it is not clear which splittings 
0, 
should be associated with the two mUltiplets. Although we have not examined 
this problem in detail, it can be overcome by solving (IV-46) self-consistently. 
The second case is when the zero-order multiplets are sufficiently well separ-
ated so that E21 » 6
0 
(Eo) is satisfied. They will then tend to act like 
isolated multiplets and we can set E = 8 8 2 in a first approximation. o 1, 
Ten values for El will still be obtained, but the three values describing 
the splittings of the triplet for example, will be identifiable by the fact 
that the intramultiplet coupling terms in El = f(8 1 ) contain no 812 factors 
in their denominators. Similarly for the doublet. The remaining five 
eigenvalues will decrease with increasing 812 and we may neglect them. with 
these limitations then, we can safely use (II-33) and avoid the diagonalization 
of (IV-46). (In the event that two mUltiplets have the same irreps, Al = A2 , 
we certainly require E21 » 6
0
(Eo) in order to write (IV-47). 
dition will correct an oversight in Section (II.2), where we set 
{E - H - 6 (E )} II» = 0 
o e 0 0 
This con-
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in deriving (11-33). This is only true if Ii» is a proper linear combin-
ation of the states Ii», which will only occur (generally) when Ii» = Ii>, 
i.e. when 6 has no off-diagonal elements. 
o 
This is not so for Al = A2 but, 
if 6 is sufficiently small, it is approximately 
o 
first order are 
E =8.+(6(8.» .. 
o 1 0 1 11 8. 1 
The values of E 
o 
to 
and the off-diagonal elements only give small corrections at second order, 
\' 2', 
l. 1(6) .. 1/(8.-8.) ). 
. 1J 1 J 
J 
We now examine the matrix elements of H
eff , (11-41), in our five-state 
basis. According to our RF definition, (1I-45), the matrix elements (Q~) .. 
m 1J 
have the form 
x I Kijaa (~) 
a 
<A II o~ II A > , (IV-49) 
a m a 
where i,j, a = 1,2, and we have used the fact that H acts within a multiplet 
s 
Thus each matrix element depends upon two (we assume no mUltiplicity) . 
reduced matrix elements of o~. 
m 
to yield the splittings, in the 
While the 5 x 5 matrix should be diagonalized 
manner described above, we shall simplify 
matters, further by neglecting the matrix elements outside the 3 x 3 and 2 x 2 
block diagonals. This is in keeping with our perturbative approach and is 
justifiable, as the 
Kijaa (~) dijaa(~) . Dii(r l ) , i, j t: a, 
are already smaller than Kiiii (~) i the == K (~): the former go to zero as 
coupling strength does, whereas the latter tends to unity. 
ia 
We now have two 
. i iiaa RFs for the two mult1plets A.; K (~) and K (~) 
1 . 
K (~), i t: a. Despite 
this approximation, and the fact that the K1(~) should produce the major 
reduction of an operator o~ it is clear that the idea of an effective 
i m, 
operator, K (~) O~ acting alon~ wi thin the manifold A. should be discarded. 
m, 1, 
Via the intermultiplet coupling, the external interaction operating in the 
triplet states appears as an effective interaction in the doublet states 
and vice versa, but only for those irreps ~ common to Al x Al and A2 x A2 • 
Consider the RFs for the triplet, 
(Ola + dla(~».(l +dl1 (r 1) + ~ 
with Kll(fl ) +t; K
12 (f l ) 1. 
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ctl~) will now obtain contributions additional to those we have already 
calculated, as a result of the intermultiplet coupling (via 'phonons' v E 
11 . Al x A2 )· In Figs. 16(a,b), we show two low order diagrams. d' (~) w~ll 
only be altered by diagrams like 16(b), for a=l, i,j=2, which have four or 
more coupling vertices. d12(~) on the other hand, has contributions from 
O(V~) upwards - 16(a) for a=2. Thus ll(~) mayor may not be reduced below 
the value it has in the absence of intermultiplet coupling, depending upon 
the sign of d 12 (f l ) (which, unlike J.l(f l ) need not be positiv~ at O(V~». 
And the change in il1t~) mayor may not be offset by K12 (~) . Both reduced 
matrix elements in (IV-49) must be calculated in deciding how much an operator 
O~ is quenched within the triplet states. However, the magnitude of the 
m 
corrections to dll(~) and d12(~) can still be guessed at given the multiplet 
separation E21 . All the diagrams in their expansions will produce factors 
in their denominators of the form (E12 ± Ek ± E~ ± ••. ), their number depend-
ing upon the particular diagram and its labels. The importance of the 
corrections will depend upon the size of E21 relative to typical phonon 
energies, the number of intermultiplet vertices and the temperature of the 
system (we shall assume here that V. IV V.. for i E Al , a E A2). For 2 12 ~ak ~~k 
example, at O(Vl ) d (~) is given by (III-3). If E21 ~ 0, then both terms 
in (111-3) will be fairly small (since V < E ). 
o 
For smaller E21 , the first 
term will be the larger of the two, but only appreciably so at those temper-
atures which allow it to resonate significantly, (but we are limited to 
E21 » ~o(el»' As the temperature tends to zero, nk + 0 and only the 
second term survives. This contrasts with d21(~) for the doublet, which 
derives its main contribution from the (nk+l) term for all temperatures. 
(In the zero temperature limit then, the corrections to the RFs are prefer-
entially for those belonging to excited multiplets, at this order). At 
4 11 
O(Vl ) similar considerations will apply to d (~), but the details will depend 
upon the individual diagrams. Expressions as simple as those as we have 
found for intramultiplet coupling will not occur, but our diagram notation 
will be to advantage in keeping track of all terms and calculating the con-
tributions of the participating 'phonons'. 
Although the above example is a limiting treatment, it does indicate 
the effects that must be considered irrespective of the values of E21 . 
When E21 is sufficiently small, E2l IV ~o(Eo) for example, and (IV-46) is to 
be solved, resonant 'terms will be significant, from lowest order upwards. 
Intermultiplet coupling corrections will be far from negligible. At the 
other extreme, E »~ (E), their importance will more likely depend upon 21 0 0 
the magnitude of V. and may only be sizeable for those terms at lowest ~ak 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
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order in this coupling. (For dijaa(~), iFj, for example, this occurs at 
first order, and may overshadow the corrections given by dii(~) and dia(~». 
We expect intermultiplet effects to be most pronounced at low temperatures 
on our weak coupling model, for systems where spin-orbit or small crystal 
field components leave multiplets separated by energies « E • 
o 
In principle, 
their presence is detectable when a calculation of RFs is compared with 
experiment: those for irreps ~ not common to the products A. x A. will be 
~ ~ 
interpretable via an intramultiplet coupling parameter alone (assuming VI 
only, say), whereas the remaining RFs will not. For examples of the necess-
ity of introducing intermultiplet coupling to fit measured RFs, we refer to 
the discussion of Ham et al. (1969) and references therein. 
5.2 Higher-Order RedUction Factors 
When the external perturbation is not small, higher powers of H must 
s 
be included in the perturbation expansion in V. It is trivial to do this 
for the Feynman diagrams as we indicated in Section (11.2): for n-th order 
in H we expand M(z), as in (1I-28), up to and including M (z), with a 
s, n 
corresponding extension for (11-29), 
Substitution of this equation into (1I-26) then gives the splittings of the 
n 
multiplets correct to O(H ). ~. (E) may be calculated directly from the 
s ~ 
diagrams in Mi(Z), but it can be written in closed form, as ~l(E} was in 
(II-31): the operator in (1I-31) is replaced by 
for ~. (E) • 
~ 
about E = E 
o 
-n 
T • H 
s . { n· 1 T ~ E+E -H +io p 0 . H s r-
1 
n,m, = 1,2 .•• , n. = 0,1, ... 
~ 
Again, it is convenient to perform a Taylors expansion of ~(E) 
in (II-26). 
~ ~m) (E) 
~ 
= 
The m th derivative of ~. (E) is simply 
~ 
(_l}m~. (E) 
~+m 
where it is understood that ~. (E) has m external vertices set to the 
~+m 
identity operator in all distinct ways. 
be written in the same manner as (I1-33). 
An effective perturbation can thus 
At O(Hn ) it will involve the 
s 
calculation of diagrams in M (z) alone, with n,n-l,n-2 ••• 0, vertices H / 
n s 
0, 1,2 •.. n identity operators. The group-theoretic analysis of these 
diagrams will, of course, become more difficult with increasing n - JLV(n+2) 
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will be required to couple the external legs of the diagram, in order that 
a comparison with the 'bare' interaction diagram can be made to derive the 
RFs (this step will introduce the basis-dependence of the higher-order RFs). 
However, there is no obstacle, in principle, to carrying out the calculations 
for any n. It will certainly be the most efficient method - barring a 
direct diagonalization of (11-26). 
Second-order RFs are usually the only ones of interest. We have 
performed computations for some systems, but, as they are incomplete, we 
shall only sketch them. With the definitions 
N = H + 61 (E ) , s 0 
the second order corrections to (11-33) can be shown to be 
(IV-50) 
For a single multiplet, A, D and 6(2) commute with the remaining operators, 
o 
and (IV-50) is simply 
where HI = NO is the first order perturbation, (11-33). A matrix element 
of H2 , which contains operators transforming as ~l, ~2, now reduces to known 
first order RFs, times reduced matrix elements, and new factors depending 
upon the matrix elements of 62 , The latter can be reduced within the multi-
plet as in Fig. 16(c). We write this diagram as 
with i 
I tt'pp' 
a 
12' . X 1.J 
Att' 
X
12ij 
ott' 
It is to be compared with 
~ t ~t' <AllolIIA><Allo IIA> 
(IV-51) 
the bare second order interaction. For multiplicity free systems, this is 
most simply done by expressing X'" and the reduced matrix elements as second 
a .• 
order operators, whose symmetry depends upon a, ~l, ~2' These will have the 
form of the equivalent operators given by Bates (1978), for example. The 
d
a
(]Jl]J2) Can. then computed by the same rules that apply to the d(]l) at first 
order. In this way we have obtained second-order RFs for r3 x E, which 
agree with Ham's (1968) at O(V~) in the single mode limit. (At thi:?order, 
there is no temperature dependence of these RFs for any system - 62 produces 3 
a factor ak n(k)/k ). At the same order, the RFs for rS x L2 are related 
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by simple numbers, depending upon the symmetry of the equivalent operators. 
with one exception, these numbers agree with those given by Bates (we 
reserve judgement on the discrepancy). We have not yet considered the 
mUltiplicity non-free cases and we shall leave further details of this and 
the above to a later pUblication. 
The linearly-coupled f5 x E system is the one case for which it is 
relatively straightforward to calculate the RFs, to any order in H , and 
s 2 
any for any strength of Vl • We shall give the (exact) result to O(Hs ) as, 
in combination with the first order result, (IV-ll,-l2), it allows a direct 
check of the validity of the cluster model, by-passing the problem of per-
forming the lattice sums. The starting point is (IV-6), with the shift, 
b(E), resulting from the external perturbation, (IV-7). With H represented 
s 
by the first vertex in Fig. l4(j), the diagram expansion for b(E) can be 
written down as usual: all vertices H are connected by the solid lines 
s z .. 
(representing the unpaired operators in e 1J) in all possible ways. Thus, 
- -to third order in H b(E) can be calculated from Fig. l6(d), if the solid 
s, 
line is expanded as all numbers of phonon excitations, \l6(e). The calcul-
ation of b(E) now reduces to a combinatoric problem, of increasing complexity 
with the order of perturbation. At second order, we require the thermal 
average 
I Pp <p.1 ~ .(E + E - H + io)-l. ~ Ip> 
s p 0 s p 
(IV-52) 
We· indicate the steps in this calculation. Consider the term with p phonons 
excited. (H ) 't contains a term 
s 1. 
I 1 s+p (s+p) ! . zit I s~ .. o (IV-53) 
represented by 16(f). zs+p consists of p operators ITk , n=l .•. p, distrib-
n 
uted amongst s such operators, already paired. 
tributions are counted, (IV-53) factors into 
1 
sl 
1 
p! 
When these equivalent dis-
(IV-53 ) 
or 16(g). Upon averaging, the term in brackets becomes e-~ xit (s is even). 
The adjoining vertex, (H )0' factors as in 16(h). When connecting l6(g,h), 
s "'J,. 
there are pI pairings of the IT operators, each producing a term (after aver-
aging) , 
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seE ERRATA 
(-1) X. n • (k) 
1."') n 
i 
= (-1). V £k 
n 
n(k ) 
n 
(k )-2 
n 
(in the contracted notation for energy and population factors). Finally, 
after summing over all phonon excitations p, (IV-52) is equivalent to the 
operator 
2 
ij9-
t 
a.a. 
1. ) 
with 
co 
F(i9-j) (-l)P p! 
P 
IT X. 9- . (k ) 
n=l 1.) n 
p 
• (EiR. + 2 
m=l 
-1 
k ) 
m 
(Here, E. is the electronic energy given in (IV-5». All higher order 
1. 
calculations can be handled in the same manner. Within a r5 triplet, 
(IV-54) 
(IV-54) produces two second-order RFs, one for the diagonal elements, i=j, 
and the other for iFj. 
are respectively 
For a single phonon excitation for example, these 
(IV-55) 
d 1 K(2) an 2' . But no simple relation exists between the two in general. 
On the other hand, in the single-mode, zero-temperature limit, xiR. + x say, 
and the two RFs are 
-x F(ih) 1 -x L ? hWE e e p! £ = £ P P 
1 -x G(x) 
-
e 
£ 
and -x F(iR.j) 1 -x 1 e e G(~) . £ 
These are the expressions originally obtained by Ham (1965) in his treatment 
of the linear coupling. On this simple model, the first and second-order 
RFs are all determined by a single parameter, x. 
and finite temperatures, this is never the case. 
For full lattice coupling 
Even for weak coupling, 
where (IV-55) would be a first approximation, the argument of K(r4 ) is not 
simply a phonon energy £, times the lattice sum shown. As noted already 
by Bates and co-workers, this fact has an immediate use in distinguishing 
between the cluster and lattice models. (Unlike Bates' (1978) formulae, 
(IV-54) contains the temperature dependence, and does not rely on an asymptotic 
expansion for large 'x' .). 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The preceding analysis of reduction factors for JT systems in octa-
hedral symmetry, in the weak coupling limit, has several features which make 
it the most complete to date: 
(i) The effects of finite temperature and of coupling to the phonon 
continuum are fully accounted for; 
(ii) The combined effects of linear and non-linear ion-lattice interactions, 
and lattice anharmonicity are fully included; 
(iii) The dependence of RFs on these has been shown explicitly, to sixth 
order for r3 x (a l +£), and to fourth order (linear) for all the rs , 
r8 systems, (though the effects of extending the calculations here 
as for r have been indicated). 3, 
The only comparable calculations, are those of Gauthier and Walker, who 
considered the zero temperature r3 x £ system, calculating to fourth order 
in VI and V2 , and of Bates and co-workers. They treated linear coupling in 
rS x £ exactly (as we do), but only to second order for weak coupling via 
the rS 'phonons'. Both of these groups of authors were restricted by their 
methods to essentially their applications. The unified formalism we have 
developed, on the other hand, does not have this limitation. 
The basis of our analysis has been our prescription (Sections 11.3, 
11.4, 111.1) for extracting the symmetry constraints on the Feynman diagrams 
in the expansion for the effective perturbation: the calculation of RFs 
(for any JT system) reduces to the consideration of an economic number of 
group-theoretic structures (Section 111.3). Only the j symbols of the 
group of the JT system are required to evaluate these, a distinct advantage 
for the more complex systems. Moreover, for a number of systems, we have 
deduced much from the knowledge of a few 6j symbols, simplifying computations 
of their RFs generally, and proving results valid to arbitrary order (and 
hence coupling strength) in linear, and/or non-linear, and anharmonic coup-
lings: our group-theoretic technique is not merely an aid for specific 
computations. 
The formal dependence of the RFs on the lattice temperature and the 
couplings of the ion to the lattice modes, prohibits an accurate inference 
of the magnitudes of ion-lattice coupling parameters for any 'phonon' symmetry, 
in the manner of the cluster model, for any JT system. Of these, the necess-
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ity for consideration of multimode coupling may be determined experimentally, 
by the detection of one or more parameters, b A (Section IV.4.1), whose Vr 
presence denotes the breakdown of a simple sum rule for the RFs, above second 
order. Temperature dependences will be more difficult to establish, but 
there exists a simple criterion to minimize their effect: experiments should 
be performed at temperatures below those at which Raman relaxation processes 
dominate in a system. Even granting the evaluation of lattice sums, it 
will still be difficult to differentiate linear, non-linear and anharmonic 
contributions to the RFs, for systems for which multimode coupling is observed. 
In the absence of precise calculations, such measurements must remain as being 
useful only for order-of-magnitude estimates of coupling strengths, at best. 
Though these conclusions follow from our analysis in the weak coupling regime, 
similar reasoning should apply in the intermediate and strong coupling regions. 
The cluster model should not be presumed to be applicable to any system: it 
is testable. 
The Green function solution to RFs in JT systems has little in common 
with the traditional vibronic approach. The latter is inadequate even for 
the usual single multiplet calculations: vibronic RFs are not 'observables' 
in an experiment. We only need retain their construction, from symmetry 
arguments, for the ground state labels, for notational convenience: for an 
isolated multiplet, their form generalizes to the observable RFs at finite 
temperatures. The concept of 'JT active phonons' is irrelevant in the form-
alism - the symmetric 'phonon' is only 'inactive' for an isolated multiplet 
in linear coupling. Indeed, there is no 'JT effect': the formalism treats 
degenerate and non-degenerate states in the same manner. RF calculations 
are easily extended to a consideration of interactions between separated 
multiplets, for which our notation and diagram method is most efficient. 
Similarly, higher order RFs may be calculated in a systematic manner, for 
any system. 
There are two important areas for future study. One is an estimation 
of temperature and phonon spectrum effects on RFs, using realistic models 
for density of phonon states and ion-lattice coupling. variations on the 
latter should help define limits for the extent of these effects. A second, 
and major problem, is the removal of the restriction to weak coupling. In 
the strong coupling limit, a coherent state .type solution, in the manner of 
rS x E, with a variational approach (generator coordinate method) is a poss-
ibility. 
APPENDIX I 
TABLES OF j SYMBOLS FOR THE OCTAHEDRAL GROUP, 0 
The inclusion of Butler's (1981) tables of j and jm symbols for 
crystallographic point groups into the literature,introduces another 
(systematic) labelling scheme for the irreps of the groups. We list 
below the correspondence between the commonly used labellings (Bethe's 
and Mulliken's) and those of Butler for the irreps of O. 
Butler internal index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
irrep label a 1 1 3 2 1 a 2 2 1 2 
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Mulliken Al E' Tl U' E T2 E" A2 
Bethe r l r6 r 4 r8 r3 rS r7 r 2 
The following tables use Butler's internal indices only. We shall 
use them in the text whenever sub- and superscript irrep labels need to be 
specified or j and jm symbols written out. For example,a specific labell-
ing of b A (1-21) is best given in this notation. Otherwise we use Bethe's 
Vr 
notation throughout. We also follow the conventional classification of 
JT systems, with the exception that we do not distinguish between orbital/ 
spin-orbital electronic states {by using the Mulliken/Bethe labelling}. 
Thus an electronic triplet, r S , interacting with lattice vibrations trans-
forming as r l , r 3 , rS, is denoted by rS x (al +€+T2 ). 
We now explain the tables. The signs of the 3j symbols {triads} 
are marked after the multiplicity index as, 
The 2j symbols <PA are just (Uaa). Two tables of 6j symbols are given: 
those of IB are relevant to Section (I.3.3) only and are explained there. 
The 6js in a column are listed in order of increasing index (top to bottom, 
right to left) with 
represented by 
v v v 
1 2 3 
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where the sign changes the value of the 6j under an interchange of columns. 
(The hatch # in the tables denotes a square root) . 
9j symbols are also required for our work. Because they are many 
in number we shall not reproduce them here. They can be found in Butler 
(1981) . Alternatively, they may be calculated from a product of 6js accord-
ing to, 
x 
8 REPRESENTATIONS, 34 TRIADS, 407 6J SYMBOLS, 
INTERNAL INDEX 0 1 2 3 4 
REPRESENTATION LABEL 0 l,!2 1 3/2 2 
DIMENSION 1 2 3 4 2 
COMPLEX CONJUGATE 0 1 2 3 4 
POWER OF PRIMITIVE 0 1 2 3 4 
TWICE THE J VALUE 0 1 2 3 0 
THE T R I ADS ARE 
0: 0 0 0 0+ 8: 3 3 2 1+ 
1: 1 1 0 0- 9: 4 2 2 0+ 
2: 2 1 1 0+ 10: 4 3 1 0+ 
3: 2 2 0 0+ 11: 4 3 3 0-
4: 2 2 2 0- 12: 4 4 0 0+ 
5: 3 2 1 0- 13: 4 4 4 0+ 
6: 3 3 0 0- 14: 5 2 2 0+ 
7: 3 3 2 0+ 15: 5 3 1 0+ 
MAX MULT=2, 
5 6 
- il2 1 
3 2 
5 6 
4 5 
0 1 
16: 5 3 3 0-
17: 5 3 3 1+ 
18: 5 4 2 0-
19: 5 5 0 0+ 
20: 5 5 2 0-
21: 5 5 4 0+ 
22: 5 5 5 0+ 
23: 6 3 2 0-
7 
0 
1 
7 
6 
2 
24: 6 4 3 0+ 
25: 6 5 1 0-
26: 6 5 3 0+ 
27: 6 6 0 0-
28: 6 6 2 0+ 
29: 7 3 3 0+ 
30: 7 4 4 0-
31: 7 5 2 0+ 
32: 7 6 1 0+ 
33; 7 7 0 0+ 
I~ 
1-4 
W 
N 
000 332 531 533 
o 0 0 0000+ +1 3 3 2 1001+ -1/2.3 2 1 3 0000+ -1/2.3#2 5 3 3 0110+ +1/4.3 
110 3 3 2 1010+ -1/2.3 2 1 3 0100+ +1/3#2 5 3 3 0111- 0 
o 0 1 0000+ -1/#2 3 3 2 1011+ 0 2 3 1 0000+ +1/4 5 3 3 1000- 0 
1 1 0 0000+ -1/2 3 3 2 1100+ +1/4.3 2 3 3 0000+ +1/2.3 5 3 3 1001+ +1/4.3 
211 3 3 2 1101+ 0 2 3 3 0100+ +1/2.3 5 3 3 1100+ -1/2.3 
o 1 1 0000+ +1/2 3 32 1110+ 0 2 3 3 1000- -1/2.3 5 3 3 1101- 0 
2 1 1 0000+ +1/2.3 3 3 2 1111+ -1/2.3 2 3 3 1100- +1/4.3 5 3 3 1110- 0 
220 422 3 2 2 0000+ +1/2#2.3 5 3 3 1111+ -1/2.3 
o 0 2 0000+ +1/#3 o 2 2 0000+ +1/3 3 2 2 0100+ 0 542 
1 1 1 0000+ +1/#2.3 2 2 2 0000+ +1/2.3 4 3 1 0000+ +1/4 o 2 4 0000+ -1/#2.3 
2 2 0 0000+ +1/3 4 2 2 0000+ +1/3 4 3 3 0000+ 0 1 1 3 0000+ +1/2#3 
222 431 4 3 3 1000- +1/4 1 3 3 0000+ -1/2#2.3 
1 1 1 0000+ +1/3 o 1 3 0000+ +1/2#2 5 3 1 0000+ -1/4.3 1 3 3 1000- +1/2#2.3 
2 2 0 0000+ -1/3 1 2 2 0000+ +1/2#3 533 2 2 2 0000+ -1/2#3 
2 2 2 0000+ +1/2.3 2 1 3 0000+ +1/2#2 o 3 3 0000+ -1/4 2 4 2 0000+ 0 
3 21 2 1 3 0100+ 0 o 3 3 0001- 0 3 1 3 0000+ -1/2#2.3 
o 1 2 0000+ -1/#2.3 2 3 1 0000+ +1/4 o 3 3 1000- 0 3 3 1 0000+ +1/2#2.3 
1 2 1 0000+ -1/3 2 3 3 0000+ 0 o 3 3 1001+ +1/4 3 3 1 0010+ +1/2#2.3 
2 1 2 0000+ +1/2.3 2 3 3 0100+ +1/4 1 2 2 0000+ +1/2#2.3 3 3 3 0000+ 0 H 3 2 1 0000+ -1/4.3 3 2 2 0000+ -1/2#2.3 1 2 2 0001- 0 3 3 3 0010+ -1/2#2.3 :J:' 330 3 2 2 0100+ +1/2#2.3 2 3 1 0000+ +1/2.3 3 3 3 1000- -1/2#2.3 I 
o 0 3 0000+ -1/2 4 3 1 0000+ -1/4 2 3 1 0001- -1/2.3 3 3 3 1010- 0 01 
1 1 2 0000+ -1/2#2 433 2 3 1 0010+ +1/2.3 4 2 4 0000+ -1/2#3 u· 
2 2 1 0000+ -1/2#3 o 3 3 0000+ -1/4 2 3 1 0011- +1/4.3 5 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 (f) 
2 2 3 0000+ +1/2#3 1 2 2 0000+ +1/2#2.3 2 3 3 0000+ -1/4.3 5 4 ;2 0000+ +1/3 "<! 
2 2 3 1000+ 0 2 3 1 0000+ 0 2 3 3 0001- 0 5 5 0 ~ 2 2 3 1100+ +1/2#3 2 3 1 0010+ +1/4 2 3 3 0100+ 0 o 0 5 0000+ +1/#3 0 3 3 0 0000+ -1/4 2 3 3 0000+ +1/4 2 3 3 0101- +1/2.3 1 1 3 0000+ +1/#2.3 I--' 332 2 3 3 0100+ 0 2 3 3 0110+ +1/4.3 2 2 2 0000+ +1/3 til 
1 1 2 0000+ +1/2.3#2 2 3 3 0110+ 0 2 3 3 0111- 0 2 2 4 0000+ -1/3 
1 1 2 0001+ +1/3#2 3 2 2 0000+ 0 2 3 3 1000- 0 2 2 5 0000+ -1/3 
2 0 3 0000+ +1/2#3 3 2 2 0100+ +1/2#2.3 2 3 3 1001+ +1/4.3 3 3 1 0000+ +1/2#3 
2 0 3 0001+ 0 3 2 2 0110+ 0 2 3 3 1100- -1/2.3 3 3 3 0000+ -1/2#3 
2 0 3 0100+ 0 4 3 1 0000+ -1/4 2 3 3 1101+ 0 3 3 3 1000- 0 
2 0 3 0101+ +1/2#3 4 3 3 0000+ 0 2 3 3 1110- 0 3 3 3 1100+ +1/2#3 
2 2 1 0000+ -1/2.3#2 440 2 3 3 1111+ +1/2.3 4 4 2 0000+ -1/#2.3 
2 2 1 0001+ -1/3#2 o 0 4 0000+ +1/#2 3 2 2 0000+ 0 4 4 5 0000+ +1/#2.3 
2 2 3 0000+ -1/3#2 1 1 3 0000+ +1/2 3 2 2 0001- 0 5 5 0 0000+ +1/3 
2 2 3 0001+ 0 2 2 2 0000+ +1/#2.3 3 2 2 0100+ 0 552 
2 2 3 1000+ 0 3 3 1 0000+ +1/2#2 3 2 2 0101- +1/2#2.3 1 1 3 0000+ +1/2.3 
2 2 3 1001+ +1/2.3#2 3 3 3 0000+ -1/2#2 3 2 2 0110+ +1/2#2.3 2 0 5 0000+ -1/3 
2 2 3 1100+ +1/2.3#2 4 4 0 0000+ +1/2 3 2 2 0111- 0 2 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 
2 2 3 1101+ 0 444 4 3 1 0000+ 0 2 2 4 0000+ +1/2.3 
3 1 2 0000+ -1/2.3 2 2 2 0000+ -1/2#3 4 3 1 0001- +1/4 2 2 5 0000+ -1/2.3 
3 1 2 0001+ +1/2.3 3 3 1 0000+ +1/2#2 4 3 3 0000+ +1/4 3 1 3 0000+ -1/2.3#2 
3 1 2 0100+ +1/2.3 3 3 3 0000+ 0 4 3 3 0001- 0 3 1 3 0100- +1/3#2 
3 1 2 0101+ +1/4.3 4 4 0 0000+ +1/2 4 3 3 1000- 0 3 3 1 0000+ -1/2.3#2 
3 3 0 0000+ +1/4 4 4 4 0000+ 0 4 3 3 1001+ 0 3 3 1 0010+ +1/3#2 
3 3 0 0001+ 0 522 5 3 1 0000+ -1/2.3 3 3 3 0000+ -1/3~2 
3 3 0 0010+ 0 o 2 2 0000+ +1/3 5 3 1 0001- -1/2.3 3 3 3 0010+ 0 
3 3 0 0011+ +1/4 ' 2 2 2 0000+ +1/2.3 5 3 1 0010- -1/2.3 3 3 3 1000- 0 
3 3 2 0000+ +1/4.3 4 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 5 3 1 0011+ +1/4.3 3 3 3 1010- +1/2.3#2 
3 3 2 0001+ 0 5 2 2 0000+ +1/2.3 5 3 3 0000+ +1/4.3 3 3 3 1100+ -1/2.3#2 
3 3 2 0010+ 0 531 5 3 3 OO:H- 0 3 3 3 1110+ 0 I--' 
3 3 2 0011+ +1/4.3 o 1 3 0000+ +1/2#2 5 3 3 0100- 0 4 2 2 0000+ -1/2#3 w w 3 3 2 1000+ 0 1 2 2 0000+ +1/213 5 3 3 0101+ -1/2.3 4 2 5 0000+ +1/2.3 
552 643 653 744 
5 2 2 0000+ +1/2.3 1 2 3 0000+ +1/4 4 1 5 0000+ -1/2#3 o 4 4 0000+ -1/2 
5 2 4 0000+ -1/2#3 1 4 3 0000+ +1/4 4 3 2 0000+ +1/2#2.3 1 3 3 0000+ +1/2#2 
5 2 5 0000+ -1/2.3 2 3 2 0000+ +1/2#2.3 4 3 5 0000+ -1/2#2.3 3 3 3 0000+ +1/2#2 
5 4 2 0000+ +1/2.3 2 3 2 0010+ +1/2#2.3 5 1 5 0000+ +1/2#3 4 4 4 0000+ +1/2 
5 4 5 0000+ -1/2#3 3 2 3 0000+ 0 5 3 2 0000+ -1/2.3#2 6 3 3 0000+ +1/2#2 
5 5 0 0000+ -1/3 3 2 3 0010+ -1/4 5 3 2 0010- +1/3#2 7 4 4 0000+ +1/2 
5 5 2 0000+ +1/2.3 3 4 3 0000+ -1/4 5 3 4 0000+ -1/2#2.3 752 
554 4 3 4 0000+ -1/2#2 5 3 4 0010- -1/2#2.3 o 2 5 0000+ +1/3 
2 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 5 3 2 0000+ +1/2#2.3 5 3 5 0000+ +1/2#2.3 1 3 3 0000+ -1/2#3 
2 2 4 0000+ -1/3 5 3 2 0010- +1/2#2.3 5 3 5 0010- 0 2 2 5 0000+ +1/3 
2 2 5 0000+ +1/2.3 6 2 3 0000+ +1/4 6 2 3 0000+ +1/4 2 4 4 0000+ +1/#2.3 
3 1 3 0000+ +1/2#2.3 6 4 3 0000+ -1/4 6 4 3 0000+ +1/4 2 5 2 0000+ +1/3 
3 1 3 0100- +1/2#2.3 651 6 5 1 0000+ -1/3 3 3 3 0000+ +1/2#3 
3 3 1 0000+ +1/2#2.3 o 1 5 0000+ -1/#2.3 6 5 3 0000+ -1/4.3 3 3 3 0010+ 0 
3 3 3 0000+ 0 1 2 3 0000+ +1/3 660 3 3 3 0100- 0 
3 3 3 1000- -1/2#2.3 2 1 5 0000+ +1/3 o 0 6 0000+ -1/#2 3 3 3 0110- -1/2#3 
3 3 3 1100+ 0 2 3 2 0000+ +1/2#3 1 1 5 0000+ -1/2 4 2 5 0000+ +1/3 
4 0 5 0000+ +1/#2.3 2 3 4 0000+ +1/2#3 2 2 3 0000+ -1/#2.3 4 5 2 0000+ +1/3 
4 4 2 0000+ -1/2#3 2 3 5 0000+ +1/2.3 2 2 6 0000+ +1/#2.3 5 2 5 0000+ -1/3 
4 4 5 0000+ -1/2#3 3 2 3 0000+ -1/2.3#2 3 3 2 0000+ -1/2#2 5 4 4 0000+ -1/#2.3 
5 2 2 0000+ -1/2#3 3 2 3 0100- +1/3#2 3 3 4 0000+ +1/2#2 5 5 2 0000+ -1/3 
5 2 4 0000+ 0 3 4 3 0000+ +1/2#2 3 3 5 0000+ +1/2#2 6 3 3 0000+ -1/2#3 
5 2 5 0000+ -1/2#3 3 4 3 0100- 0 4 4 3 0000+ +1/2 7 5 2 0000+ +1/3 
5 5 0 0000+ +1/3 3 5 1 0000+ -1/3 5 5 1 0000+ -1/#2.3 761 
5 5 2 0000+ +1/2.3 3 5 3 0000+ +1/2.3#2 5 5 3 0000+ +1/#2.3 o 1 6 0000+ +1/2 
5 5 4 0000+ +1/3 3 5 3 0100- +1/3#2 6 6 0 0000+ -1/2 1 2 5 0000+ +1/#2.3 
555 4 3 2 0000+ -1/2#3 662 2 1 6 0000+ +1/2 
2 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 4 3 5 0000+ -1/2#3 1 1 5 0000+ +1/2.3 2 3 3 0000+ +1/2#2 
3 3 1 0000+ +1/2#2.3 5 3 2 0000+ +1/2.3 2 0 6 0000+ +1/#2.3 3 2 5 0000+ -1/#2.3 
3 3 1 0010- 0 5 3 4 0000+ +1/2#3 2 2 3 0000+ -1/2.3 3 4 4 0000+ +1/2 
3 3 3 0000+ 0 5 3 5 0000+ +1/2#3 2 2 6 0000+ -1/3 3 5 2 0000+ -1/#2.3 
3 3 3 1000- 0 6 5 1 0000+ +1/2.3 3 1 5 0000+ -1/3 4 3 3 0000+ +1/2#2 
3 3 3 1100+ -1/2#2.3 653 3 3 2 0000+ -1/2.3#2 5 3 3 0000+ -1/2#2 
3 3 3 1110- 0 o 3 5 0000+ +1/2#3 3 3 2 0010+ +1/3#2 5 6 1 0000+ +1/2 
4 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 1 2 3 0000+ +1/4.3 3 3 4 0000+ -1/2#2 6 5 2 0000+ -1/#2.3 
5 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 1 4 3 0000+ +1/4 3 3 4 0010+ 0 7 6 1 0000+ -1/2 
5 4 2 0000+ -1/2#3 1 5 3 0000+ -1/4 3 3 5 0000+ +1/2.3#2 770 
5 5 0 0000+ +1/3 2 1 5 0000+ +1/2.3 3 3 5 0010+ +1/3#2 o 0 7 0000+ +1 
5 5 2 0000+ +1/2.3 2 3 2 0000+ +1/2#2.3 4 2 3 0000+ +1/2#3 1 1 6 0000+ +1/#2 
5 5 4 0000+ -1/2.3 2 3 2 0010+ 0 5 2 3 0000+ -1/2#3 2 2 5 0000+ +1/#3 
5 5 5 0000+ +1/2.3 2 3 4 0000+ -1/2#2.3 5 4 3 0000+ +1/2#3 3 3 3 0000+ +1/2 
632 2 3 4 0010+ +1/2#2.3 5 5 1 0000+ -1/3 4 4 4 0000+ -1/#2 
o 2 3 0000+ -1/2#3 2 3 5 0000+ -1/2.3#2 5 5 3 0000+ -1/2.3 5 5 2 0000+ +1/#3 
1 3 2 0000+ -1/4 2 3 5 0010+ -1/3#2 6 3 2 0000+ -1/3 6 6 1 0000+ +1/#2 
2 2 3 0000+ -1/2.3#2 3 2 3 0000+ +1/2.3 6 6 0 0000+ +1/2 7 7 0 0000+ +1 
2 2 3 0100+ +1/3#2 3 2 3 0010+ -1/2.3 6 6 2 0000+ +1/2.3 
3 3 2 0000+ -1/2.3 3 2 3 0100- +1/2.3 733 
3 3 2 0010+ -1/2.3 3 2 3 0110- +1/4.3 o 3 3 0000+ +1/4 
3 3 2 0100+ -1/2.3 3 4 3 0000+ 0 2 3 3 0000+ -1/4 
3 3 2 0110+ +1/4.3 3 4 3 0100- -1/4 2 3 3 0100+ 0 
4 2 3 0000+ -1/2#2.3 3 5 1 0000+ +1/2.3#2 2 3 3 0110+ +1/4 
5 2 3 0000+ +1/2#2.3 3 5 1 0010- +1/3#2 4 3 3 0000+ -1/4 
5 2 3 0100- 0 3 5 3 0000+ -1/2.3 5 3 3 0000+ +1/4 
6 3 2 0000+ -1/4.3 3 5 3 0010- +1/2.3 5 3 3 0100- 0 I-' 643 3 5 3 0100- +1/2.3 5 3 3 0110+ +1/4 W o 3 4 0000+ +1/212 3 5 3 0110+ +1/4.3 7 3 3 0000+ -1/4 II::> 
000 332 531 533 
+l 3 3 2 1001+ -1/2.5 2 1 3 0000+ -#2/3#5 5 3 3 0110+ +1/4.3 
3 3 2 1010+ -1/2.5 2 1 3 0100+ +1/2#2.5 5 3 3 0111- 0 
-1/#2 3 3 2 1011+ 0 2 3 1 0000+ +1/4 5 3 3 1000- 0 
1 1 0 0000+ -1/2 3 3 2 1100+ +3/4.5 2 3 3 0000+ +1/2.3#5 5 3 3 1001+ +1/4.3 
211 3 3 2 1101+ 0 2 3 3 0100+ +1/2#5 5 3 3 1100+ -1/2.3 
o 1 1 0000+ +1/2 3 3 2 1110+ 0 2 3 3 1000- -#5/4.3 5 3 3 1101- 0 
2 1 1 0000+ +1/2.3 3 3 2 1111+ -11/4.3.5 2 3 3 1100- 0 5 3 3 1110- 0 
220 4 2 2 3 2 2 0000+ +1/#2.3.5 5 3 3 1111+ -1/2.3 
o 0 2 0000+ +1/#3 o 2 2 0000+ +1/3 3 2 2 0100+ +1/2#2.3.5 5 4 2 
1 1 1 0000+ +1/#2.3 2 2 2 0000+ +1/2.3 4 3 1 0000+ +1/4 o 2 4 0000+ -1/~2.3 
2 2 0 0000+ +1/3 4 2 2 0000+ +1/3 4 3 3 0000+ 0 1 1 3 0000+ +1/2#3 
222 431 4 3 3 1000- +l/4 1 3 3 0000+ -1/2#2.3 
1 1 1 0000+ +1/3 o 1 3 0000+ +1/2#2 5 3 1 0000+ -1/4.3 1 3 3 1000- +1/2#2.3 
2 2 0 0000+ -1/3 1 2 2 0000+ +1/2#3 533 2 2 2 0000+ -1/2#3 
2 2 2 0000+ +1/2.3 2 1 3 0000+ +1/#2.5 o 3 3 0000+ -1/4 2 4 2 0000+ 0 
321 2 1 3 0100+ +1/2#2.5 o 3 3 0001- 0 3 1 3 0000+ -1/2#2.3 
o 1 2 0000+ -1/#2.3 2 3 1 0000+ +1/4 o 3 3 1000- 0 3 3 1 0000+ +1/2#2.3.5 
1 2 1 0000+ -1/3 2 3 3 0000+ -1/4#5 o 3 3 1001+ +l/4 3 3 1 0010+ +#3/2#2.5 
2 1 2 0000+ +1/2.3 2 3 3 0100+ +1/2#5 1 2 2 0000+ +1/2#2.3 3 3 3 0000+ +1/2#2.3.5 
3 2 1 0000+ -1/4.3 3 2 2 0000+ -#3/2#2.5 1 2 2 0001- 0 3 3 3 0010+ -1/#2.3.5 
330 3 2 2 0100+ +1/2#2.3.5 2 3 1 0000+ +1/2.3#5 3 3 3 1000- -1/#2.3.5 H o 0 3 0000+ -1/2 4 3 1 0000+ -1/4 2 3 1 0001- -#5/4.3 3 3 3 1010- -1/2#2.3.5 td 
1 1 2 0000+ -1/2#2 433 2 3 1 0010+ +1/2#5 4 2 4 0000+ -1/2#3 I 
2 2 1 0000+ -1/2#3 o 3 3 0000+ -1/4 2 3 1 0011- 0 5 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 (j\ 
2 2 3 0000+ +1/2#3 1 2 2 0000+ +1/2#2.3 2 3 3 0000+ -1/4.5 5 4 2 0000+ H/3 LJ. 
2 2 3 1000+ 0 2 3 1 0000+ -1/4#5 2 3 3 0001';' 0 550 (f) 
2 2 3 1100+ +1/2#3 2 3 1 0010+ +1/2#5 2 3 3 0100+ -1/3.5 o 0 5 0000+ +1/#3 "< 
3 3 0 0000+ -1/4 2 3 3 0000+ +1/5 2 3 3 0101- +1/2.3 1 1 3 0000+ +1/#2.3 6-3 3 2 2 3 3 0100+ +1/2.5 2 3 3 0110+ +1/4.5 2 2 2 0000+ +1/3 0 1 1 2 0000+ 0 2 3 3 0110+ +1/4.5 2 3 3 0111- 0 2 2 4 0000+ -1/3 i-' 
1 1 2 0001+ +#5/2.3#2 3 2 2 0000+ -#2/5#3 2 3 3 1000- 0 2 2 5 0000+ -1/3 Ul 
2 0 3 0000+ +1/213 3 2 2 0100+ +#3/2.5'2 2 3 3 1001+ +1/2.5 3 3 1 0000+ +1/2#3 
2 0 3 0001+ 0 3 2 2 0110+ +,2/5.3 2 3 3 1100- -1/2.3 3 3 3 0000+ -1/2#3 
2 0 3 0100+ 0 4 3 1 0000+ -1/4 2 3 3 1101+ -1/2.3.5 3 3 3 1000- 0 
2 0 3 0101+ +1/2If 4 3 3 0000+ 0 2 3 3 1110- 0 3 3 3 1100+ +1/2#3 
2 2 1 0000+ 0 440 2 3 3 1111+ +3/4.5 4 4 2 0000+ -1/#2.3 
2 2 1 0001+ -#5/2.3#2 o 0 4 0000+ +1/#2 3 2 2 0000+ +1/2.512.3 4 4 5 0000+ +1/#2.3 
2 2 3 0000+ -1/3#2.5 1 1 3 0000+ +1/2 3 2 2 0001- 0 0000+ +l/3 
2 2 3 0001+ -1/2#2.5 2 2 2 0000+ +1/.2.3 3 2 2 0100+ -1/512.3 5 
2 2 3 1000+ -1/2#2.5 3 3 1 0000+ +1/2'2 3 2 2 0101- +1/2#2.3 1 1 3 0000+ +1/2.3 
2 2 3 1001+ 0 3 3 3 0000+ -1/2#2 3 2 2 0110+ +#2/5#3 2 0 5 0000+ -1/3 
2 2 3 1100+ 0 4 4 0 0000+ +1/2 3 2 2 0111- 0 2 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 
2 2 3 1101+ +1/312.5 444 4 3 1 0000+ 0 2 2 4 0000+ +1/2.3 
3 1 2 0000+ -1/4 2 2 2 0000+ -1/2#3 4 3 1 0001- +1/4 2 2 5 0000+ -1/2.3 
3 1 2 0001+ 0 3 3 1 0000+ +1/2#2 4 3 3 0000+ +1/4 3 1 3 0000+ -1/2.3#2 
3 1 2 0100+ 0 3 3 3 0000+ 0 4 3 3 0001- 0 3 1 3 0100- +1/3#2 
3 1 2 0101+ +1/2.3 4 4 0 0000+ +1/2 4 3 3 1000- 0 3 3 1 0000+ -#2/3#5 
3 3 0 0000+ +1/4 4 4 4 0000+ 0 4 3 3 1001+ 0 3 3 1 0010+ +1/2#2.5 
3 3 0 0001+ 0 522 5 3 1 0000+ -1/2.3 3 3 3 0000+ -#2/3#5 
3 3 0 0010+ 0 o 2 2 0000+ +1/3 5 3 1 0001- -1/2.3 3 3 3 0010+ -1/3#2.5 
3 3 0 0011+ +1/4 2 2 2 0000+ +1/2.3 5 3 1 0010- -1/2.3 3 3 3 1000- -1/2.3#2.5 
3 3 2 0000+ -1/2.3.5 4 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 5 3 1 0011+ +1/4.3 3 3 3 1010- +1/3#2.5 
3 3 2 0001+ +1/2.5 5 2 2 0000+ +1/2.3 5 3 3 0000+ +1/4.3 3 3 3 1100+ -1/3#2.5 
3 3 2 0010+ +1/2.5 531 5 3 3 0001- 0 3 3 3 1110+ -1/2.312.5 
3 3 2 0011+ +3/4.5 o 1 3 0000+ +1/2#2 5 3 3 0100- 0 4 2 2 0000+ -1/213 i-' 
3 3 2 1000+ +1/2.5 1 2 2 0000+ +1/213 5 3 3 0101+ -1/2.3 4 2 5 0000+ +1/2.3 W V1 
552 643 653 744 
5 2 2 0000+ +1/2.3 1 2 3 0000+ +1/4 4 1 5 0000+ -1/2#3 o 4 4 0000+ -1/2 
5 2 4 0000+ -1/2t3 1 4 3 0000+ +1/4 4 3 2 0000+ +1/2#2.3 1 3 3 0000+ +1/2#2 
5 2 5 0000+ -1/2.3 2 3 2 0000+ +1/2#2.3.5 4 3 5 0000+ -1/2#2.3 3 3 3 0000+ +1/2#2 
5 4 2 0000+ +1/2.3 2 3 2 0010+ +#3/2#2.5 5 1 5 0000+ +1/2#3 4 4 4 0000+ +1/2 
5 4 5 0000+ -1/2#3 3 2 3 0000+ +1/4#5 5 3 2 0000+ -1/2.3#2 6 3 3 0000+ +1/2#2 
5 5 0 0000+ -1/3 3 2 3 0010+ -1/2#5 5 3 2 0010- +1/3#2 7 4 4 0000+ +1/2 
5 5 2 0000+ +1/2.3 3 4 3 0000+ -1/4 5 3 4 0000+ -1/2#2.3 752 
554 4 3 4 0000+ -1/2#2 5 3 4 0010- -1/2#2.3 o 2 5 0000+ +1/3 
2 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 5 3 2 0000+ +1/2#2.3 5 3 5 0000+ +1/2#2.3 1 3 3 0000+ -1/2#3 
2 2 4 0000+ -1/3 5 3 2 0010- +1/2#2.3 5 3 5 0010- 0 2 2 5 0000+ +1/3 
2 2 5 0000+ +1/2.3 6 2 3 0000+ +1/4 6 2 3 0000+ +1/4 2 4 4 0000+ +1/#2.3 
3 1 3 0000+ +1/2#2.3 6 4 3 0000+ -1/4 6 4 3 0000+ +1/4 2 5 2 0000+ +1/3 
3 1 3 0100- +1/2#2.3 651 6 5 1 0000+ -1/3 3 3 3 0000+ +1/#3. 
3 3 1 0000+ +1/2#2.3 o 1 5 0000+ -1/#2.3 6 5 3 0000+ -1/4.3 3 3 3 0010+ +1/2#3. 
3 3 3 0000+ 0 1 2 3 0000+ +1/3 660 3 3 3 0100- +1/2#3. 
3 3 3 1000- -1/2#2.3 2 1 5 0000+ +1/3 o 0 6 0000+ -1/#2 3 3 3 0110- -1/#3.5 
3 3 3 1100+ 0 2 3 2 0000+ +1/2#3 1 1 5 oaoo+ -1/2 4 2 5 0000+ +1/3 
4 0 5 0000+ +1/#2.3 2 3 4 0000+ +1/2#3 2 2 3 0000+ -1/#2.3 4 5 2 0000+ +1/3 
4 4 2 0000+ -1/2#3 2 3 5 0000+ +1/2.3 2 2 6 0000+ +1/#2.3 5 2 5 0000+ -1/3 
4 4 5 0000+ -1/2#3 3 2 3 0000+ -1/2.3#2 3 3 2 0000+ -1/2#2 5 4 4 0000+ -1/#2.3 
5 2 2 0000+ -1/2#3 3 2 3 0100- +1/3#2 3 3 4 0000+ +1/2#2 5 5 2 0000+ -1/3 
5 2 4 0000+ 0 3 4 3 0000+ +1/2#2 3 3 5 0000+ +1/2#2 6 3 3 0000+ -1/2#3 
5 2 5 0000+ -1/2#3 3 4 3 0100- 0 4 4 3 0000+ +1/2 7 5 2 0000+ +1/3 
5 5 0 0000+ +1/3 3 5 1 0000+ -1/3 5 5 1 0000+ -1/#2.3 761 
5 5 2 0000+ +1/2.3 3 5 3 0000+ +1/2.3#2 5 5 3 0000+ +1/#2.3 o 1 6 0000+ +1/2 
5 5 4 0000+ +1/3 3 5 3 0100- +1/3#2 6 6 0 0000+ -1/2 1 2 5 0000+ +1/#2.3 
555 4 3 2 0000+ -1/2#3 662 2 1 6 0000+ +1/2 
2 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 
3 3 1 0000+ +1/2#2.3 
4 3 5 0000+ -1/2#3 
5 3 2 0000+ +1/2.3 
1 1 5 0000+ +1/2.3 
2 0 6 0000+ +1/#2.3 
2 3 3 0000+ +1/2#2 
3 2 5 0000+ -1/#2.3 
3 3 1 0010- 0 5 3 4 0000+ +1/2#3 2 2 3 0000+ -1/2.3 3 4 4 0000+ +1/2 
3 3 3 0000+ 0 5 3 5 0000+ +1/2#3 2 2 6 0000+ -1/3 3 5 2 0000+ -1/#2.3 
·333 1000- 0 6 5 1 0000+ +1/2.3 3 1 5 0000+ -1/3 4 3 3 0000+ +1/2#2 
3 3 3 1100+ -1/2#2.3 653 3 3 2 0000+ -#2/3#5 5 3 3 0000+ -1/2#2 
3 3 3 1110- 0 o 3 5 0000+ +1/2#3 3 3 2 0010+ +1/2#2.5 5 6 1 0000+ +1/2 
4 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 1 2 3 0000+ +1/4.3 3 3 4 0000+ -1/#2.5 6 5 2 0000+ -1/#2.3 
5 2 2 0000+ -1/2.3 1 4 3 0000+ +1/4 3 3 4 0010+ -1/2#2.5 7 6 1 0000+ -1/2 
5 4 2 0000+ -1/2#3 1 5 3 0000+ -1/4 3 3 5 0000+ 0 770 
5 5 0 0000+ +1/3 2 1 5 0000+ +1/2.3 3 3 5 0010+ +#5/2.312 o 0 7 0000+ +1 
5 5 2 0000+ +1/2.3 2 3 2 0000+ +1/#2.3.5 4 2 3 0000+ +1/2#3 1 1 6 0000+ +1/#2 
5 5 4 0000+ -1/2.3 2 3 2 0010+ +1/2#2.3.5 5 2 3 0000+ -1/2#3 2 2 5 0000+ +1/#3 
5 5 5 0000+ +1/2.3 2 3 4 0000+ -#3/2#2.5 5 4 3 0000+ +1/2#3 3 3 3 0000+ +1/2 
632 2 3 4 0010+ +1/212.3.5 5 5 1 0000+ -1/3 4 4 4 0000+ -1/#2 
o 2 3 0000+ -1/2#3 2 3 5 0000+ 0 5 5 3 0000+ -1/2.3 5 5 2 0000+ +1/#3 
1 3 2 0000+ -1/4 2 3 5 0010+ -#5/2.3#2 6 3 2 0000+ -1/3 6 6 1 0000+ +1/#2 
2 2 3 0000+ -#2/3#5 3 2 3 0000+ +1/2#5 6 6 0 0000+ +1/2 7 7 0 0000+ +1 
2 2 3 0100+ +1/2#2.5 3 2 3 0010+ -1/2.3#5 6 6 2 0000+ +1/2.3 
3 3 2 0000+ +1/4.3.5 3 2 3 0100- +1/4#5 733 
3 3 2 0010+ -1/5 3 2 3 0110- +1/3#5 o 3 3 0000+ +1/4 
3 3 2 0100+ -1/5 3 4 3 0000+ 0 2 3 3 0000+ -3/4.5 
3 3 2 0110+ -1/2.5 
4 2 3 0000+ -1/2#2.3 
3 4 3 0100- -1/4 
3 5 1 0000+ +1/2.3#2 
2 3 3 0100+ -1/5 
2 3 3 0110+ +3/4.5 
5 2 3 0000+ +1/2#2.3 3 5 1 0010- +1/3#2 4 3 3 0000+ -1/4 
5 2 3 0100- 0 3 5 3 0000+ -1/2.3 5 3 3 0000+ +1/4 
6 3 2 0000+ -1/4.3 3 5 3 0010- +1/2.3 5 3 3 0100- 0 
643 3 5 3 0100- +1/2.3 5 3 3 0110+ +1/4 f-' 
o 3 4 0000+ +1/2#2 3 5 3 0110+ +1/4.3 7 3 3 0000+ -1/4 w 
0'\ 
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APPENDIX II 
LABELLING OF THE VIBRATIONAL STATES FOR THE JT SYSTEMS 
Refer to Sections (1.3.2) and (1.3.3) 
Following Judd (1974, Section S),the oscillator Hamiltonian for a 
single vibrational quintet is written, 
i=l ... 5 
The occupation 'numbers n i can be used to label the irreps of US' and hence the 
eigenstates of Hp' as I [nl n2n3n 4nSJ >. For this problem the highest weights 
[nl ••• nJ are of the type [AOOOOJ, and this restriction on the possible 
of Us in turn restricts the 505 and S03 irreps in the complete labelling of 
the eigenstates of H (see table on P.I022 of Judd). Thus the 503 irrep 
p 1 ~ 
J=l never occurs, nor does the 505 irrep (11), and we have bl=O, b 2=0 in the 
r SX(E=l2)' r8x(£'=l2) systems respectively. 
We generalize the problem to a consideration of N such quintets of 
s £. (a=l ... N), where now, 
a 
H 
P = I a,i 
t 
£. (a, a, 
a la la + 1.:1) 
Then there exist 25 N2 operators of the form at a'Q' la )1-' which commute with H p 
and are closed under commutation, and can thus be taken as the generators of 
the group USN. t Amongst these generators is the set {a. a, } (fixed a -la )a 
corresponding to Judd's example) which we take to generate the group US(a). 
Then for all a this set will generate 
a subgroup of Us . 
t N 
Lastly we may choose a still smaller set of operators, 
{E a. a, }, to generate 
Cl lCl)Cl 
the of the group chain, 
Now the eigenstates of H can be labelled by 
p 
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and we want to show that for N>l, the irreps of U5 are no longer all of 
the type GoooqJ. For simplicity take the example of N=2 and 2 phonons 
excited. Denoting G+(n-l) zeroes ~ as [AJ ' the corresponding irrep 
n 
of U10 is [2J 10' A consideration of the possible phonon occupation numbers 
shows that in the decomposition, 
[2J 10 -+ [2J ~l) [0]~2) + 
{- {- {-
[2J 5 + [noaa] 
and the result is proven. Therefore two or more quintets of different 
1 ~ frequency allow b l , b 2 r a for the equally coupled systems. 
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APPENDIX III 
MULTIPLICITY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE rS STATES 
Refer to Section (1.3.3) 
As 0 is a subgroup of S03,the irreps of the latter may be used to 
distinguish states having the same transformation properties with respect to 
O. The states of our isolated rS electronic multiplet can then be labelled 
as Ix J 3 i>. (We could take J=3/2 corresponding to a fictitious 3/2 spin, 
J'~ 
or equal to the free ion J value) . The matrix elements of an operator ° 
m 
can be then reduced with 
x (JJ' J) W3 
r 
to the S03 basis as, 
J' (-1) (3),,* x 
11 
(AlII-I) 
where we have factorized the resulting coupling coefficient into two 3jm factors. 
Only the S03 ~ 0 factors are of interest throughout this Appendix. (We should 
include branching mUltiplicity labels in these factors but our results will be 
independent of these) . 
(A) To show that K (r 5) is diagonal in t, p: tp 
The non-zero factors when ~ r look like (Butler 19S1), 5 
[
J Je J] and [J J J] 
3 5 3 0 3 50 3 1 
(AIII-2) 
where J
e
/
o 
are even/odd valued irreps of S03' Thus the product mUltiplicities 
of (533) in (AlII-I) are always separated by different S03 3jms. But these 
3jms and the reduced matrix element in (AlII-I), together form the reduced matrix 
elements for O. For the vibronic ground state, IZJ3i>, these are related to 
those of IXJ3i> by 
and this requires K (r) ~ 0 for fixed J'. tp 5 tp 
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(B) Relations between HLK's labelling of RFs and ours for ~ r 4 ,r 5 ,A =1'8' 
(1) 
The phase (S33r) = +,-1 depending on whether the rth term of A=5 appears in 
the symmetric or anti-symmetric part of 3 x 3. Butler labels these as r=l,O 
5 
respectively and this corresponds to HLK's classification of 0 into time-oddl 
m 
-even operators (cf. (AIII-2». So, 
(2 ) ~ = r 4 
K (r
S
) 
00 
o 
K (r 5) 
For a J = 3/2 basis we show that HLK's choice of standard operators has a 1-1 
correspondence with the multiplicity labels appearing in our reduced matrix 
I J'2r elements <x 3/2 3 I 0 II x 3/2 3>. The proof relies on unpublished tables 
of S03 :::l 0 3jms, (Butler) whose multiplicity separations depend upon the 6js 
of Appendix IB. (This is discussed in the next subsection). 
HLK's operator 01(r4 k) = Sk' in a 3/2 basis, transforms as J=l, i.e. 
l't d 12 f ( 1) correspon s to 0 k 0 AIII- . For 
02(r4k ) = S~ - ~ Sk [}S(S+l)-lJ, 
3 
we note that the tensor product of Sk to form Sk transforms as, 
1 x 1 x 1 = 3 + 2 . 2 + 4 . 1 + O. 
Now J=O, 2,~=2,and by explicitly subtracting out that part of the product 
32 
transforming as J=l,we have 02(r4k) = 0 k" The 3jms involved in the matrix 
elements of HLK's operators are respectively, 
[
3/2 1 312] 
3 2 3 -0 1 r- , 
0,1 and 3 3/2] = 
2 3 0,1 
-11 0 7 ' (AIII-3) 
for Butler's original mUltiplicity choice. These imply, 
r = 1 ~ HLK's label 1 
r = 0 4-7 HLK's label 2 
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As an aside we indicate the relationship between Koster et als' 
coupling coefficients, used by HLK, and the 3jms of (AIII-2,-3). For the 
O~ operators, ~=r rS Koster et al. label their coefficients by a pair of 4, , 
basis functions ~ , ~ , corresponding to 13/2 m>. 
m m 
For ~=rS we use the result 
of time reversal invariance, 
where the bar denotes the time reversed quantity. For time even/odd operators, 
- t ° = (+/-)0 respectively (Abragam and Bleaney), and one can show from Koster 
et als' tables that the matrix elements of oS in the ~ , ~ bases correspond to 
m m 
the r=l,O 3jms of (AIII-2) respectively. For ~=r4' one writes the operators 
01,2(r4~ in matrix form for spin 3/2. A direct comparison between these 
matrix elements and Koster et als
' 
shows that ~,~ are respectively the basis 
m m 
functions for 01' 02' 
(C) Transformation between the 6j symbols of Appendices lA, B 
Since the 6js are elements of a unitary matrix, a transformation can 
be defined on each multiplicity index, 
{ L .. = U {} r'r r ... I 
, 
The transformation (1-34) is required such that J ~ {~33} ~ 0 
r's' - 233.r's'. r's'. 
l
ab 1 Setting ~ = cd ' reality of the 0 6js and unitarity yields the equations, 
a
2 + b2 2 2 
= c + d 1 , a c + bd = 0 , 
and setting, J OI :: 0 gives, 
bd - ac - 4/3 (bc+ad) O. 
These imply the ratios alb = -d/c = 2 or -~. Butler chose, 
u ~ 5 (AIII-4) 
The transformation (1-34) thus simplifies most of the 6js of Appendix IB 
containing the triple (233). The other consequence of the transformation is 
the alteration of the multiplicity separation of the S03 ~ 0 3jm factors. 
This follows directly from the Wigner relation (Equn. (13.14) of Butler (1975», 
where it can be seen that the r label of these factors also appears in the 
o 6js. Thus the 3jms of (AIII-3) are transformed by (AIII-4) to the values 
. 
now published by Butler. 
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APPENDIX IV 
j SYMBOLS FOR THE GROUP SOS 
Below are listed the reductions of the irreps of interest in the 
group chain SOS ~ S03 ~ 0. We have included the irrep labellings of SP4 
(isomorphic to SOS) used by Pooler and O'Brien, and a shortened notation 
for the SOS irreps. 
SP4 O! SOS S03 
° 
<00> (0 0) 
-
0 0 r l 
1 0> (1:. 1:.) 1 3/2 r8 2 2 2 
1 1 (1 0) 1 2 r3 + rS <- -> 2 2 
<1 0> (1 1) 2 1 + 3 
f2 + 2 f4 + rS 
The 2j symbols of SOS can be chosen as tP).. +/-1 for ).. a true/spin irrep 
(Butler (1975) Table 1). Since the above irreps are simple phase (the 
first irrep for which this is not the case is t <31> (Butler) ), the necessary 
3j symbols can be determined from the symmetric and anti-symmetric parts 
of the Kronecker products. Indeed for the irreps of interest, a value j).. 
can be assigned to each irrep ).. such that 
Ej)... 
(-1) 1 
Thus the decomposition of the product 
1 1 
- x = (0 + 1) + (2) 2 2 A s 
gives the following table: 
).. 0 1 1 2 2 
I).. I 1 4 5 10 
j).. 0 1 0 1 2 
tP).. 1 -1 1 1 
t The labelling of the SP4 irreps by Wybourne (1970) (and hence Butler) is 
not that of Pooler and O'Bripn 
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6j symbols may now be determined with the aid of tables of SP4 irrep 
product decompositions (Wybourne (1970» and Equns. 9.9, 9.10, 9.11, 9.18 
of Butler (1975). Those sufficient for our calculations are listed below, 
in the same manner as Appendix I: 
2 1 1 2 2 1 
1 1 
2 2 
2 1 1 
2 2 1/20 
I!.!. 3/20 2 2 
1 1 1 -2 2 1/20 0 
1 1 
-1/4 2 2 
0 1 1 2 2 1/4 
211 110 
111 111 
2 2 2 222 
(There is a freedom of sign for the 6j ~ ~ l }) . 
222 
1 1 1 The only 9j we shall require is 2 2 
1 1 1 2 2 
1 1 
1-1 2 2 
Using the formula given in Appendix I it reduces to: 
{ 
1-1 !. !. } {1 1 0}2 0:: !.!.!. 
2 2 222 
{: ! !} {:: :}2 
2 2 222 
+ 10 
0 1 1 2 2 
1 1 1/4 0--2 2 
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APPENDIX V 
REDUCTION OF GROUP-THEORETIC STRUCTURES TO j SYMBOLS 
Here we reduce the group-theoretic structures of some low order diagrams 
. . ijab appear~ng 1n d (~) to their component 3j, 6j and 9j symbols, with the aid 
tp 
of the JLVn theorems. The examples we give are taken from the main text and 
are sufficient in number to help reproduce our formulae. Each Feynman dia-
gram in the accompanying figures is labelled by the letters used in the text 
to designate its energy denominators. In drawing its group-theoretic contrib-
ution, we assume steps 2, 3(a), section (111.1), have been carried out. The 
labelling of the structures is arbitrary, and all complex conjugates, 2jms, 
etc., are included. We do not draw the final 6j/9j symbols in standard form 
for simplicity. This can be done by complex conjugating 3jm vertices (a 
stub on each line) or multiplying a vertex (apy) by ~ ~Q~ (two stubs on each 
a I-' y 
line) (see Stedman (1975». In writing out their contributions in standard 
form though, we use the conventions adopted in Section (1.2) - reality of 2jm 
and 2 j symbols, neglect of 3js corresponding to even permutations, odd per-
mutations equivalent, etc. 
which step 3(b) requires 
We separate the examples into the three cases for 
(1) JLV2 only 
(2) JLV3 at least 
(3) JLV4 at least. 
(1) JLV2 
Feynman graphs restricted to linear interaction vertices are the proto-
type for these. Those with four electron-'phonon' vertices are shown in Fig. 
Al. The sequence of operations on these graphs is as in Figs. 7(a-d). 
phonon transformation factors are separated off as in Fig. 7(c) and can be 
omitted in Fig. ~l provided we associate labels as (k,v,r,r'), (~,T,S,S'). 
The 
The 3j phases attached to the electron-'phonon' vertices are part of the group-
theoretic structure - for A n for example/they disappear only because the 
k"" 
'phonon' lines have been twisted to give a recognizable form. If we denote 
the electronic irreps A, by i, the j symbols corresponding to the structures 
~ 
in Fig. Al are: 
u 
u 
(2) JLV3 
t s r' 
SEE ERRATA 
{~* ~ ~*} 
uss'p 
( 2 * 5 l1u) (3 * 4 l1p) 
4> T 4> 24> 4 ( 1 * 2 \lr) (4 * 5 \lr ') (2 * 3 TS) 
X (5*6 Ts') (3*411P) 
5*} I>. 1-1 
1 2 trr'p 
4>3 ( 2 * 3 T s) (4 * 511P ) o ss' 
(2*3vs) 
x (5*6vs') (1*4\1u) (6*111t) 
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Fig. A2. This example is that of Figs. 13(g,k,k) (for the change of 
Conjugate phonon transformation factors, Fig. 5(k), 
require two stubs (2jm unitarity) placed on the 'phonon' line (a in this 
example) to make the group theoretic structure an invariant, suitable for 
further application of JLVn. All labels common to the structure and the 
phonon transformation diagram are summed. The former reduces to 
u {
\I T a } 
453 
uqrs 
4>]14>5 (4*5ar) 
x (1*2\1n) (3*4Tq) (vTas) (5*3\1n) (1*511t) 
(3) JLV4 
Fig. A3. This particular example is that of Figs. l2(f(1» and 12(j), 
if the latter is relabelled as (V
1
V
2
V3 V 4 + VTpK). In the text we have chosen 
to associate the two 3j symbols labelled by u v with the phonon transformation 
diagram, but the choice is arbitrary. The group structure becomes 
xy { a ~ T} 2 1 xnmu { a* P K } 564 yrsv 
x (1*2\1n) (2*3Trn) (4*5pr) (5*6KS) (3*411P) 
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APPENDIX VI 
METHODS FOR EVALUATING FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS 
AND LATTICE SUMS 
149. 
We first show how the contribution of any diagram to the self-
energy operator Ml(~) may be calculated most efficiently. As an example 
we choose the diagram in the figure below, which suffices to illustrate the 
method for more complicated diagrams. Following the rules of Section 
(11.1.1), one can assign any direction to the 'energy' currents, x. of the 
1. , 
zero-order phonon propagators, provided their sum (with z) at any vertex 
is conserved. We deliberately choose these 'energies' to flow from left 
to right, so that they appear in the arguments of the electronic propaga-
tons prefixed by a positive sign. Then in summing over the (discrete) 
x., the poles of these propagators make no contribution in the Abrikosov 
1. 
limit. 
f 
I 
I 
I 
k 
i __ ~ ______ ~.-~ ______ ~~ ______ ~~~~_j 
For the ionic and phonon state labels shown,the contribution to the matrix 
element (Ml(Z» .. is, 
1.J 
L 
kR-m 
abc 
x 
(H ) b 
s a 
x 
(AVI-l) 
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ERRATA 
To perform the last summations, it is easier to rewrite the phonon propa-
gator in (II-8) in a contracted form which leaves the sum on the phonon 
absorption/emission terms, (x = Ek/(-Ek»,to a later stage. 
write, 
I 
s =±l k 
x 
Firstly we 
We then define skEk 
ation. Now dk (x ) 
k, and take ok I Sk to represent the sign summ-
ok (x - k)-l, andSkthe sums to be evaluated are, 
gab (z+xl +x2 ) . gc(z+xl ) 
(xl +X2-k) (x2-£) (xl-m) 
(AVI-2) 
where ak£m = a~a£.am and we have set gab ( ) ~ ga( ). gb( ). The replace-
ment of ± Ek by k etc. presents no problems in notation: the sum k in 
(AVI-l) is always performed after a
k
, The sum on a variable x, now reduces 
1-
to multiplying the residue of the sum and at a singularity p of a denominator 
by n(p), the phonon population factor. For example,the sum on x2 gives 
where, for x = k-x we have used n(k-x) = n(k), since x = 2 mi rr/B. 2 1, 
Finally we obtain for (AVI-2), 
a k£m (m+£-k) 
1 {net) n(m). g (z+£+m) g (m) + 
ab c 
+ n(k) n(-£), gab (z+k) . gc(z+k-t) (AVI-3) 
- n (k) n (m). gab (z+k). gc (z+m) }, 
with the aid of the relation, 
n (k-£) {n (9,) - n (k) } -n(k) n(-£) 
Note that the sequence of performing the sums is important if one wishes 
to avoid calculating the residues of the electronic propagators. Thus, 
summing on Xl first in (AVI-2) produce,s a factor gc(z+k-x2), which has a 
pole at x2 = (z+k-e c )' As e + 00, n(x2 ) + -1 now, (z = (2m+l) irr/B) , and 
instead of the three terms as in (AVI-3), four terms are produced, one of 
which bears no resemblance to the phonon processes indicated by the diagram 
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(although the two sequences must be equivalent). Hence our reason for 
avoiding such arguments. The sequence one should use,is to sum over the 
x. 's in order of increasing appearance in the arguments of the electronic 
1 
propagators. (AVI-3) can now be substituted in (AVI-l) and the contrib-
ution to (81 (E ». . calculated from o 1J 
8 (E ) 1 0 -2
1 (Ml(E +io) + M (E -io» 
o 1 0 
(AVI-4) 
For diagrams which do not involve anharmonic vertices the energy factors in 
Ml (2) can be written down directly: for phonon lines labelled k, ~, m ... 
in a diagram,there is a term crk~m ... n(k) n(~) n(m) ... , multiplied by a 
product of internal propagators, g. ( ), with arguments 
1 
(z + k + ~ + m + ..• ) 
whenever the k,~,m ... phonon lines pass overhead, e.g. (III-7) . 
We now consider how the sums over k,~, etc. may be evaluated. The 
standard method is to assume that the vibrational frequencies wk are suffic-
iently dense to approximate a continuous variable. A density of states 
function D (w) is then defined such that D (w).dw is the number of modes in 
s s 
the frequency range w -+ W + dw for the polarization branch labelled s. It 
is given by (Kittel (1971) Chap. 6) 
D (w) 
s 
dS 
where the integral is over the surface of constant w in k-space. 
sums can then be replaced by integrals according to, 
f OWmax F(W) D(W). dw 
(AVI-5) 
Lattice 
where D(w) = I D (w). For our expressions,F(w) represents a 
s s 
product of a frequency dependent coupling parameter (although its functional 
form is unknown we assume all its derivative exist), a phonon popUlation 
-2 factor and a term of O(w). As D(W) is also a complicated function,the 
following discussion is necessarily limited to the calculation of such 
integrals in principle. As a specific example of a lattice sum we chose 
the second term of (111-10), as it incorporates all the complex features 
to be found. In expanded form it is, to within constants, 
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Re 
and it converts to integrals of the form 
w f 0 max 
It is the integrations around the poles of this integral that are of concern 
(we assume fl has no poles) • Consider the integral over ~. 
as a (variable) constant a, we can rewrite simply as 
f: dx. f (x) ( .)2 ( . 2 X+l.O x-a+l.o) 
Treating w 
9., 
(AVI-6) 
(The io term is really the limit i£, £+0+ for the double integral. We 
assume that the limit exists separately for each integral). (AVI-6) can 
be expanded in partial fractions giving particular cases of the general 
integral 
f(x) (AVI-7) 
(x-a+io)n 
namely, n=l,2, a £ @,xJ. (f(x) is zero outside the domain @,~). All 
of our lattice sums will reduce to (successive) integrals of this type, and 
for RFs of higher order than the first, of order m say, values of n from 
1 to (m+l) will occur. The integration around the pole at x=a for n=l is 
a well known result in dispersion theory: 
1 
= p 1 + i 1f 0 (x-a) (AVI-8) 
x-a±io x-a 
where the integral of f(x) is understood to be taken on both sides, and P 
denotes the Cauchy principal value 
P lim+ 
£-+{) 
f(a) must be continuous. The case of non-simple poles seldom arises in 
perturbation theory. However it is managed by the theory of generalized 
functions: these are continuous linear functionals (g, ) which associate 
with a sufficiently good function, f, a number 
(g,f) = g(x). f(x) dx 
g(x) may be regular or singular and f is 'good' if it has a finite domain 
and is infinitely differentiable. By an analysis of these functionals 
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Geifand and Shilov (1964) derive a generalization of (AVI-8) (for a=O), 
-n (x±io) -n -x + i 'IT 
(_l)n-l 
(n-l) ! o (n-l) (x) (AVI-9) 
There is actually more detail to the integral of the real part than sugg-
ested here. In particular for n=2, (AVI-7) produces a real part 
-2 Re «x-a+io) , f(x» f(x-a) + f(a-x) - 2f(a) 2 (x-a) 
dx (AVI-10) 
(We can set f(-y) = f(y». Implicit in this result is the requirement that 
f(l) (a) exists, and here we run into a difficulty: the density of states, 
D(x), which is included in f(x),exhibits singularities. This can be seen 
from (AVI-5),where the surface integral diverges at the critical frequencies 
as dw/dk approaches zero or changes sign discontinuously (when two branches 
cross in the disperson curves) • For 3-dimensional lattices these singul-
arities produce slope discontinuities in D(x) at a (minimal) number of 
critical points, c, in the range Q?,~ (Donovan and Angress (1971». 
Provided these discontinuities are finite though, D(l) (c) and hence f(l) (c) 
can be defined, and (AVI-10) evaluated across these points. (Whether or 
m 
not the integral converges will depend upon f(x) itself. If f(x) ~ x , 
m ~ 1 it will diverge about x a. f(x) = Ixl about x = 0 is an illustrat-
ion) . However infinite slope discontinuities can exisL For example, van 
(1) Hove used topological arguments to prove that D (w) + -~ as w + w 
max. , 
and numerical calculations of D(w) show sharply peaked features at a finite 
(and usually small) number of frequencies (though not all peaks are necess-
arily of the 'infinite' type. See Bilz and Kress (1979) for graphs of, 
and references for, D(w) and w(ks) in various structures). Thus (AVI-10) 
is undefined across an E-neighbourhood of these points. Furthermore, as 
the second and higher derivatives of f(x) do not exist at all critical 
points, the use of (AVI-9) for n>2 about these points is meaningless. So 
in general, given an exact D (w), we cannot perform our lattice sums exactly -
2 
with one exception. This occurs for a = O,because D(w) a w at low fre-
quencies. Thus lattice sums which do not involve a difference of phonon 
frequencies in the denominator are always manageable (for all n). For 
a f 0 there are two possibilities. One is to approximate the integrals 
C+E 
around the critical points , f and observe their behaviour as E + O. C-E 
But although D(x) can be approximated about x = c by a suitable sequence 
of differentiable functions (these will uniformly converge to D(x) as the 
latter is continuous), D(n) (x) is not necessarily approximated by their 
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derivatives: different choices of functions will give different values 
for the integral in the limit E + O. The other possibility is simply 
to ignore the contributions around x = c for some small E (an expansion 
of the error in powers of E should be possible) . For example, one does 
not expect the removal of the singularity at w to affect the integral 
max 
much. While mathematically imprecise, these are the only methods available 
for handling an exact D(x). The saving grace is that D(X) is never pre-
cisely known: the shape of a singularity about x c may be, but its mag-
nitude, D(c), must still be estimated on a lattice dynamical model, (see 
Maradudin et al. (1963) for methods of calculation). The latter are 
designed to reproduce the observed dispersion curves, w(~s),by calculating 
with a large number of k values in the Brillouin zone. Thus in any 
numerical calculation of our lattice sums, which is probably the easiest 
method given the complexity of D(w), the mesh size, h, between discrete 
values k, ~ = k + 8, ... , will set limits on the smallness of quantities 
like wk - w~ near the critical points and elsewhere. The behaviour of 
the summation for smaller h would then have to be observed. Similar 
problems have been considered before in lattice sums (Maradudin and Fein 
(1962) ) . 
In summary, for any realistic calculation, all our lattice sums are 
manageable. The presence of (a finite number of) critical points in the 
density of states does not affect our conclusions about the role of 
resonating denominators in these sums. 
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APPENDIX VII 
ELIMINATION THE LINEAR INTERACTION 
TRANSFORMING AS r l 
This can be achieved for any isolated electronic multiplet by using 
the canonical transformation method of Section (IV. 1. 1). Consider first the 
Hamiltonian, 
H H + VI 0 
I 8, t I t = a, a, + E:k(bkbk+~) 
i 1 1 1 k (AVII-l) 
+ I v, 'k t ~k + L v, 'k t <Pk a,a, a,a. 
ik 11 1 1 i~jk 1J 1 J 
where the state labels, if are quite arbitrary for the moment. The result 
of Section (IV.l.l) is that the diagonal part of the interaction here can 
always be absorbed into a new zero-order Hamiltonian. We do this for the 
symmetrized part of Viik transforming as r l alone. 
the coefficient V, 'k (IV-I), allows us to write, 
1J , 
The symmetrized form of 
V. 'k 1J 
\' rv The operator Uk in (IV-3) can then be expanded as L Uk ' and we perform the 
-1 rv 
canonical transformation, SO~ ,of an operator 0, for v = fl only, i.e. 
s "l' a,a, 
1 1 
(AVII-2) 
o 
The fermion and boson operators then transform as in (IV-4),but with Uk + Uk 
o 
z. + Z, 
1 1 
( i) 
The effect on (AVII-l) is to replace: 
8. by 8 ~ 
1 1 
8, - L 
1 k 
(ii) the diagonal interaction by 
(iii) and the off-diagonal interaction by, 
V(rv) 
ijk 
T 
a,a, 
1. J 
o 0 (z . -z ' ) 
e 1. J 
The product in (ii), ~ V l:~) u~ , v F 0, is zero by Schur I s lemma 
similarly for (iii). And within a multiplet (x,A. = x.A,) V~~k) 1. 1. J J 1.1. 
o 
z, 1. 
o 
z. 
J 
For this case then the total interaction is simply, 
L 
ijk 
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(cf. (II-39); 
(0) 
Vjjk ' so 
(AVII-3 ) 
and the effect of 
rVFO 
the r l 'phonon' is only to be found in the zero-order 
Hamiltonian. For our RF calculations the total Hamiltonian which must be 
transformed is, 
For an isolated multiplet Hs is unchanged, and the calculation of d~p(P) 
proceeds as if the coupling via the r l 'phonon' did not exist (the replacement 
of e, by e~ is of no consequence within a multiplet). Our RFs will thus be 1. 1. 
independent of this component of the linear interaction. (Strictly, we should 
still indicate the presence of this coupling by labelling the JT systems as 
A x (al + \I), but the convention is to ignore it altogether and we follow this) . 
When higher-order interactions are included in (AVII-l) the rl-type 
coupling always exists. Consider the terms V v(3) of (11-16,-17). In the 
f ' t 1 't" 'bl 1" (0)2'f 'h d 1.rs pace 1. 1.S 1.mposs1. e to e 1.m1.nate Vijki rom Vijki ; 1.n t e secon , 
the above transformation inserts V~~k) into new 1.1. terms alongside V, 'kn and V(kim). 1.J x, . 
Nevertheless the transformation remains useful as we now show. Consider V 2' 
it gives rise to a term linear in the phonon operators, 
We interchange k,i in the second term, use Vijki 
o 
V .. nk 1.Jx, , and sUbstitute for 
ui to obtain a coefficient, 
= 4\ V v(ol 
- L iaki aji ia 
-1 
€: ' i 
where we have artificially included an intermediate state, a, so that the 
diagram representation of this coefficient can be made obvious. Besides 
157. 
this linear term, the usual quadratic interaction (11-16) is produced, as 
well as a purely electronic operator, 
Vi 
o ij 
'i' t L. V~, a,a, 1.J 1. J V ~ , 1.J 
'i' V(oL 
L. V ijk£ j jk k£ 
By Schur's lemma V, 'k£ must transform as fl so V~, is diagonal and contrib-
,1.~ (3) , 1.J n 
utes to e ~ . 1. L1.kew1.se, V transforms to operators containing (~k) , n=O,1,2,3, 
but diagonal in the electronic states. 
4 
3 I k£m 
n=O gives an addition to e~ of 1. 
and n = 3 gives v(3) back again. We now gather the n 1,2 terms with those 
from V2 and (AVII-3),to obtain effective linear and quadratic interactions, 
Vi I V~ 'k t ~k v' I v1jk£ t a,a, , a,a, 1 ijk 1.J 1. J 2 ijk£ 1. J (AVII-4) 
with 
V! 'k 
V (rvfo ) 
-4 I v(oL -1 1.J ijk 9-a Viak.Q, aj9- £9- (AVII-5 ) 
I V (k9-m) v(ol v(oL -1 + 2 (£££m ) 
£ma ia9- aJm 
and 
V1jk£ V 'i' V(k£m) V~~~ £-1 ijk.Q, - L. l.Jm m 
m 
(AVII-6) 
(3) 2 Thus Vi is the sum of terms at order Vl , V2Vl , and V VI where only the last 
two orders can have a f I-type dependence. Provided we are prepared to redefine 
all electron-phonon interaction vertices in this way, we can always accommodate 
(0) 
the removal of V, 'k from V, 'k' for any order of non-linearity and anharmonicity. 1.1. 1.J 
The Hamiltonian prior to the transformation 
H + (VI + V + V(3) + ... ) + H 
0 2 s 
simply becomes, 
H' + (V' + V' + v(3) + ... ) + H 
0 1 2 s 
afterwards. 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
A diagram approach to reduction factor calculations in 
Jabn-Teller systems 
S H Payne and G E Stedman 
Department of Physics, University of Canterbury. Christchurch I, New Zealand 
Received 15 August 1977 
Abstract. A general technique is developed for calculating reduction factors in the weak 
coupling limit for interaction with a phonon continuum. The many-body theoretic approach 
of Gauthier and Walker is combined with a diagram representation of symmetry constraints. 
As an application, rcduction factors are calculated for a triplet state in cubic symmetry. 
correct to fourth order in linear coupling at zero temperature. For example, in the T 0 t 
problem it is shown that on coupling to lattice modes of unequal energy, K(E) + ![K(T:J 
K(T 1)J < 1 at fourth order. 
The qualitative effects of coupling a Jahn-Teller active ion to more than one lattice 
mode have been of recent interest. For E ® e coupling in cubic symmetry, the linear 
relation between the reduction factors p, q predicted by single-mode theories is not 
obeyed in a multimode theory (e.g. Gauthier and Walker 1973, 1976); this has led to 
experimental confirmation of the necessity of the multimode theory. Similar theoretical 
treatment of reduction-factor relations in systems of different symmetry have been 
given by Ham (1972), Leung and Kleiner (1974), Ham et al (1976). 
We extend these results by applying the method of Gauthier and Walker (1976) 
to an arbitrary system, generalising the group-theoretic aspects of their analysis using 
the diagram notation of Stedman (1975), This has the important advantage of a coherent 
and systematic presentation since the group theoretic information is latept in the 
Feynmann diagrams considered by Gauthier and Walker. The details of the diagram 
representation will be indicated by parenthetical description in the following paragraphs. 
We start with eigenstates of an electronic Hamiltonian H 0 (whose propagators 
are represented by solid lines) labelled by the irreducible representation A (in general, a 
Greek letter) and component 1 (the corresponding Latin letter), with respect to the point 
group G. Phonons (wiggly lines) interact with Hamiltonian V in all orders with these 
states to give a dressed excitation (double lines) in a one-particle theory (figure 1 (a)). 
This single-particle approximation is known to be inadequate in general, but may be 
expected to be rather more satisfactory for the commonly studied singlet-multiplet 
spectrum than the multiplet-multiplet spectrum (Stedman 1976a). In the weak-coupling 
limit we apply first an electronic perturbation H s' expandable (broken line) in terms of 
irreducible tensor operators: 
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(0) Ib) ,h i 
=? 
-- + 
H-s ~ 
(e) lh fh ~h , I I , I 
-i>:i>- ~+ ~+ ~+ ••• 
(dl 
~ ~ + ~ 
lei 
!h t h fh 
~+ I -@- +~+ ... 
If) 
Figure I. Components of the diagram formulation, and construction of the reduced matrix 
elements d"(,l) defining the reduction factors K).(j1). 
Figure 2. Group-theoretic reduction of a typical diagram for the evaluation of its contribution 
to the reduction factors. 
(figure l(b)). This perturbation modifies the electronic states (solid line with double 
arrows, figure l(c»), and the phonons modify it further (double line with double arrows, 
figure 1(d»). 
The self-energy operator I: (cross-hatched circle) in this Dyson equation may be 
expanded in orders of ; the first-order term I:1 in this expansion, (figure l(e») is of 
immediate interest in calculating reduction factors. It is an invariant diagram under 
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the operations of G; the transformation from lattice phonon to symmetry coordinate 
basis (e.g.: ika of Gauthier and Walker in the E ® e problem +-+ circle labelled 1 in 
figure (2) is an invariant node (Stedman 1976b). We may then use the Wigner-Eckart 
theorem in its diagram form (the extended Jucys theorem JL V 3) on figure l(e) to obtain 
figure 1(1), in which the upper diagram contains a coupling (Clebsch-Gordan) co-
efficien t for G and the lower diagram a reduced matrix element related to d,·.l(/l) (figure 
l(g)). For the purpose of this Letter, we may suppress the multiplicity index r. It then 
follows from an obvious generalisation of the argument of Gauthier and Walker (1976) 
that the reduction factor Ki'(/t) for an operator in Hs of symmetry II acting within a 
manifold of electronic states of symmetry .:t is 
(1) 
where 1 is the identity llTeducible representation of G. Figure l(e, g) and equation (1) 
define a diagram method for calculating reduction factors to arbitrary order in the 
ion-lattice interactions. We shall concentrate on the linear interaction within the 
electronic multiplet A: 
(2) 
where ¢k = bk + bt is a lattice mode operator, U~ an electronic tensor operator in 
the normalisation of Payne and Stedman (1977) and 1/'(1'11) the corresponding matrix 
element, generalising the coefficients VB' VT of single-mode theories and the coefficient 
1ha of Gauthier and Walker (1976). Results obtained by restricting v in equation (2) 
will be denoted by a subscript K~(p,). 
Each term in figure l(e) is reduced to its group-theoretic essentials-6) symbols 
and reduced matrix elements-by application of the diagram reduction theorems JL V n. 
In the case of Gauthier and Walker (1976) G = 0, }, = v = E, K(A2) = p, K(E) q. 
The first term, for example, in successively reduces as in figure 2. The tetrahedral 
figure is the 6) symbol 
AU) = {I, I E E1 
I EE EJ 
tabulated by Griffith (1962). Since multiplicity labels and 2 - )m vertices have trivial 
values here, and since A(E) = 0, A(A1) - A(A2) there are several simplifications 
in this problem. For example we find that: (i) figure 3(a) contributes to d;(l) and d;(A2) 
and in equal proportions, the relative sign being determined by the number of vertices 
between the broken and other external lines ; (ii) figure 3(b) contributes just to d;(E); 
and (iii) diagrams not expressible in one ofthese forms (e.g. figure 3(c, d)) do not contribute 
to any reduction factor. In this way we may confirm quite rapidly the results of Gauthier 
and Walker (1976) for general coupling in fourth order at zero temperature, except 
indeed for a con-ection to their value for p (in the term of fourth order in the linear 
interaction, their equation4·14a) in favour of their earlier value (Gauthier and Walker 
1973). We agree with all earlier workers that 2q = 1 + P for general coupling to iso-
energetic lattice modes. 
While the particular simplifications mentioned above do not generalise, we find 
the diagram formalism to be superior in all problems of reasonable complexity. 
We have calculated second- and fourth-order contributions to reduction factors 
in the system T ® (e + t), at zero temperature and in linear coupling (equation (2») 
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for simplicity. At second order 
K~+lE) 1 - 3hJE~ 
K~+t(T 1) = 1 Lk 3(~9k + hJ/E~ 
K~+t(T:J 1 - Lk (39,,/2 + hJ/Er 
where Ek is the energy of a phonon in lattice mode k, 
9k L"=II,£lf[(En)i2/IEI 
(figure 3(e») and 
hk Ln=~'I(lfnT2n)12/IT21. 
(For coupling to a single mode of either symmetry, 
Lk9k --t n V~/2cv, L~k -+ h Vl/2cv). 
[a) , 
W 
(e) 
(e) 
9 ----k 
(d) • 
GtSd 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Figure 3. (a)-(d), Generalisations to higher orders of interaction of the diagrams contributing 
to :l.:1; (e), diagram definition of the basis transformation (Stedman 1976b) from lattice 
mode to local symmetry coordinate E. 
The effective mass has been set equal to unity. As shown by Bates et al (1974) and Ham 
(1965, 1972) these second-order contributions satisfy the sum rules Kf'{E) = KT(T 1)' 
T)ll T()T T l' Kt (Tz = 3\2 + K t T 1), Ke+lll) Ke(/') + K t (ft) - 1. 
Fourth-order contributions to these reduction factors are given in table 1. From 
these we readily deduce the following statements as special cases: 
(i) The sum rules mentioned above are invalid at fourth order, as expected. In 
particular, the inequality of KT(T 1) and Ki'(E) is a consequence of the vanishing of the 
9 - j symbol derived from figure 3(b) when It = T 1, but not when It E. 
(ii) The general relations K~(E) 1, K~(T 1) K~(T 2) are obeyed. 
(iii) For equal coupling to two isoenergetic modes of E and T 2 symmetry (9k ,-t 9 1 
(jkh hk-t 17 20k2 , 91 4h z/3 i.e. VE 2VT/J3, E1 Ez == E) the sum rules K;;=lE) 
= K;~t(T2)' 5K;=rCE) - 3K;=t(T1) = 2 which are associated with the R3 symmetry 
of this special case (O'Brien 1971, Romestain and Merle d'Aubigne 1971, Judd 1974) 
are satisfied. 
(iv) If we define == K~(E) - 1 + ~[K~(T2) K~(TI)J, at fourth order 
(6) 
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Table 1. Fourth-order contributions to the reduction factors (,I) in linear coupling 
at zero temperature. Except when subscripted, k", Ek ; 111 == Ek E,. oK~+ 1(,1) = 
kk/kt~lPiQ~il)/k3/m2 - d(2)(I)K(2)(ll). 
2 3 4 
.... _-----
Pi gkrl! hllll hkgl gk/1/ 
Q,{E) 0 -3/(1 - 121m - 6/(111 -3/(1 61111 + 31\m -3kl + 1k2 
+1k2 
Q;(TJ -lkl - 31m - 3km -31\1 121m - 6km 61111 + 3km - 6/111 3km 
_jk2 
Qi(T2) 31m 3km -3kl 41111 2km - 21m + 1\111 -tkl - 61111 + 3k11l 
+2k2 +-2k2 
Leung and Kleiner (1974) discussed the sum rule K; O. In a single-mode theory they 
found that K; Oupto (our) eighth order, and that to all ordersK~=1 0 because of the 
R3 sum rules in the equal coupling case. From equation (6), K; = 0 to fourth order 
if and only if the lattice modes are isoenergetic. If Ek =I E( we find (by summing each 
term against the corresponding term with k, I interchanged) that < O. 
The sum rules K; = 0 and 2q 1 + p (of the E0 e problem) thus break down 
under identical circumstances. Since the breakdown of the latter sum rule has been 
observed experimentally (e.g. Abou-Ghantous et al 1974) there is more likelihood of 
observing a non-zero value for K T (in weakly coupled systems with VB ~ VT) than might 
be anticipated from the analysis of Leung and Kleiner (1974). 
We are grateful to Dr M C M O'Brien for drawing our attention to errors in an earlier 
script, and to Dr P H Butler for discussions. S H P is grateful to the New Zealand 
University Grants Committee for a Postgraduate Scholarship.' 
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Ion-lattice coupling, spectral moments and transition 
interference in Fez + : MgO 
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Abstract. We determine the magnitude of phonon-induced transition interference in the ESR 
and far-infrared spectra of Fe2 +: MgO. The ion-lattice coupling constants required in our 
analysis are predicted for Feu: MgO using the ligand superposition model. An improved 
formulation of the theory of spectral moments is included. The broadening component 
associated with phonon-induced transition interference has a sign dependent on the mecha-
nism for the optical coupling (E2 or M1), a temperature dependence identical to that of the 
conventional contributions, and a magnitude typically of 20 % of the corresponding conven-
tional contributions. 
1. Introduction 
Transition interference may occur in systems in which two different pairs of electronic 
levels have the same separation. In the absence of phonon interaction, the spectrum will 
contain two delta-function parts that superimpose at the common transition frequency. 
On including phonon interaction, each linewill broaden and shift, and sidebands will 
appear. However, it is generally assumed that the spectrum will still be a superposition. 
Under certain conditions, additional effects arise representing interference between the 
spectra (Stedman 1976, to be referred to as I). The argument in this paper was purely 
qualitative, however, and it is of interest to estimate the importance of this effect in a 
realistic situation. 
The ground state of Fe2 + : MgO is a triplet (T 2g) with an isotropic g-factor in cubic 
symmetry (which we assume throughout); the first excited states are a doublet (Eg) 
and a triplet (T 19)' and all these states are Jahn-Teller-active (Ham et al 1969). Since the 
far-infrared transition (A in figure 1) from the ground triplet to the two excited multiplets 
is seen (Meyer et a11974, Hjortsberg et al1975) and is magnetic dipole in origin, this is 
exactly the type of system discussed in I as a candidate for a study of transition interference. 
We shall estimate the various contributions to tile second moment of the far-infrared 
absorption band in § 4. 
The ESR transitions (B in figure 1) between the levels of the ground triplet also coincide 
in energy and suggest the possibility of transition interference under different restrictions 
and with different effects to that discussed in I. There has already been some discussion 
of the possibility that an unusuallineshape could result from a full-blown treatment of 
phonon effects on the spectrum in this case (Stevens and Persico 1966, van Eekelen and 
Stevens 1967). We find that, in such circumstances, the contribution of transition inter-
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ference to the broadening of the zero-phonon line occurs via inelastic interaction with 
the lattice and can therefore proceed via the direct process of spin-lattice relaxation, 
in a lower order of perturbation theory than the Raman elastic processes discussed in I. 
In this particular system, the dominant features of the observed spectrum are due to 
strain broadening (Ham 1968), but since in other spectral regions laser fluorescence 
studies can examine phonon broadening effects normally masked by strain, this type of 
problem may have more than academic interest. 
====~==87 T1g = 5 
Eg ========= t 
A 
Figure 1. Far-infrared (A) and ESR (B) transitions in Fe2 + : MgO. 
We take this opportunity to improve two bodies of theory required by the analysis. 
First, the basic ion-lattice interaction constants for Fe2+ :MgO have never been satis-
factorily explained (Ham et al1969). The situation is confused by disagreement between a 
number of authors who have published formulae for the ion-lattice constants on a point-
charge model for cubic symmetry. We show that the observed signs and magnitudes of 
static and dynamic parameters are consistent with the ligand superposition model of 
ligand-field theory developed by Newman (197l). This also enables us to predict the 
ion-lattice coupling constants in the excited multiplets of Fe2+: MgO required by our 
analysis and unavailable experimentally. Second, we give details of an improved formula-
tion (alluded to in I) of the theory of spectral moments, in particular removing an un-
warranted assumption in the standard treatment of negative frequencies. 
2. Superposition model interpretation of ion-lattice coupling constants in cubic symmetry 
2.1. Normalization conventions 
We define the strain tensor by eij t(ou/or i + au/or), where u(r) is the displacement 
of the medium at r. On symmetrization with respect to the cubic group, we have strains 
eo ezz - t(exx + eyy)' e. = t.J3(exx eyy) for the Eg irreducible representation, and 
e, = e , e = e ,er = e for the T2· irreducible representation. We define the corre-• yz 1/ XZ, xy g 
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sponding normal coordinates for octahedral symmetry by Qe = 2Ree/.J 3, QE = 2Re E/.J 3, 
Q~ = Re~ etc, where R is the distance to the nearest neighbour. The above conventions 
correspond to the definitions of, for example, Ham et al (1969). The harmonic linear 
ion-lattice coupling Hamiltonian will be written 
(1) 
Here VE and VT are essentially reduced matrix elements of the ion-lattice interaction 
for the irreducible representations Eg and T 2g' The electronic operators (EIJ, EE) and 
(~, ~, 7;;) have the corresponding symmetry. Authors differ in their choice of these 
operators. For example, for unsymmetrized crystal-field operators, a list in Racah 
normalization is given by Smith and Thornley (1966) and in Stevens normalization by 
Newman and Urban (1975)t. A list of Stevens operators, symmetrized for cubic sym-
metry, has been given by Calvo et al (1969). Most authors use the symmetrized Racah 
operators, in particular the list of Blume and Orbach (1962). These operators have the 
major defect that theT 2g operators are not Hermitian; the origin of this appears to be that 
table A19 of Griffith (1961) for kets has been translated into operators without ensuring 
Hermiticity. Since a Hermitian choice must eventually be specified (by dropping a factor 
±i) to gain a real answer, we conclude that previous calculations are liable to have in-
correct signs for VT . 
Within a triplet (E = 1), we define the symmetrized effective spin operators by (Ham 
et al 1969) EIJ 3L~2/2 - I, EE = .J3(L~2 - L~2)/2, ~ = {L~, L~} etc, and within a 
doublet(L' = t) by (Bates et aI1971) Ell L~, EE = L~, T~ = O. We shall take the L~ = t 
state to be the lEgE) state, to conform to Griffith's (1962) conventions. The additional 
operator equivalent factors needed to reduce the symmetrized Racah crystal-field 
operators to the above spin operators are listed in Bates et al (1962) in the form I?(r 
T; n = 2,4). The operators of Baker and van Ormondt (1974) are defined by substituting 
Z:~~) of Table IV of Hutchings (1964) for the combination (In, m) ± In, -m)}/.J2 in 
Griffith's table; hence, for example, C(r3, 2,0) = rtEIJ, C(rs' 2,0) = t.J3~rt. 
Levels 1-8 in figure 1 are assigned the symmetries e", tI, 0, E, S x, Sz and Sy' respectively. 
2.2. Superposition model of ion-lattice interaction 
There is now· a considerable body of evidence that the ligand superposition model 
of the static and dynamic crystal field should be used in lieu ofthe point-charge or indeed 
any electrostatic model, in view of the simplicity and general applicability of the model 
(Newman 1971). Some of this evidence relates to transition -metal ions (Stedman 1969a, b, 
Newman and Siegel 1976) . 
Superposition-model expressions for ion-lattice coupling constants have been given 
by Newman and Urban (1975). If we cast this work into the normalization conventions 
of § 2.1 we obtain 
(2) 
t In this reference, the caption to table 2.1 should have [X, Y] as the anticommutator of X and Y. 
t Allen (1973) has pointed out an inconsistency in the physical interpretation of Stedman (1969b). We correct 
this as follows: if Bz decreases down the series Va to Mn4+ due to charge penetration, for example, the 
reduction in its contribution to v' will explain the observed decrease in this parameter. Either this reduction in 
B2 or the increase in B4 associated with t., or both, will explain the observed increase in v. Note that AgIB2 < O. 
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where IX and f3 are the standard operator equivalent factors (Bates et aI1971), B" is the 
axial crystal-field parameter in Stevens normalization for one ligand at a distance R 
along the z-axis, and the factor til describes 11,;s dependence on R (Newman 1971). 
In the point-charge model, tIl = n + 1 and B" lelq(r">/(R//+ 1X"), where X 2 = 2, 
X<j. 8. 
On comparing expressions for VE and VT on a point-charge inodel for Bn and tn 
among the papers cited below, we find allreement amongst all authors as regards 
magnitudes except for Bates et al (1971), whose octahedral VT is too small by a factor 
of 2. Regarding the sign of VElOur sign agrees with that of Al'tshuler et al (1961) and Ray 
(1972), but not with that of Bates et at (1971), Buisson and Nahmani (1972) or Ray and 
Regnard (1974). Regarding the sign of VT' our sign agrees with that of Bates et al (1971), 
but not with that of Al'tshuler et al (1961), Ray (1972) or Ray and Regnard (1974). 
2.3. Analysis and prediction of observed ion-lattice parameters 
For the ground triplet of Fe2+: MgO we have the experimental values for VE and VT (Watkins and Feher 1962): 
[VE] = ~ FJ3G l1 / 2] = ~ [680J cm- 1• VT L G44 540 
If we use the estimates of Ham et al (1969) for the Jahn-Teller reduction factors (KE = 
KT = +0,09), we have the 'corrected' values RVE = 7800cm- 1, RVT = 6ooocm- l . 
Ham et al (1969) comment that the signs of these expressions are at variance with the 
point-charge model predictions. The order-of-magnitude agreement in size is scarcely 
significant when the point-charge model disagrees with the observed magnitude of the 
main static crystal-field parameter, .1. If the single-ligand crystal-field parameter 114 
is derived from.1, the observed magnitudes and signs for VE and VT can be obtained by judicious balancing of the contributions of the n = 2,4 dynamic crystal-field terms. In 
other words, the point-charge model not only gives an incorrect order of magnitude for 
B 4 but predicts the wrong relative contribution of the n = 2, 4 terms. 
Since.1 ( = 80B~/21) = 10850 cm -1, we obtain B 4 = 813 cm -1 for this system. Hence, 
from equation (2), (in units of cm- 1)RVT = 1·71 112 + 3100. Using the raw data for Vp 
we find B2 to be positive; using the data as adjusted by the Ham et al (1969) reduction 
factors, we would find B2 negative. Ligand-field theory for transition metals would 
normally predict a positive n = 2 single-ligand crystal-field parameter, and it is possible 
that Ham et al (1969) have underestimated the reduction factor K T ; a value Kr = 0·17 
or greater would make B2 positive. As an order-of-magnitude estimate, we conclude that 
112 ;"", 1000 cm- 1• (Much larger valueS of B2 have been predicted by DJNewman (private 
communication) in pyrope garnet.) Similarly, R VE = -0,99 t2112 + 1790 t4• For oxygen 
ligands, a value of t4 = 5 is a reasonable estimate (Burns and Axe 1966) and we conclude 
that, on either the raw or adjusted data for VB' t2112 is positive, again as expected from 
ligand-field theories. The uncertainties in KE and tIl preclude estimates of more than an 
order of magnitude for B2, but there is no problem in principle in interpreting the data 
for .1, JE and Vr on the ligand superposition model, as opposed to the point-charge 
model. 
For the 'first excited doublet, we require one ion-lattice interaction parameter, 
V~. Substituting t2 = 4, t4 = 5 and B2 1000 cm -1 and using the appropriate set of 
operator equivalent factors in equation (2), we obtain R V~ = 21000 em -1. Even 
allowing then for the possibility of lahn-Teller reduction of stress-induced splitting, 
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the superposition model predicts a strong ion-lattice coupling of Eg symmetry in the 
excited doublet, and definitely of negative sign. 
Similarly,for the second excited multiplet (T 19 triplet), we predict R V~ = + 6200 cm-1, 
RV~ = + 7100cm- 1• 
3. Moments of the optical spectrum 
One may write closed expressions for the moments of an optical spectrum in terms of a 
trace over a set of operators. The primary references in this area are van Vleck (1948), 
Lax (1952), Henry et al (1965), Pake (1962) and Abragam (1961). In each ofthese works an 
unwarranted approximation is made, and a correction seems desirable. 
We start with the Golden Rule form of the spectrum on which all our work is based: 
(3) 
A and B represent coupled electron-phonon (i.e. vibronic) eigenstates of the complete 
crystal Hamiltonian J'f with eigenvalues E A and EB, and M is the optical interaction. 
We shall take fJ oc. exp ( - PJ'f), i.e. we neglect the effects of optical pumping on the popula-
tion of vibronic levels. The difference PB P A takes account of emission as well as 
absorption. Since the spectral function has physical meaning only if E > 0 (E A> EB), 
we define the physical spectrum as 
(T x(E) = O(E)X(E) 
= '} (PB P A) 1M ABI2o(E A - EB E), ItB 
where 0 is the unit step function. It is convenient to define 
Y(E) = L (PB + PAl IMABI 2 o(EA - EB - E) A,B 
(4) 
(5) 
with a positive-frequency part (Ty(E) Y(E)O(E). If the optical approximation were made, 
i.e. all excited vibronic1evels unpopulated (PH ~ Po where B =f. ground state, 0), (T (E) = 
. y (T x(E) == (T(E). 
The (unnormalized) moment of the spectrum may be defined by 
(6) 
and similarly for (ro"),. 
The works previously referred to make one of the following approximations: either 
the lower limit in equation (6) is written as - 00 rather than zero, or equivalently l:A > B 
in equation (4) is replaced by l:A,H' (It is also common to assume that Y(E) X(E).) 
These steps overlook the fact that the negative-frequency parts of X and Yare just as 
sizeable as the positive-frequency parts; indeed these functions are respectively odd and 
even inE. 
We define 
F±(t) Trp[M(O),M(t)]±, 
F(t) = Tr pM(O)M(t), 
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where M(t) is the Heisenberg operator and the signed bracket denotes a commutator or 
anticommutator. Using 
1 foo <5(0) = 2n _ 00 exp (iOt) dt, 
one may take the energies inside the matrix elements and re-order the operators inside 
the trace to give 
X(E) = ~ fro dt I PBM BA exp (iE AM AB exp ( - iEBt) sin (Et) 
nl -if) A,B 
1 foo = -; dt F _ (t) sin (Et). 
:ltl _ 00 
Hence, by Fourier inversion, 
F _ (t) = 2i L.() X(E) sin (Et) dE, 
We may evaluate the left-hand side using 
where the suffix denotes p nested commutator brackets, to give 
Similarly, 
F + (t) 21
00 
Y (E) cos (Et)dE, 
(ro2n )y tTr p[M, [.Jr, [.Jr, ... [.Jr, MJ ... JJ2nJ+, 
which, following Grant (1964) for example, can be written as 
(ro2")y (-1)" Tr p( [.Jr, [.Jr, . .. [.Jr, MJ .. ']J.)2. 
Adding equations (8)and (12), we obtain in the optical approximation 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
F(t) = J:oo u(E) exp (iEt) dE, (15) 
from which all moments may be written in the form 
(ron) = Tr p M[.Jr, [.Jr, ... [.Jr, MJ ... JJn' (16) 
This agrees with the exact moments of equations (11) when n is odd, and with the moments 
of equation (13) when n is even and the optical approximation is made. 
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4. Interference contribution to the second moment of the far-infrared spectrum 
We evaluate the second central moment using equation (16), in the form of equation (23) 
of I. Since the excited multiplets are at 107 em -1 above the ground state, their relative 
population at 10 Kis exp 15)( ~ 1). Hence the optical approximation of§ 3 is certainly 
appropriate. The interference terms we shall include are those with a, d in one multiplet 
and b, c in another (in the notation of equation (23) ofI), i.e. we ignore all effects arising from 
coupling of the multiplets by phonon interaction. The representation of equation (1) 
also ignores the breathing mode (A1g), which is normally a dominant source of band-
broadening. In the present case, the far-infrared splitting between the multiplets is 
predominantly due to spin~orbit coupling (although there is some crystal-field dependence 
(Ham et al 1969») and the difference in the shifts of these multiplets (a, b) under hydro-
static strain (ex:. (v"ak J-;,bk») ir not expected to be as great as for asymmetric modes. In 
view of this and other complications we shall ignore A1g contributions. 
When summing over phonon modes kj == k, we shall assume a factori7ztion of the 
form 
(17) 
where Ikl is the magnitude of wave vector k,j is the polarization and ry are the symmetry 
labels for a complex mode. This approximation avoids a complicated problem in lattice 
dynamics and is in the spirit of phenomenological computations of spin~lattice relaxa-
tion rates. However, the combined effect of these two approximations is to introduce some 
spurious symmetries. For example, the product of terms V68y V78y (y labels the phonon 
symmetry in T 2g) vanishes. The effect of this is to cancel contributions to the interference 
part that are strictly non-zero, and our estimate of transition interference is therefore 
to be regarded as a lower bound. 
We take a linear ion~lattice interaction (from I): 
V = L Ck(bk + b~k)' 
k 
Ck = L Vmnka;an· 
mn 
From Griffith (1962), the parameters of §2 are related to this interaction by VE = 
<T2sIlC(Eg)IITir.)/J3F, VT = <T2gIIC(T2g)IIT2g)/J6F (and similarly for V~, V~) and V~ <EgIIC( g)IIEg)/F, where F = [h/(2N(LWoW)]1/2 sin (}ak) (Ham et aI1969). 
If the light were O'-polarized (with respect to some choice of z-axis, e.g. by adding a 
magnetic field) we find that in the above approximations some interference terms (those 
in T 2g +-+ Eg) vanish. We shall assume no polarization of the incoming radiation, and 
define the reduced matrix elements of the optical interaction by 
M = <1IMxI4) = -t<T2gIIM(Tlg)IIEg)' 
M' <JIMxI7) = (1/J6) <T2gIIM{Tlg)IIT1g)' 
Ham et al (1969) compute numbers related to M, M' on a crystal-field model, which we 
use later. 
We discuss the two sets oftransitions separately. For the transition to the E doublet, 
we find for the second central moment g 
« 2)c(Eg) = ~(2nk + I)PlIMI2F2[tjv~ + VEI2 + tjv~ VE I2 + tjv~ + 2VE I2 
+ 21VEI2 + IV~12 + SIv;.12 + 2VEV~]/Tr p1M12, (IS) 
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and for the transition to the T 19 triplet 
<co2)c(Tlg) = ~ ~2nk + l)p1IM'12F2{1V; + 2VEI2 + 12V; + VEI2 + IV; - VEI2 
+ 3[IV~ + VEI2 + IVE I2 + 1V~12] 
+ 24[1 V;12 + IlI.r12] 12VT V;}/Tr p1M12. (19) 
In equations (18) and (19), cross terms which arise from expanding internal brackets 
represent non-additive broadening contributions, and the last term in each case repre-
sents transition interference. The terms have been calculated using a Debye model for 
the lattice; corrections arising from terms in <co2 ) c containing the zero-order Hamiltonian 
are negligible. 
We fmd that <co2 )c is proportional to T at high temperatures for all contributions 
and that the total width has a low-temperature limit of 80 cm -1, which is an order of 
magnitude greater than the observed bandwidth (Meyer et aI1974). In view of the above 
approximations, better agreement cannot be expected. 
The relative magnitudes are our immediate interest. We find that transition inter-
ference gives 30 % and 13 % of the conventional contributions to the second moment 
for the transition to the and T 19 multiplets, respectively. If, instead of regarding a 
lattice mode kj as activating a single mode of the complex, we use equation (17) for each 
occurrence of the label k in such products as V68k V76k, these magnitudes become 25 % 
and 47 %, respectively. The truth probably lies between these approximations of extreme 
coherence and extreme incoherence. We may conclude that a width calculation aiming 
at 30% accuracy should certainly include interference terms. 
All these contributions are negative, Le. interference effects tend to decrease the band-
width (by up to a factor of2). If a magnetic field were applied, the interference terms might 
be expected to decrease rapidly in magnitude, since the transitions would no longer be 
isoenergetic. At the point at which the spectrum showed clearly separated transitions, 
the interference terms would be expected to be negligible; the associated Green functions 
(cf § 5) would no longer have the coincident resonances which enhanced their importance. 
This would suggest that, other things being equal, the width of the T 2g -+ T 19 transition 
should increase with magnetic field, since a negative contribution was being reduced in 
magnitude. In fact, the opposite trend was noted by Hjortsberg et al (1975). One explana-
tion for this is that on increasing the field the band shifts out of the energy regime of the 
acoustic phonons and that conventional broadening mechanisms are thereby greatly 
reduced. 
5. Interference effects in the ESR spectrum of FeZ + : MgO 
From equation (2) of I, the optical spectrum can be written as 
aCE) oc ~ Disc M bM dG b d(E) 
a'rtd a cafe (20) 
where a, b, c, d label electronic levels and G b deE) is a two-particle Green function whose a ,e 
external lines are labelled by these states, The terms G ub, ba(E) are denoted diagonal Green 
functions and give rise to the conventional terms in the spectrum; the remainder, c "f b 
or a "f d, are denoted interference Green functions. In the three-level system of figure 1, 
the transitions 1 - 2 and 2 - 3 have a common energy Eo (in the absence of ion-lattice 
interaction). The major contribution to the ESR (zero-phonon) line will come from those 
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Green functions which resonate at this energy. These will include G21' 12(E) and G32. 23(E) 
even in the absence of ion-lattice interaction; on expanding the Green functions to second 
order, we find resonances at Eo in each of the terms of figure 2. 
610) _ oh. ba -
(a, b) = (2,1), j 3, 2 ) 
121 
621 ,23 G
I21 
'" 32,12 
a ) a 
Figure 2. Green functions giving non-zero contributions to direct-process broadening of the 
t::.L~ = 1 ESR transitions of FeH : MgO. Interference terms correspond to the last two 
diagrams, G~21.23 and G<i'Ll' 
It follows that interference effects arise in the zero-phonon line at second order of 
perturbation, rather than fourth order as in I, and all our earlier general conclusions 
need revision because of the different structures of the isoenergetic transitions. This 
situation was anticipated in a footnote in Stedman (1972), and by revising the arguments 
in that paper in the indicated manner, we find: 
(i) vertex corrections (of the type G 21,23) contribute to the width but not the shift of 
the zero-phonon line; and 
(ii) this width contribution arises from ion-lattice interaction processes in which a 
net amount of energy Eo is released to or gained from the lattice. Hence the direct process 
of ion-lattice relaxation can give a non-zero contribution to the interference-induced 
width. 
The relative values of the matrix elements M ab in the ground triplet can be obtained 
by applying time reversal under which M --+ EM, where E = ± 1, as M is an electric or 
magnetic multipole operator. Equation (20) becomes 
I1(E)oc DiscIM1212{G21,dE)+ G32 ,23(E) + E[G32.dE) + G21•23(E)]}. (21) 
The sign ofthe interference terms in this expression will depend on the mechanism of the 
optical transition. 
Proceeding as in Stedman (1972), we find second-order contributions to the half-width 
at half-power of the zero-phonon line at Eo as 
r = r~l) + ql) + r~2) 
= 'It L {o(Eo mJ [RI2nk(!V12k12 - 2EV32k li';.2k) + R 23(nk + l)(jv32k12 - 2EV23kV21k)] 
k 
(22) 
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where ql), the interference terms, are those proportional to E, r~2) represents the term 
proportional to o(2Eo (Ok) (arising from direct relaxation between levels 1 and 3) 
and r~l) the remaining terms arising from diagonal Green functions and direct-process 
relaxation between levels 1 and 2 or 2 and 3. Rab (Pa Pb)/(PI P3) R! 1 (fJEo ~ 1) 
and Pa is the population of electronic state a. nk and (Ok are the population and 
single quantum energy, respectively, of lattice mode k, and ~bk is the coefficient of the 
linear ion-lattice interaction (to which we restrict ourselves) in the second quantization 
(cfI). 
Again we ignore A1g mode interactions; semidiagonal contributions to the zero-
phonon linewidth (see the references in I) are certainly non-zero but do not contribute 
to direct-process relaxation. 
Using equation (17) for summation over lattice modes, we find 
r = (3n108hc4R2E~kTI2NMov!) (7 Vi + 3V~ 2EVi). 
Therefore, the contribution from the interference term to the width is '" 17 % of the con-
ventional contributions. The magnitude ofr for a typical case (T = 4 K,Eo = 0'3cm- 1), 
2 x 10- 5 cm- I , is of course much less than that of the observed strain-broadened line 
(7 x 10-2 cm-l, Low and Weger 1960) 
6. Conclusions 
The observed ion-lattice interaction constants in the ground triplet of Fe2+ : MgO are 
consistent with the ligand superposition model, and values have been predicted from this 
model for the constants in excited multiplets. For the T Ig multiplet, the constants are 
similar to those in the ground multiplet, but V~ for the Eg multiplet is negative. 
The contribution of interference between transitions to line- or band-broadening can 
be 20% or more, and thus should be included in a careful calculation for multiplet-
multiplet transitions. Since the symmetry properties of these terms are quite different 
from those of the conventional contributions (they may change sign under a change in 
multipole of optical interaction and for general site symmetry they are strongly polariza-
tion-dependent), they may playa proportionally greater part in, for example, MCD 
spectra. 
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Erratum to 'Diagram Methods for Reduction Factor Calculations In Jahn-
Teller Systems' - Ph.D. Thesis by S.H. Payne. 
p.6 -(I-8) - I XAYV 
- next equn. - I IZKi>A(g)ik 
p.17 - line 1 - •.. S03 ~ 0 3jms ... 
5 .. found previously. 
p.20 - last eqn. - sub- and superscript 
p.23 - line 1 - ... Brillouin zone ... 
p.26 - line 4 - •.. Fourier transform ... 
(II-8) 
2'2 should be z'z 
p.40 - 2nd last line - ... x. 
~ 
x for A. = A , •.. 
c ~ c 
p.43 - line 7 ..• such that K E V x A._ 
a J 
p.55 - line 5 - .•. phase, ¢4, ... 
p.65 - line 10 - .•. ~ r1,r2 
p.76 - line 14 - ••• V = r 1 in 7 (c) ... 
p.8l - line 23 - ••• must have b7 ~ 0, .•. 
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p.90 - (IV-16) 
p.127 -1st equn. 
2nd equn. 
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1. J 
i* 
VJ(,k 
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p.145 - (2)JLV3 ... Figs. 13(g,k,l) .. , 
p.150 - line 10 ... residue of the summand .•. 
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